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Preface
An earlier version of this book was published in 1961 under the 

title A Student’s Vocabulary of Biblical Hebrew; it was allowed to 
go out of print in 1997. Aside from a number of corrections that 
were made for the fi rst reprinting in 1965, the work has undergone 
no signifi cant revision during the 36 years of its print life. However, 
from the reviews it received after publication, as well as comments 
from some of my biblical colleagues, and not least from students 
who have used this work, I have been apprised not only of its errors, 
but also of some adjustments that could be made to improve the 
fi nished product. Unfortunately, the opportunity to take advantage 
of these comments and suggestions has been a long time in coming, 
but with the recent appearance of the successor to the lexicon I used 
as a basis for the defi nitions in A Student’s Vocabulary, I have been 
encouraged to prepare a second edition.

While there are a number of changes introduced, I have decided 
to retain the basic format of the original work, i.e., having the 
Hebrew words to be learned arranged not only in lists of descending 
frequencies, but also in such a way that verbal roots and their 
nominal and other cognates are encountered together. While a 
plausible argument can be mounted for learning the vocabulary of 
Biblical Hebrew solely by frequency arrangements,1 it has been 
my experience that the task is somewhat easier when one can see 
the words in groupings that show their etymological relationships, 
thus providing a helpful mnemonic device for learning how cognate 
words are meaningfully linked. Of course, this means that one will 
most often be learning cognate words that may have quite radically 
different frequencies so that the student may not master all the higher 
frequency words fi rst. Whether or not one sees this as a disadvantage 
will depend upon how one values the advantage of learning words 

 1 As, for example, in Larry A. Mitchel’s A Student’s Vocabulary for Biblical 
Hebrew and Aramaic (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1984).
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by frequency and cognate, instead of only by the former. Also, in the 
next section on “Some Recommendations for the Use of this Book,” 
I will be suggesting some learning strategies that I hope might make 
the presentation followed here more helpful.

As in the 1961 edition, I have organized all the Hebrew words 
into three major lists, the fi rst, by far the largest of the three, 
containing every verb that occurs in the Hebrew Bible ten or more 
times, together with its nominal and other cognates that also occur 
more than ten times (occasionally an interesting cognate that occurs 
fewer than ten times is added). While List II presents the Hebrew 
verbs that occur fewer than ten times, they were selected because all 
of them have at least one cognate that is attested ten or more times. 
List III consists of the so-called ‘primary’ words that do not derive 
from a verbal root, or words that may indeed have come from such 
a root, but one that is not extant anywhere in the Hebrew Bible. For 
all words occurring more than 70 times, Lists I and III are divided 
into frequency categories that indicate only the general range of 
occurrences (e.g., over 500 times, 200–499 times, etc.) rather than 
their precise number of attestations. For words appearing fewer than 
70 times, but more than 10, the exact number of their occurrences is 
placed in parentheses following the defi nition(s). The same frequency 
format is followed for all the cognate words in List II, while the 
verbal roots, which all occur fewer than 10 times in this list, also 
have their small frequency number added in parentheses after their 
defi nition(s).

There were three criticisms of the previous edition that I have 
tried to address in this revision. First, the font size, which was 
generally deemed to be too small, I have made larger, thus to enhance 
both the legibility and distinguishableness of the vowel points. 
Second, because the Lists, even when divided up into frequency 
categories, were often judged to be too large for a manageable 
mastery of the vocabulary within them, I have arbitrarily arranged 
each list into discrete vocabulary groups, without violating any of 
the formatting features mentioned above. The whole apparatus thus 
consists of 91 vocabularies—52 in List I, 19 in List II, and 20 in 
List III—with 77 of these having no more than 20–25 words each, 
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while nine have a few words more than 25, and another fi ve have 
fewer than 20 words. A third, relatively minor criticism, was that a 
somewhat wider range of defi nitions would have been appreciated, 
particularly for high frequency words whose meanings are not fairly 
represented with only one or two defi nitions. I therefore have often 
expanded the defi nitions given, to indicate more nuances and usages 
than were included in A Student’s Vocabulary.

Nearly all of the defi nitions are based on those found in what is 
being called “The new Koehler-Baumgartner in English,” the lexicon 
whose offi cial name is The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 
Testament (hereafter HALOT), which is a revised edition of Lexicon 
in Veteris Testamenti Libros, edited by Ludwig Koehler and Walter 
Baumgartner (Leiden: Brill, 1953–57), and which was produced in 
a one-volume format with defi nitions in both German and English 
in 1958. It was this one-volume edition that I used in preparing the 
earlier version of this work. HALOT comes in fi ve volumes, the fi rst 
four of which contain the Hebrew vocabulary of the Bible, the fi nal 
volume the words of Biblical Aramaic. It is also published by Brill 
(1994–2000), in an English-only-defi nition version edited by M. 
E. J. Richardson, in collaboration with G. J. Jongeling-Vos and L. 
J. de Regt. It is much more readable than its predecessor, whose 
English defi nitions were often awkward and sometimes misleading, 
necessitating my having to make a number of corrections and 
adjustments for my earlier work. HALOT does not pose any such 
problem. Where I have deviated in rare instances from its defi nitions, 
it is in the interest of using more inclusive language or in selecting 
a word that better represents an American English understanding. In 
ordering the defi nitions recorded, I have tried to place fi rst those that 
have the widest attestation (which HALOT does not consistently do), 
even though sometimes this has been rather diffi cult to determine. 
However, if a verb form is extant in the Qal, its defi nition is always 
given fi rst, even though it may not be frequently attested. Then 
follow the defi nitions belonging to each of the binyanim in which 
the verb occurs, with only very low frequency defi nitions omitted. 
Prior to each defi nition, if they are a part of speech other than a verb 
or a noun, I indicate their sentence function, i.e., whether they are an 
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adjective, adverb, conjunction, interjection, pronoun, or preposition. 
Occasionally in ambiguous or potentially confusing contexts I will 
mark a noun as such. The verbs are so obvious that I have left them 
without any special designation.

The Hebrew words in this apparatus are all listed in alphabetical 
order within each frequency range. This means, of course, that in 
order to locate a word easily, one must consult the Index at the 
end, where all the words are listed alphabetically without regard to 
frequency. In Lists I and II, the verbal roots, always unvocalized, are 
highlighted in bold typeface to distinguish them easily from their 
cognates, which appear in normal typeface. Homonyms included in 
the lists are cross-referenced through the footnotes for comparative 
purposes. Each homonym is introduced by an Arabic numeral in 
parentheses, following the enumeration given in HALOT (which, 
however, uses Roman numerals to indicate each one, and places the 
numeral after the word instead of before it, as in this apparatus). 
HALOT will sometimes list and enumerate a homonym that is purely 
conjectural, or represents a form that never occurs in the Hebrew 
Bible (though it may elsewhere in another Semitic language). Such 
homonyms and their enumerations are ignored in this apparatus. 
No guides for pronouncing the vocalized words have been provided 
through transliterations, fi rst because of space considerations, but 
also because there is more than one Hebrew pronunciation/trans-
literation system currently taught, and students should follow the 
one to which they have been introduced in learning the language. 
However, for those (non-verb) Hebrew words accented on a pre-
ultima syllable, I have placed an accent mark above the syllable that 
is stressed as a reminder to the student of how this particular word is 
correctly pronounced (the only exception is with words whose fi nal 
syllable is introduced by a furtive patah\, wherein it is assumed that 
the student will know that such syllables never receive the accent).

One of the most important tasks in preparing this revision was 
to correct the mistakes that were never rectifi ed in the 1961 edition. 
Some of these may not have been viewed as errors at that time, but 
in light of advances in Hebrew lexicography since the early sixties, a 
number of adjustments would seem appropriate. Several matters are 
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involved: changing some defi nitions to refl ect a better understanding 
of a particular word; the assigning of cognates to different roots 
from those to which they were originally linked; the recognition 
that some words thought originally to be derived from verb forms 
are in reality primary words (and thus belong to List III). One of 
the most vexing problems was determining the exact frequency 
of words—in this apparatus those occurring fewer than 70 times. 
One will occasionally fi nd discrepancies between the frequency 
fi gures assigned here and those found, say, in Mitchel’s manual (see 
footnote 1), or in Even-Shoshan’s A New Concordance of the Old 
Testament Using the Hebrew and Aramaic Text (Jerusalem, 1983; 
new edition, 1990), or in Andersen and Forbes’s The Vocabulary 
of the Old Testament (Rome, 1992). Sometimes I was surprised to 
observe that none of these sources agreed with one another on the 
frequency of a particular word! The differences are probably owing 
to several factors: whether or not a word is assigned to the same 
root; whether emendations are counted, and if so, whether counters 
agree on the same emendation; and how the Qere-Kethiv phenomena 
are counted. In preparing A Student’s Vocabulary, I relied almost 
exclusively on Mandelkern’s Veteris Testament Concordantiae 
Hebraicai Atque Chaldaicae (Jerusalem, reprinted 1959), from 
which I have come to see how very diffi cult it is to make accurate 
word counts, owing to its very small print, the ease with which one 
can overlook the double occurrence of the same word in a verse, and 
the difference in the traditional text used as a base (not Leningrad!). 
When all is said and done, I have tried to adjudicate astutely among 
the word-count sources just mentioned. When all three agreed—or 
two of the three agreed—over against the fi gure I had come up 
with, I adopted the majority fi gure. When all three disagreed, I often 
followed Even-Shoshan, since his concordance usually displayed 
every occurrence, and he clearly counts the number of every 
attestation. In any case, a large number of changes have resulted in 
the frequency notations for those words occurring under 70 times. 
While I cannot strictly vouch for the accuracy of every one, I think 
as a whole they are far more accurate than was the case in the earlier 
edition of this work.
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Since the bulk of the labor on this revision has been done in my 
retirement years, I could not rely on graduate-research or student 
assistants to help me with the checking and proofreading. I am 
grateful to the editors at SBL Publications for the corrections and 
improvements they have suggested in the process of preparing the 
manuscript for publication. I would like to express a special word of 
thanks to Dr. Eugene H. Lovering Jr., who has superbly done all the 
typesetting and page designing necessary for bringing the original 
manuscript to print form, and in this process offered a number of 
good suggestions for the improvement of the fi nal product. Further, 
I would like to extend my thanks to the following persons for the 
help they have given: to Leigh Andersen, SBL’s Managing Editor, 
for her superintendence of the manuscript to its print version, and 
for her gracious responses to my questions and concerns; to the 
‘Resources for Biblical Study’ Old Testament series editor, Prof. 
Steven L. McKenzie, for recommending this work for publication; 
and to Prof. Beverly R. Gaventa, the ‘Resources for Biblical Study’ 
New Testament series editor, who provided the initial impetus for 
my undertaking this new edition of my vocabulary lists. I would also 
like to take this opportunity to express my profound appreciation to 
Prof. Robert E. Van Voorst, who has prepared the New Testament 
Greek counterpart to this vocabulary for Biblical Hebrew: Building 
Your New Testament Greek Vocabulary (3d ed.; Atlanta, GA: Society 
of Biblical Literature, 2001). I am grateful not only for his strong 
encouragement to undertake this revision of A Student’s Vocabulary, 
but also for his suggestions for a more user-friendly apparatus. 

In a book of this nature, there probably still remain some mistakes 
or adjustments needing attention, and I would appreciate hearing from 
any who have suggestions to make. It is my hope that this will con-
tinue to be a useful tool for all students learning Biblical Hebrew, and 
with that in mind, I dedicate this fruit of my efforts to them.

George M. Landes
Davenport Professor Emeritus of Hebrew and the 

Cognate Languages
Union Theological Seminary, New York
August, 2000
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Some Recommendations 
for the Use of This Book

Students commencing the task of learning Biblical Hebrew are 
immediately confronted by two major hurdles: 1) fi rst, mastering the 
consonants and vowel system so that together they can be identifi ed 
and pronounced as words (without benefi t of transliteration); and 2) 
second, learning the meanings of words in the process of building 
a basic vocabulary so that the reading and translation of Hebrew 
can become pleasurable, even fun! Obviously, the fi rst of these is 
necessary before the second can become satisfactorily achieved, 
creating an opening for the use of this book.

In my long experience of teaching Biblical Hebrew, the most 
diffi cult initial task is learning how to pronounce the consonants 
and vowels together as words, with the goal of reading them 
consecutively and smoothly as units in phrases and sentences. While 
knowing a good transliteration system is a necessary fi rst step in 
this process (to allow the student to see that Hebrew can look 
like any Western language that uses Roman letters), it should not 
be prolonged, and in fact, students should be weaned away from 
dependence upon transliterations as soon as possible. Students need 
to reach a point where when a Hebrew word is pronounced, what is 
seen or visualized on the screen of the mind is the Hebrew characters, 
not their transliterated equivalents. This process is hastened from the 
outset if the teacher provides the students with pronunciation tapes 
that allow them to hear the correct pronunciation of every word in 
the vocabulary the basic grammar uses, as well as when these words 
are used in exercise sentences. This is reinforced if the students 
are required to read aloud the Hebrew of the exercise sentences in 
class, and be reminded about what is correct and incorrect about 
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their pronunciations. While this is time-consuming, it is well worth 
the effort during the fi rst month or so of the introductory class, to 
facilitate familiarity with the phonology of Hebrew, and enhance the 
increasing ease with which words can be read and pronounced.

Of course, while this is going on, the student must begin to 
learn the meanings of words, and start building a basic vocabulary. 
It is a truism that Hebrew not only does not look like any Western 
language with which the student has become familiar, its words 
sound like few that one has heard before. Unlike Latin, Greek, 
the Romance languages and German, there are almost no Biblical 
Hebrew cognates that have made their way into English. Hence, the 
foreignness of the Hebrew script and sound system burden the task 
of recognizing its words and learning their meanings. How might 
one begin to overcome this?

Techniques for Learning Hebrew Vocabulary: Rote Memory

If one has a photographic memory or is highly skilled at 
memorizing by rote, this is probably the easiest way to retain and 
build a Hebrew vocabulary. One could then take seriatim each of 
the 91 vocabularies that make up the following lists and commit 
them to memory, though I would not recommend this procedure. 
Focus should fi rst be on the words that will be most frequently 
encountered—say, those occurring more than 100 times in all three 
lists—since they will most likely be the ones used in the grammar 
text, while the less frequently attested words will not become useful 
to know until one begins reading the biblical text. In order to identify 
easily the more heavily repeated non-verbal words, I have indicated 
their frequency ranges in boldface type after each defi nition.

Association

Another way of fi xing in mind the meanings of words is by 
astutely applying the principle of association. While Hebrew does 
not have many words that sound like English words, there are 
some whose sounds evoke an English word of similar meaning. 
For example, the Hebrew word for ‘light’ is r/a, which sounds 
something like the English word ‘orb’, which also is associated 
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with light. Or take the Hebrew noun Jr<D<, which means ‘way, road, 
or path.’ The English word ‘direction’ contains some of the same 
sounds, and also relates to the meaning of ‘way.’ Sometimes the 
onomatopoetic character of a Hebrew word is helpfully associated 
with its meaning, and evokes a similar understanding in English. I 
think of the Hebrew verb r[g and its cognate noun, hr:[;G“, whose 
very guttural sounds may be meaningfully associated with feelings 
of disgust or distaste which underlie the defi nition of these words: 
‘to rebuke, speak insultingly’ for the verb, or ‘rebuke, threat’ for the 
noun.

The mastery of the defi nitions of Hebrew words derived from 
verbs is often made easier when the cognates can be seen associated 
with their verbal roots. That is the essential feature in Lists I and 
II of this book, wherein the verbs are linked with their nominal 
and other cognates so that one can see how the basic meaning(s) 
of a verb show(s) up in the words derived from it, thus facilitating 
the learning of the cognate units as over against just one word at a 
time.

One also learns the meaning of words by their association and 
usage in specifi c contexts. In English we learned the meaning of ‘no’ 
or ‘stop’ in contexts where we were about to hurt ourselves or others, 
or were otherwise engaged in some type of annoying conduct. In 
Hebrew we learn the signifi cation of the word µr<j,, because of its 
association with contexts of complete destruction, or of the verb hwj 
because of its association with contexts of showing deep respect or 
submission before a superior.

Associations may also be visual. Usually the early vocabularies 
the Hebrew student is asked to learn contain words referring 
to common, everyday objects or to what one encounters in the 
surrounding world. Thus, when the student learns the words for 
‘house’ or ‘table’ or ‘fi eld’ or ‘sky’ or ‘earth,’ it is helpful to make 
an association between these things one sees everyday and their 
Hebrew equivalents. But sound and sight associations do not carry 
one very far in the mastery of words, so that other devices and 
strategies are needed in this process. 
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Repetition

One of the most important of these is repetition: by constantly 
hearing and seeing words again and again, we learn how they are 
used and what they mean. It was through the repetitious hearing of 
the words in English in a variety of contexts that we learned what 
they meant long before we could read them or know anything about 
the principles of their grammatical arrangment. Unfortunately, in an 
academic context, where time-constraints are necessary, we do not 
have the leisure to absorb the meanings of words in the way we did 
when we were learning English, so that in gaining facility to read 
and translate Hebrew, we need devices to help speed up the process 
of repetition so that the acquisition of a good working vocabulary is 
more quickly accomplished.

One of these devices is the creation and use of fl ash cards, and 
this brings us to an important use for this vocabulary apparatus. 
Most students are familiar with this mode of reviewing and learning 
vocabulary, either through cards they make themselves, or those 
that have been prepared commercially. Usually such cards do not 
incorporate the features that the following list-arrangements make 
possible: placing cognate word groups on the same card, while also 
providing some way to indicate how frequently the words occur.

During the years I taught the introductory Hebrew course at 
Union Theological Seminary in New York I compiled  a box of fl ash 
cards, based on the data in A Student’s Vocabulary, and I made those 
cards available to every student. The cards contained the complete 
vocabulary introduced in the grammars of Jacob Weingreen and 
Thomas Lambdin, plus all the additional words one would encounter 
in reading the Hebrew Bible books of Jonah and Ruth, and chapters 
1–3 of the book of Genesis. I arranged the words on the cards in 
accordance with the way they were presented in the vocabulary 
lists: verbal and nominal roots had all cognates derived or related to 
them placed on the same card; only words without extant roots were 
given their own exclusive card. The back side of the cards was left 
blank; the students were instructed to write in the defi nitions as they 
encountered the words in their reading, whether in the grammar text 
or the Bible. The act of writing the defi nition was designed to help 
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the student begin the association of a word with its meaning, while 
also permitting the addition of other defi nitions when the word in 
question came up subsequently in contexts requiring a different 
nuance of meaning. 

But what about frequency? This was handled by printing the 
cards on different colored stock, with a varying frequency range 
for each color. Thus white cards contained the verbal and nominal 
roots occurring more than 500 times; yellow cards those occurring 
either 200–499 (verbs) or 300–499 (nouns) times; green cards those 
occurring 100–199 times; pink cards those occurring 70–99 times; 
and blue cards all words occurring below 70 times. Of course the 
frequency range could not be represented accurately for those words 
which were cognate with a verb of a higher frequency range than the 
cognate itself. I kept those cognates linked to their higher frequency 
roots on the same card. But if a cognate had a higher frequency range 
than its verbal root, it was the cognate that determined the color of 
the card on which it appeared. Thus it was the highest frequency 
words, whether roots or cognates, that governed the selection of the 
card color upon which they were printed. In this way the principle 
of linking roots and their cognates together was retained, while 
also calling attention to the most recurrent words in each frequency 
range.

With the current availability of computers performing amazing 
technical feats, the task of making vocabulary cards can be much 
less time-consuming and more effi cient. Indeed, one might prefer 
not making cards at all, but dealing with the words on a computer 
disc, but arranged as suggested above. The frequency ranges might 
be represented by differing colors of the background of the screen on 
which the word appears, or the words themselves could be typed in 
different colors coordinated with their respective frequency ranges.

According to Andersen and Forbes in their The Vocabulary of 
the Old Testament (p. 8), there are 9,980 distinct words in the 
Hebrew Bible, over 7,500 of which occur fewer than 10 times. My 
vocabulary lists contain 2,148 words (1,235 in List I; 463 in List II; 
and 450 in List III), or only slightly more than 21% of the Hebrew 
Bible’s total vocabulary. While that might seem like a rather small 
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proportion of the whole, it is that proportion that contains all of 
Biblical Hebrew’s most frequently used words, the ones which when 
mastered will give the student a very fi ne ability to translate the 
Hebrew text without constant recourse to a lexicon. Of course, 
beginning students should start with only the most repeated words, 
say, those occurring more than 200 times in the Hebrew Bible. More 
advanced students could then move to controlling those that occur at 
least 70 or more times, while students dedicated to making a career 
out of Hebrew Bible studies would master the remaining words in 
the lists. All students will fi nd Armstrong, Busby, and Carr’s work, A 
Reader’s Hebrew-English Lexicon of the Old Testament (4 volumes, 
1980–88) very helpful as an aid for reading the Hebrew Bible at 
sight, for they focus on the meanings of those Hebrew words that 
occur fewer than 10 times, arranging them as they occur, book by 
book, verse by verse. Thus their work provides a useful adjunct to 
this book, making less onerous the task of reading Biblical Hebrew 
texts more or less rapidly.

There may be other ways students devise for learning the 
meanings of words, but the one’s mentioned above are probably the 
most common. In any case, I hope that present and future students 
of Hebrew will—as have many in the past—fi nd the arrangement of 
the vocabularies in this book a helpful resource in the necessary task 
of acquiring a good working vocabulary of Biblical Hebrew.
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How Hebrew Words Are Formed
Hebrew words are composed of two fundamental phonetic 

elements: consonants and vowels. The vast majority of words (the 
major exceptions being the pronouns and some of the particles)1 
contain one or more consonants that remain more or less constant 
throughout all the processes of infl ection. These consonants are 
generally referred to as the root of a word, indicating its basic idea 
or meaning. Roots never stand alone nor are they ever pronounced. 
In Hebrew they are represented by consonants, usually two or three, 
much less commonly one or four. Roots are expanded by the addition 
of vowels and often other consonants to form what often are called 
stems, which make up most of the vocabulary of a language. Thus 
there are verbal stems, noun stems, adjectival stems, adverbial stems, 
etc., which can be analyzed and categorized in a variety of ways. The 
purpose of this brief morphological survey of the principal stems 
of Hebrew is to give a better understanding of how Hebrew formed 
its words, as background to learning their meanings, and for seeing 
how sometimes form and meaning are especially related.

I. THE FORMATION OF THE HEBREW VERB

A. The Organization of the Verbal System

The verbal system in Hebrew is organized into seven stems, of 
which the base or ‘ground-stem’ is called the Qal (a Hebrew word 
for ‘simple,’ referring not so much to the ease of mastering it, but 
to the fact that its forms manifest the fewest of consonantal and 
vocalic expansions to the root consonants). The six remaining stems 
take their names from the third person singular masculine form of 
the suffi xed stem (often called the ‘perfect tense’ stem) of the root 

 1 For much of this discussion I follow the observations and illustrations in An 
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, by Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), esp. the sections on ‘Nouns,’ ‘Verbal 
Stems,’ and ‘Verbal Conjugations and Clauses.’
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l[p in each of the six conjugations. The names and meaningful 
relationships of these conjugations to each other are represented in 
the diagram below:

Voices:2 Active Middle Passive
Simple Qal l['P;    l['Pu [largely 
     moribund]
Stative Qal l[eP;, l[oP;   lW[P; [passive ptc.]
Niphal     l['p]nI  l['p]nI
Piel, Pual [factitive] l[ePi*  l['Pu*
Hithpael [refl exive] l[eP't]hi*
Niphal [refl exive] l['p]nI 
Hiphil, Hophal 
 [causative] ly[ip]hi   l['p]h;

*When the second root consonant in a verb is not a laryngal/gut-
tural, that consonant is always doubled in these forms.

1. The active fi nite formations within the Qal

Each of the seven verbal stems consists of two formations which 
convey several features of the verbal action: when the action occurred 
(tense, time-point); whether or not the action has been completed 
(aspect); whether or not the subject acts or is acted upon (voice). 
These two formations are distinguished principally by where the 
pronominal particle indicating the person, number, and gender 
of the subject is placed: after the root consonants (the so-called 
‘suffi x-stem,’ usually labeled, misleadingly, the ‘perfect’), or before 
the root consonants (the so-called ‘prefi x-stem,’ usually labeled, 
again misleadingly, the ‘imperfect’). Only the third person, singular, 

 2 The term ‘voice’ refers to the relationship between the subject and its verb 
with respect to the type of action posited, i.e., whether the subject is doing the 
action (active voice), or is acted upon by something else (passive voice), or acts, 
but with an inferred agent (middle voice). Hebrew adds two formal nuances to 
the expression of voice: factitive or causative action, where the subject causes 
something to happen, and refl exive action, where the subject acts upon itself.  The 
Qal stative verb expresses not so much an action either performed by or on the 
subject, but rather the state or condition in which the subject exists.
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masculine form in the suffi xed-stem of all the conjugations displays 
no pronominal particle indicating person, number, and gender. 
Thus, for example, taking the root rmv, the third person, singular, 
masculine of the suffi xed-stem in the Qal conjugation is rm'v;. 
Only the vowel-pattern qaµmes\ + patah\ has been added to the root 
consonants. This is all that conveys that the subject must be ‘he’ (or 
‘it’), and must be singular and masculine. No additional consonant 
conveys this information, as happens in all the other ‘person’-forms. 
Moreover, despite no pronominal particle following the verbal root, 
it is nonetheless understood that the time-point of the verbal action 
is (usually) past tense. Thus rm'v; is translated ‘he has kept.’

a. The Qal suffi xed verbal formation of the regular 
(or ‘strong’) verb3

The formation of the remaining ‘persons’ of the Qal suffi xed-
stem all affi x a pronominal particle after the root consonants, as 
follows:

 3 f.s. suffi xes h- ; : h-r:m]vâ; she has kept
 2 m.s. suffi xes T;- : T;-r“m'&v; you have kept
 2 f.s. suffi xes T]- : T]-r“m'&v; you have kept
 1 c.s. suffi xes yTi-: yTi-r“m'&v; I have kept
 3 c.pl. suffi xes W-: W-rm]vâ; they have kept
 2 m.pl. suffi xes µT,-: µT,-r“m'v] you have kept
 2 f.pl. suffi xes ˜T,-: ˜T,-r“m'v] you have kept
 1 c.pl. suffi xes Wn-: Wn-r“m'&v; we have kept

The vowel pattern is qaµmes\\ + patah\ in all forms except the 3 f.s. and 
the 3 c.pl. and 2 m. and f. pl.

 3 The terms ‘regular’ or ‘strong,’ as well as ‘irregular’ or ‘weak,’ as applied 
to verbs in the Hebrew system refer to two major groups of verbs as defi ned by 
their root-types. Thus, verbs whose root-types are composed only of consonants 
which do not cause any signifi cant phonetic changes in the processes of infl ection 
are called ‘regular’ or ‘strong,’ whereas verbs one or more of whose constituent 
consonants do precipitate phonetic changes are called ‘irregular’ or ‘weak.’ Regular 
verbs are always tri-consonantal, while irregular verbs may have either two or 
three root-consonants.
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b. The Qal prefi xed formation of the regular verb

For the Qal prefi xed-stem, the pronominal particles are all 
prefi xed to the root consonants, as follows:

3 m.s. prefi xes -yI: rmov]-yI he will keep
3 f.s. prefi xes -Ti: rmov]-Ti she will keep
2 m.s. prefi xes -Ti: rmov]-Ti you will keep
2 f.s. prefi xes -Ti+ suffi xes y-I: y-rIm]v]-Ti you will keep
1 c.s. prefi xes -a,: rmov]-a, I will keep
3 m.pl. prefi xes -yI + suffi xes W-:4 W-rm]v]-yI they will keep
3 f.pl. prefi xes -Ti + suffi xes hn:-:5 hn:-r“mo&v]-Ti they will keep
2 m.pl. prefi xes -Ti + suffi xes W-: W-rm]v]-Ti you will keep
2 f.pl. prefi xes -Ti + suffi xes hn:-: hn:-r“mo&v]-Ti you will keep
1 c.pl. prefi xes -nI: rmov]-nI we will keep

The Qal prefi xed stem of the regular verb has a distinctive 
thematic vowel—a dot h\oµlem with the second root consonant in 
every form except the second feminine singular and in the third and 
second persons masculine plural.

The patterned arrangement and selection of the suffi xed and 
prefi xed pronominal morphemes remain the same for the suffi xed 
and prefi xed verbal formations throughout the entire Hebrew verbal 
system. Thus, when one has mastered how the Qal is formed, a giant 
step has been taken toward learning how all the verbal binyanim are 
patterned.

2. The non-fi nite verbal forms in the Qal of the regular verb

In addition to the suffi xed and prefi xed fi nite verbal formations, 
Hebrew has several non-fi nite forms represented by participles 
and infi nitives, and three types of mood or modal formations: 
the imperative, cohortative, and jussive. In the Qal conjugation, 
the forms for the imperative, cohortative, and jussive, and for the 
infi nitive construct are all derived from the prefi xed verbal stem.

 4 As a vowel morpheme, û may function to signal plurality.  Cf. the 3 m.pl. 
form in the suffi xed tense: Wrm]vâ….
 5 â in Hebrew often functions as a vowel morpheme signaling feminine gender.
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a. The imperative

The imperative, the mood for expressing direct commands, is 
based on all the second person forms, masculine and feminine, 
singular and plural. It is formed by simply removing the prefi xed 
pronominal morphemes, and where necessary, making a slight 
phonetic adjustment so that two šĕwâ<s do not occur under adjacent 
consonants. Thus the Qal imperative of rmv would be:

  Singular Plural
2 m. rmov] (instead of rmov]Ti) Wrm]vi (instead of Wrm]v]Ti)
2 f. yrIm]vi (instead of yrIm]v]Ti) hn:r“mo&v] (instead of hn:r“mov]Ti)

The second person masculine singular form of the imperative 
may also appear in a longer, more emphatic form, with a suffi xed -â, 
which causes the initial šĕwâ< to be replaced by qaµmes\ h\aµt\ûp, and 
the loss of the thematic dot h\oµlem: thus, hr:m]v;.

b. The cohortative

The cohortative, the mood for expressing indirect commands in 
the fi rst person (in addition to some other uses), is based on all the 
fi rst person common forms, singular and plural, of the Qal prefi xed 
stem. It is formed by suffi xing h-:  to all fi rst person forms:

 Singular Plural
 hr:m]v]a, (‘let me keep’) hr:m]v]nI  (‘let us keep’)

c. The jussive

The jussive, the mood for expressing indirect commands in the 
third person, is based on the third person forms, singular and plural, 
masculine and feminine, of the Qal prefi xed stem. In the Qal, there 
are no morphemic additions, neither consonantal nor vocalic, to 
express the jussive. In other words, the third person indicative forms 
also function as the jussive, and when one is meant as over against 
the other is determined solely by context.

  Singular Plural
3 m. rmov]yI (‘let him keep’) Wrm]v]yI (‘let them keep’)
3 f. rmov]Ti (‘let her keep’) hn:r“mo&v]Ti (‘let them keep’)
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d. The infi nitive construct

The Qal infi nitive construct has exactly the same basic form as 
the second person singular masculine imperative (e.g., rmov]), but the 
two forms are rarely confused since they have radically different uses 
and functions. Moreover, the infi nitive construct customarily prefi xes 
one of the inseparable prepositions, something the imperative never 
does.

e. The participle

There are two non-fi nite verb forms in Hebrew, neither of which 
is formally related to the prefi xed stem of the verb, and probably 
not to the suffi xed stem either. The fi rst of these is the participle, 
which generally functions in Hebrew in one of two ways: as a verbal 
adjective and as a noun. There are two participial forms associated 
with the Qal conjugation: an active participial form, and a passive 
participial form.

1) The Qal active participle is distinguished by its vocalic 
pattern, particularly the ō-vowel with the initial root consonant, 
which never changes in any of the infl ectional processes which the 
participle undergoes (i.e., in the adding of the morphemic markers for 
gender and number). The thematic ē-vowel of the masculine singular 
form reduces to vocal šĕwâ< when the morphemes for gender and 
number are appended. The forms of the active participle:

 Singular Plural
Masculine: rmevø  µyrIm]vø
Feminine: hr:m]vø or tr<m,&vø t/rm]vø

2) The Qal passive participle is likewise distinguished by 
its infi xed vocalic pattern, particularly by the û-vowel between the 
second and third root consonants, which is retained when the basic 
form is infl ected with the morphemic endings for number and gender. 
The ā-vowel under the fi rst root consonant reduces to vocal šĕwâ< in 
all forms which take the endings marking gender and number. The 
forms of the passive participle:
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 Singular Plural
Masculine: rWmv; µyrIWmv]
Feminine: hr:Wmv] t/rWmv]

f. The infi nitive absolute

The last non-fi nite verbal form associated with the Qal 
conjugation is the infi nitive absolute. As its name suggests, it is 
a frozen form whose infi xed vocalic pattern never changes, and 
whose basic meaning is not further defi ned by the addition of any 
consonantal morphemes. The form will not allow the suffi xing of any 
extraneous morphemes (e.g., those for gender or number), and only 
the conjunction and hē-interrogative morphemes may be prefi xed 
to it. Its vocalic pattern consists of a qaµmes\ with the fi rst root 
consonant, and usually a waµw-h \oµlem with the second root consonant 
(though sometimes the waµw-h\oµlem is reduced to dot-h\oµlem). Thus 
for the root rmv, the Qal infi nitive absolute is r/mv;.

3. The stative verbal formation within the Qal

The Qal also embraces a smaller group of verbs which grammari-
ians have labeled ‘stative,’ because they describe “a circumstance 
or state, whether external and physical, or psychological, or perpet-
ual,”6 rather than an action. Stative verbs occur formally only in the 
Qal conjugation. From the standpoint of their consonantal morphol-
ogy, they are identical with the active verbs of Hebrew. They differ 
from the latter only in certain aspects of their vowel patterns, espe-
cially with respect to the thematic vowel (the one that goes with the 
second root consonant). There are two classes of stative verb, distin-
guished by their thematic vowel: the ē-class and the ō-class.

a. The ē-class statives

In the regular verb, the ē-vowel, represented by s\eµrê, appears 
only in the third masculine singular form of the suffi xed stem: dbeK;, 
‘he (it) is heavy.’7 It does not occur in the prefi xed stem or any of its 

 6 Waltke and O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 364.
 7 Note that the translation of a stative verb, even though it is in the suffi xed 
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derivative non-fi nite forms, except the masculine singular form of 
the participle, which is dbeK;, rather than dbeKo as in the active verb. 
There is thus a persistent ambiguity between the third masculine 
singular form of the suffi xed stem and the singular masculine form 
of the participle. In the stative of the irregular verb, the ē-vowel 
is carried over into the second and fi rst person forms, singular and 
plural, of certain root-types (e.g., III-<ālep/Lāmed-<ālep verbs: t;ale&m;, 
tale&m;, ytiale&m;, etc.).

In the prefi xed stem, the thematic vowel is patah\ instead of dot 
h\oµlem: dB'k]yI, ‘he (it) will be heavy.’ The patah\ is carried over into the 
second masculine singular (db'K]) and second feminine plural forms 
(hn:d“b'&K]) of the imperative, though it is replaced by a silent šĕwâ< 
in the forms of the second feminine singular (ydIb]Ki) and second 
masculine plural (Wdb]Ki), just as the dot h\oµlem is lost in these same 
imperative forms of the active verb.

Among the other non-fi nite forms, the infi nitive construct (dboK]) 
and the infi nitive absolute (d/bK;) take the same vowel pattern as the 
active verb, as does the cohortative. Since the jussive is identical 
with the third person forms, singular and plural, of the prefi xed stem, 
it takes the thematic patah\ of this stem (e.g., dB'k]yI).

b. The ō-class statives

Unlike the ē-class, the ō-class statives retain the ō-vowel in most 
of the second and fi rst person forms of the suffi xed stem (e.g., T;n“fo&q;), 
except in the second person plural forms, it reduces to qaµmes\ h\aµt\ûp 
(e.g., µT,n“f;q]). In the prefi xed stem, all forms have the same thematic 
patah\ as the ē-class statives, and this is true also of the jussive 
and imperative forms. Like the ē-class statives, ō-class infi nitives 
take the same vowel patterns as with the active verb. The participle, 
however, has a thematic ō-vowel (˜foq;), making it formally hard to 
distinguish from the infi nitive absolute. However, usually context 
easily resolves the ambiguity. The cohortative is not distinguishable 
from the ē-class stative or the active verb.

stem, may often be rendered in the present rather than past tense. Of course there 
are contexts in which suffi xed stem statives need to be rendered in the past tense.
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B. The Derived Verbal Formations (binyanim) of the Regular 
Verb

The six verbal formations outside the Qal are said to be ‘derived’ 
formations, in that they are composed of many of the same stems as 
the Qal, that is, a suffi xed- and prefi xed-stem, imperative, cohortative, 
and jussive stems, a participial stem, as well as stems for the infi nitive 
construct and infi nitive absolute. Moreover, the morphological 
patterns in the stems of the so-called derived formations are very 
similar to those in the Qal. Of course, the active formations (Piel, 
Hiphil, and Hithpael) have no passive participial stems, and by the 
same token, the passive formations (Niphal, Pual, and Hophal) form 
no active participial stems. In addition, there are no imperative forms 
in either the Pual or Hophal formations.

Fundamentally, the derived formations add some nuances to the 
meaning of active and passive voice. Thus they give expression 
to certain refi nements of meaning regarding how the subject of 
the verb relates to the action the verb describes. Since our interest 
here is primarily morphological—i.e., on how the verbal stems 
are formed—we shall focus on those morphological features that 
distinguish each formation from the Qal.

1. The Niphal stem (functions mainly as the passive of the Qal, 
thus largely replacing the old Qal passive formation; it also may 
express the meanings of middle and refl exive voice)

a. In the suffi xed forms, a nûn vocalized with h\îreq is prefi xed 
to each form expressing person, number, and gender. Thus: rm'v]ÎnI (as 
over against Qal rm'v;). Once the nûn is prefi xed, all the remaining 
forms of the suffi xed stem are conjugated exactly like the Qal.

b. In the prefi xed forms, the preformative nûn of the suffi xed 
stem is assimilated to the fi rst root-consonant, thus doubling it. 
The vowel-pattern in the prefi xed stem is qaµmes \ under the fi rst 
root consonant, and s\eµrê as the usual but not invariable thematic 
vowel. But to recognize a Niphal prefi x stem form in the regular 
verb, it is necessary to know only that the initial root-consonant will 
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be doubled with qaµmes\: rmeV;yI (as over against Qal rmov]yI). All the 
remaining forms in the prefi xed stem retain this pattern.

c. The forms that derive from the prefi xed stem basically 
maintain this stem’s pattern in the Niphal.

1) The imperative—has one distinctive feature in that it 
prefi xes a hē with h\îreq in all imperative forms, followed 
by the pattern established in the prefi xed stem: 2 m.s. rmeV;hi 
(as over against Qal rmov]). All the remaining forms of the 
Niphal imperative follow this pattern.

2) The infi nitive construct—the affi xless form (i.e. without 
a prefi xed inseparable preposition or suffi xed pronominal 
suffi x) is exactly the same as the 2 m.s. form of the 
imperative: rmeV;hi (as over against Qal rmov])

3) The infi nitive absolute—may take the same form as the 
infi nitive construct, or like the suffi xed stem, it may prefi x 
a nûn with h\îreq, and retain the characteristic thematic 
ō-vowel of the infi nitive absolute: rmov]nI (as over against Qal 
r/mv;).

4) The jussive is identical with the third person forms of the 
Niphal prefi xed stem.

5) The cohortative takes its pattern from the fi rst person forms 
of the Niphal prefi xed stem, adding the customary qaµmes\ 
hē: e.g., hr:m]V;a, (as over against Qal hr:m]v]a,).

6) The participle is patterned like the suffi xed stem with a 
prefi xed nûn and a thematic vowel qaµmes\: rm;v]nI (as over 
against Qal rWmv;).

2. The Piel and Pual stems

a. These two stems belong together as expressions of active and 
passive voice, respectively, but with the added nuance of a factitive 
and resultative function (the most common of several functions these 
stems have), i.e., the bringing about of a state or condition, utilizing 
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Qal intransitive or stative verbs. The two formations exhibit similar 
morphological features—especially the doubling of the second root-
consonant in regular verbs—differing only slightly in their vowel 
patterns.

b. Phonetic clues for identifying forms in the Piel

1) The suffi xed stem forms: a h\îreq vowel with the fi rst root-
consonant throughout; a thematic s\eµrê only in the 3 m.s., 
otherwise it is generally patah\: rMevi, but T;r“M'&vi, etc. Aside 
from the doubled medial root-consonant and the presence 
of the vowels just mentioned, the morphologic shape of the 
Piel suffi xed-stem is exactly like the Qal.

2) The prefi xed stem forms: the vowel pattern is a vocal šĕwâ< 
with the preformative consonant, a patah\ under the fi rst root-
consonant, and usually a s\eµrê as thematic vowel with the 
doubled medial consonant: rMev'y“. The prefi xes and suffi xes 
to the forms of the prefi xed-stem are the same as for the 
Qal.

3) The forms derived from the prefi xed stem in the Piel:

 The imperative: retaining the vowel pattern of the prefi xed-
stem, the imperative is formed exactly like the Qal imperative 
by removing the second person preformative consonants: 
e.g., rMev' as over against rMev'T] for the 2 m.s. imperative.

 The jussive: is identical with the third person forms of the 
Piel prefi xed stem.

 The cohortative: is identical with the fi rst person forms 
of the Piel prefi xed stem, except for the suffi xing of the 
cohortative qaµmes\ hē: e.g., hr:M]v'a}.

 The infi nitives: as customary, the unaffi xed form of the 
infi nitive construct has the same form as the 2 m.s. 
Piel imperative: rMev'; the infi nitive absolute takes the 
prefi xed stem’s patah\ with the fi rst root-consonant and the 
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characteristic infi nitive absolute ō-vowel with the second 
root-consonant: rMov'.

 The participle: retains the vowel pattern of the prefi xed-
stem, but is distinguished by a preformative mêm: rMev'm].

c. Phonetic clues for identifying forms in the Pual

1) The suffi xed stem forms: the vowel qibbûs\ with the fi rst root-
consonant in all forms, and a thematic patah\ is characteristic 
of most forms: rM'vu. Aside from the doubled medial root-
consonant and the presence of the qibbûs\ with the fi rst root-
consonant, the morphologic shape of the Pual suffi xed stem 
is exactly like the Qal.

2) The prefi xed stem forms: the vowel pattern is a vocal  
šĕwâ< with the preformative consonant, a qibbûs\ with the 
fi rst root-consonant, and usually a thematic patah\ with the 
second root-consonant: rM'vuy“. The prefi xes and suffi xes to 
the prefi xed stem are the same as for the Qal.

3) The forms derived from the prefi xed stem in the Pual:

 The imperative is not attested for the Pual.

 The jussive is identical with the third person forms of the 
Pual prefi xed stem. 

 The cohortative is not attested for the Pual.

 The infi nitives: the unaffi xed form of the infi nitive construct 
has a qibbûs\\ with the fi rst root-consonant, and a thematic 
patah\ with the doubled medial consonant: rM'vu; the infi nitive 
absolute likewise has a qibbûs\\ with the fi rst root-consonant, 
and the customary infi nitive absolute ō-vowel with the 
doubled medial root-consonant: rMovu.

 The participle: Like the Piel, the Pual participle is mêm-
preformative, vocalized with vocal šĕwâ<. The remainder of 
the vowel pattern is that of the Pual’s prefi xed stem: rM'vum].
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3. The Hiphil and Hophal stems of the regular verb

a. These two stems belong together as expressions of active and 
passive voice, respectively, but with the added nuance of causation 
(along with other functions occurring with less frequency). While 
there is a similarity in meaning between the Piel/Pual and the Hiphil/
Hophal stems, in general the Piel/Pual have to do with the bringing 
about of a state or condition, or describing a state or condition as 
being brought about, whereas the Hiphil/Hophal have to do with 
the causing of an event, or describing an event being caused. Like 
the Piel and Pual, the Hiphil and Hophal share similar morphologic 
features, differing principally in their vowel patterns.

b. Phonetic clues for identifying forms in the Hiphil

1) The suffi xed stem forms: all forms prefi x a hē with h\îreq, 
while the third person forms, singular and plural, infi x 
the vowel h\îreq yôd between the second and third root 
consonant: e.g., rymiv]hi. Given these changes, the forms of 
the suffi xed stem are conjugated exactly like the Qal.

2) The prefi xed stem forms: all forms have a patah\ with the 
preformative consonant, and the infi xed h\îreq yôd between 
the second and third root consonants is typical for all forms 
except those in the third and second persons plural feminine: 
e.g., rymiv]y" (3 m.s.), hn:r“me&v]T' (3-2 f.pl.). The prefi xes and 
suffi xes for the Hiphil prefi xed stem are the same as for the 
Qal.

3) The forms derived from the prefi xed stem in the Hiphil

 The imperative is not formed like the imperatives in the 
other conjugations surveyed so far; that is, the preformative 
consonant is not simply dropped, but replaced by a 
preformative hē with patah\. Moreover, the thematic vowel 
shifts from h\îreq yôd to s\eµrê in the 2 m.s. and 2 f.pl. forms, 
the h\îreq yôd being retained in the 2 f.s. and 2 m.pl. forms: 
e.g., rmev]h' (2 m.s.), yrIymi&v]h' (2 f.s.).
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 The jussive is also distinctive in the Hiphil, in that it is not 
identical with the third person forms of the prefi xed stem; 
its thematic vowel is s\eµrê rather than h\îreq yôd: e.g., rmev]y" 
(instead of rymiv]y").

 The cohortative retains the fi rst person forms of the prefi xed 
stem with the customary addition of the cohortative qaµmes\ 
hē suffi x: e.g., hr:ymiv]a'.

 The infi nitives: the infi nitive construct prefi xes hē with 
patah\, and infi xes a h\îreq yôd between the second and third 
root consonants (before any other affi xes are added): e.g., 
rymiv]h'. It is not like the imperative 2 m.s. form. But in the 
Hiphil the infi nitive absolute does take the same form as 
the imperative 2 m.s.: rmev]h'.

 The participle has a preformative mêm with patah\, while 
its thematic vowel is h\îreq yôd, the most common thematic 
vowel in the prefi xed stem: e.g., rymiv]m'.

c. Phonetic clues for identifying forms in the Hophal

1) The suffi xed stem forms: all forms prefi x a hē with a qaµmes\ 
h\aµt\ûp (in several of the irregular verbs this will become a 
u-vowel, represented by a qibbûs\\ or šûreq); the thematic 
vowel is patah\ in most forms (exceptions: 3 f.s., 3 c.pl.): 
e.g., rm'v]h;, hr:m]v]h; (but ax;m]hu, dl'Wh, µq'Wh).

2) The prefi xed stem forms: all forms take qaµmes \ h\aµt\ûp as 
the preformative vowel, and usually patah\ as the thematic 
vowel (exceptions: 2 f.s., 3-2 m.pl.). E.g., rm'v]y:, yrIm]v]T;.

3) The forms derived from the prefi xed stem in the Hophal

 No imperative forms are attested.

 The jussive is identical with the third person forms of the 
prefi xed stem.

 No cohortative forms are attested.
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The infi nitives: the unaffi xed form of the infi nitive construct 
has preformative hē with qaµmes\ h\aµt\ûp (which becomes 
either qibbûs\ or šûreq in some of the irregular verbs) and 
thematic vowel patah\: rm'v]h; (but ax;m]hu, dl'Wh, µq'Wh). The 
infi nitive absolute also has a preformative hē with qaµmes\ 
h\aµt\ûp (which again may become qibbûs\ or šûreq in some 
of the irregular verbs), but its thematic vowel is s\eµrê: e.g., 
rmev]h; (but axem]hu, dleWh, µqeWh).

The participle: has a preformative mêm with qaµmes\ h\aµt\ûp 
(which may become either a qibbûs\ or šûreq in some of the 
irregular verbs), and a thematic vowel of qaµmes\: E.g., rm;v]m; 
(but ax;m]mu, dl;Wm, µq;Wm).

4. The Hithpael stem of the regular verb (like the Piel and 
Pual stems, the Hithpael geminates its second root consonant in all 
forms)

a. The Hithpael primarily adds a refl exive/reciprocal nuance of 
meaning to verbs that occur in this stem, although there are other 
less frequent meanings that are also sometimes associated with this 
stem. Its morphological similarity to the Piel suggests that it is a 
counterpart to the latter.

b. Phonetic clues for identifying forms in the Hithpael

1) The suffi xed stem forms: all prefi x the closed syllable Ît]hi 
followed by a patah\ under the fi rst root-consonant. The 
thematic vowel with the second root-consonant is usually 
patah\ (but s\eµrê in the 3 m.s. form, vocal šĕwâ< in the 3 f.s. 
and 3 c.pl. forms): e.g., bt{eK't]hi, hb;T]K't]hi.8

 8 The root rmv has not been used to illustrate the forms of the Hithpael, 
because with roots whose fi rst consonant is a sibilant (an s-, sh-, or z-sound), there 
is a peculiar phonetic change: metathesis (interchange) of this consonant with the 
taµw of the preformative closed syllable, thus rmeT'v]hi for rmv in the 3 m.s. suffi xed 
stem form.
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2) The prefi xed stem forms: the prefi xed morphemes are the 
same as for the Qal, but combined with the consonant tāw in 
a closed syllable vocalized with a h\îreq. The thematic vowel 
is usually s\eµrê (exceptions: 2 f.s. and 3-2 m.pl. forms, where 
the vowel is vocal šĕwâ<). Examples: bTeK't]yI, ybiT]K't]Ti.

3) The forms derived from the prefi xed stem in the Hithpael

 The imperative: all forms have the prefi xed Ît]hi syllable. 
The thematic vowel is s\eµrê in the 2 m.s. and 2 f.pl. forms, 
vocal šĕwâ< in the 2 f.s. and 2 m.p. forms. Examples: bTeK't]hi, 
ybiT]K't]hi.

 The jussive coincides with the third person forms of the 
prefi xed stem.

 The cohortative virtually coincides with the fi rst person 
forms of the prefi xed stem, but with the cohortative â-vowel 
suffi x. Example: hb;T]K't]a,

 The infi nitives: the unaffi xed form of the infi nitive construct 
is identical with the 2 m.s. form of the imperative: bTeK't]hi. 
The infi nitive absolute has the same morphologic pattern 
as the infi nitive construct, but with the typical infi nitive 
absolute ō-vowel as thematic: bToK't]hi.

 The participle: is introduced by the consonant mêm, which 
characterizes the participles in all the derived formations 
after the Niphal, only in the Hithpael the mêm initiates a 
closed syllable ending in tāw. The thematic vowel in the 
m.s. form is s\eµrê. Example: bTeK't]mi.

C. The Morphology of the Irregular Hebrew Verb

With few exceptions, the irregular verb in Hebrew is formed with 
the same consonantal prefi xes, suffi xes, and infi xed vowel patterns 
as the regular verb. The chief differences arise, principally in vowel 
patterns, when a phonetic change is caused by one or more of the 
following root-consonants when they are positioned as indicated 
below:
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A laryngal/guttural consonant when it is the fi rst, second, or 
third root-consonant of a verb.

A nûn as the fi rst root-consonant.

A yôd or waµw as the fi rst root-consonant.

A yôd or waµw as the second root-consonant.

A hē (< yôd or waµw) as vowel letter in place of a third root-
consonant.

A root with a geminated (doubled) second root-consonant.

The phonetic situation becomes more complicated when the 
root-type is composed of two or more of the consonants specifi ed 
above. But for the purposes of mastering Hebrew vocabulary it is 
not necessary to review the details of all the phonetic shifts fostered 
by the irregular verb root-types. What perhaps should be mentioned 
are some alternative verb formations, related to the regular verb 
formations, precipitated by both bi-consonantal and tri-consonantal 
root-types of the irregular verb. Several of these are referred to in 
the vocabulary lists of this work, so it might be helpful here to 
describe their formation and how they relate to the more common 
formations.

Rare formations related to the Piel stem (listed according to 
basic root-type):

Poel—has the same factitive/resultative meaning as the Piel, 
but is distinguished from the latter by a slightly different 
vowel pattern: an initial vowel-ō instead of i. 

 Example: vrEvø (den. from vr<vø&, ‘root’), suffi xed stem, 3 m.s., 
‘it has taken root’.

Pilel—like the Piel, but with a geminated third root-
consonant.

 Example: ˜n"a}vâæ (< ˜av), suffi xed stem, 3 m.s., ‘it is at rest, 
without anxiety.’ [In HALOT this form is analyzed as a 
Pilpel, on which see below.]
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Pealal—has Piel meaning, but is formed by reduplicating the 
last two root-consonants. Example: rj'r“j's] (< rjs), suffi xed 
stem, 3 m.s., ‘it goes about quickly, palpitates.’

Pilpel—has Piel meaning, but is formed by reduplicating the 
root-consonants of a bi-consonantal root. Example: lKel]Ki 
(< lwk), suffi xed stem, 3 m.s., ‘he sustained, supported.’

Rare formations related to the Pual stem:

Poal—a passive related to the Piel’s Poel. The only change 
is the vowel with the fi rst root-consonant which is ō rather 
than u. Example: Wvr:&vø (den. from vr<vø&, ‘root’), suffi xed 
stem, 3 m.s., ‘they are fi rmly rooted.’

Pulal—has Pual meaning, but following the typical Pual 
u-vowel, it is formed by reduplicating the third root-
consonant. Example: ll'm]au (< lma[1]), suffi xed stem, 3 m.s., 
‘it withers, dries out.’

Polpal—indicates Pual meaning, but the form, based on a 
bi-consonantal root (lwk), reduplicates the root-consonants 
with an o-a vowel pattern. Example: lK'l]K;, suffi xed stem, 
3 m.s., ‘he was sustained.’

Rare formations related to the Hithpael stem:

Hithpoel—the refl exive-iterative correspondent to the Poel 
(see above). Example: Wv[}GOt]hâiw“ (<v[g), suffi xed stem, 3 c.pl., 
‘and they staggered back and forth.’

Hishtaphel—actually this formation is not so rare in the 
Hebrew Bible, but it is associated with only one root: hwj(2). 
Its refl exive meaning is marked by the infi xed t (t), while 
the preceding š (v) signals causative meaning. Thus, this is 
a causative-refl exive formation. Example: hw<j}T'v]yI, prefi xed 
stem, 3 m.s., ‘he will cause himself to bow down, prostrate 
himself.’
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D. Other Morphemic Affi xes That May Be Fused to the Verb

In addition to the affi xes which expand verbal roots into verbal 
stems, there are two major classes of morpheme which may be fused 
to all forms of the fi nite verb and to some of the non-fi nite verbal 
forms. These two classes embrace the pronominal suffi xes and the 
inseparable prepositions.

1. The pronominal suffi xes (for their basic forms and meanings, 
see Appendix II A.)

a. When a personal pronoun serves as a direct object of an 
active (transitive) verb, the pronominal morpheme may be suffi xed 
directly to the verb form.9 An example with fi nite forms:

rp;[; µWal]m'y“w" µyTiv]liP] µWmT]si ‘The Philistines stopped them up 
and fi lled them with dirt’ (Gen 26:15b)

b. The same pattern of suffi xing holds also for the non-fi nite 
forms of the imperative, infi nitive construct, and participle (when 
used verbally):

Imperative: jÆWlAl[' Hb;t]K; ‘Write it upon a tablet’ (Isa 30:8)

Infi nitive construct: Whae&yxi/hl] ‘to bring him out’ (Jer 39:14)

Participle: Úa}r"Bo ‘he who created you’ (Isa 43:1)

2. The inseparable prepositions: -mi, L], K], B]
The forms of the inseparable prepositions are always attached as 

a prefi x to a part of speech. With verbs, they can be fused only with 
the non-fi nite form of the infi nitive construct.

a) A very common construction in Hebrew is the binding of 
an inseparable preposition to an infi nitive construct to create a 
subordinate temporal clause.

hd<C;B' µt;/yh]Bi yhiy“w" ‘and while they were in the fi eld’ (Gen 4:8)

µz<N<‡h'Ata, taor“Ki yhiy“w" ‘and when they saw the ring’ (Gen 24:30)

 9 Though of course it may also be expressed independently through fusion with 
the particle Atao, e.g., /tao, ‘him.’
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b) When the inseparable preposition l] is prefi xed to the infi nitive 
construct, the meaning is close to that of the infi nitive in English:

r['/xB] tb,v,&l; arEy: ‘he was afraid to stay in Zoar’ (Gen 19:30)

But l] + the infi nitive construct can also mark various types of 
clauses, including result, purpose, and temporal.

c) The inseparable preposition -mi is not often prefi xed to an 
infi nitive construct, but when it is, it may have the sense of the 
English word ‘of’:

wyl;ae tv,G<‡mi War“yYIw" ‘they were afraid of (lit., from) drawing near 
to him’ (Exod 34:30)

3. Other prefi xed morphemes to verb forms

a. The conjunction w“

1) The conjunction w“ may be fused in the prefi xed position 
onto any verb form, fi nite or non-fi nite in the capacity of 
its general function to conjoin words, phrases, clauses, and 
sentences into meaningful syntactic constructions.

2) However, with the fi nite verbal forms the conjunction w“ also 
serves as an important marker for the expression of types 
of time-point (tense). Thus when a suffi xed-stem form is 
prefi xed by w“ in a conditional sentence it usually signals that 
this form will have present/future/or modal meaning:

µyhiløale yli hwhy hy:h;w“ . . . ydIM;[i µyhiløa‘ hy<h]yI µai ‘If God 
will be with me . . . then the LORD will be my God’ (Gen 
28:20–21)

3) On the other hand, if a prefi xed-stem verb begins with a 
fused w" followed by a dāgēš forte in the pronominal prefi x, 
it tends to signal preterite (or past) meaning, especially if it 
follows a suffi x-stem form without an initial conjunction w“:

Jl,M,&mi Ús]a;m]YIw" hwhy rb'D“Ata, T;s]a'&m; ˜['y"‡ ‘Because you have 
rejected the word of the LORD, he has rejected you as 
king’ (1 Sam 15:23)
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4) While this somewhat oversimplifi es the phenomenon, it 
does indicate the basic function of conjunctive-waµw when 
prefi xed to a suffi xed-stem or a prefi xed-stem verb.

b. The hē-interrogative

1) This is a particle that marks the introduction of a polar 
question, i.e., one that requires an answer of only ‘yes’ 
or ‘no’ (as over against questions requiring more detailed 
information).

2) It may be prefi xed to verb forms, fi nite or non-fi nite (with 
the exception of the mood formations). It is most commonly 
vocalized as h}, though it may appear as h' or h, when 
followed by a laryngal/guttural consonant or vocal šĕwâ<. 
Some examples:

a) Before a suffi xed verb stem: lae t/Nj' jk'c;h} ‘Has God 
forgotten to be gracious?’ (Psa 77:10a)

b) Before a prefi xed verb stem: hd:Why“ yrE[; tj'a'B] hl,[‘a,h' 
‘Shall I go up into any of the cities of Judah?’ (2 Sam 
2:1)

c) Before an infi nitive construct> vyai µy[ib]v] µk,B; lvøm]h' 
‘Shall seventy persons rule over you?’ (Judg 9:2)

d) Before an infi nitive absolute: Wnyle&[; Jløm]Ti Jløm;h} ‘Shall 
you indeed rule over us?’ (Gen 37:8)

e) Before a participle (used verbally): µh;r:b]a'me ynIa} hS,k'm]h' 
hc,[o ynIa} rv,a} ‘Shall I hide from Abraham what I am about 
to do?’ (Gen 18:17)

c. The defi nite article

1) In terms of form, the article is represented by a prefi xed h, 
most often vocalized with a patah\ followed by a dāgēš forte 
in the consonant that immediately follows it (unless that 
consonant is a laryngal/guttural, in which case the vowel 
may change to a qaµmes\ or sĕgōl).
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2) Though used more characteristically and frequently prefi xed 
to nouns and adjectives (including the demonstrative 
adjectives), occasionally it may be prefi xed to a fi nite 
verbal form, and much more often to participles (when 
employed verbally) in the sense of ‘the one who’ or a relative 
pronoun.

3) Some examples:

a) The defi nite article before a suffi xed stem form:  
ba;/m hdEC]mi ymi[’n:Aµ[i hb;V;&h' ayhi hY:bia}/m hr:[}n" ‘She is the 
Moabite woman who came back with Naomi from the 
country of Moab’ (Ruth 2:6)

b) The defi nite article before a verbal participle:  
µk,t]a, jÆleVøh' hd:Why“ Jl,m,&Ala, ‘. . . unto the king of Judah, 
who is sending you . . .’ (Jer 37:7)

d. The relative pronoun Av,: while much less frequent than 
rv,a} (to which it is not etymologically related), it may occur as a 
prefi x to a fi nite verbal form (followed by a dāgēš forte in the next 
consonant). Some examples:

1) Suffi xed-stem: µYIwIl]h' td"bo[}l' . . . dywID: ˜t'N:v, µynIytiN“h'A˜miW ‘and 
of the temple servants, whom David had set apart to attend 
(lit., serve) the Levites’ (Ezra 8:20)

2) Prefi x stem: Jl;AµL,v'y“v, yrEv]a' ‘Happy shall they be who pay 
you back . . .’ (Psa 137:8)

II. THE FORMATION OF THE HEBREW NOUN (AND ADJECTIVE)
Of the parts of speech in Hebrew outside the verb, it is the 

noun—and its closely related adjective—that are the most numerous 
and important from a morphological standpoint. A large corpus of 
nouns (and adjectives) are derived from verbal roots, while a not 
insignifi cant number may be labeled as ‘primary,’ i.e. as having 
no relation to any extant verbal root in Hebrew. In this vocabulary 
apparatus, the derived nouns and adjectives may be found in Lists I 
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and II, while the primary nouns (and adjectives derived from them) 
are in List III.

In this survey, we shall not treat the nouns and adjectives on 
the basis of whether they are derived or primary, but rather on 
the basis of their consonantal and vocalic shape. Thus we shall 
begin with the simplest noun form, one consonant and one vowel, 
moving to the more complex forms with several consonants and 
vowels, concluding with the nouns that are shaped by some sort 
of affi x (prefi x or suffi x). Where relevant, we shall point out the 
special meanings associated with certain consonantal and vocalic 
combinations.

A. The Open-Syllable Noun Composed of One Consonant 
and One Vowel

Nouns of this type are extremely rare in Hebrew, and only one 
undisputably belongs to this class: hP,, ‘mouth.’ If µyYIai, ‘jackals,’ 
presupposes an otherwise unattested singular form yai*, and µyYIxi, 
‘animals, inhabitants of the desert,’ comes from an equally unattested 
singular yxi*, these would constitute two other one-consonant, one-
vowel nouns in Biblical Hebrew.

B. The Closed-Syllable Noun Composed of One or Two 
Consonants and a Single Vowel

1. One-syllable nouns composed of two consonants 
surrounding an original short vowel lengthened 
to a long vowel under the stress10

qal > qāl: µD:, ‘blood’; gD:, ‘fi sh’; qālāt f. hn:v;, ‘year’

qil > qēl: ˜Be, ‘son’; lae, ‘god’

qilt > qēlâ/qalt: f. ha;me, ‘one-hundred’; tB', (< bintu > bant), 
‘daughter’

 10 Some Hebrew grammarians used the root lfq to illustrate the paradigm of 
the Hebrew verb and to indicate noun-types.  This practice will be followed here 
to specify the noun-types.
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2. One-syllable nouns composed of two consonants 
surrounding a long vowel

qāl: ss;, ‘moth’; l/j, ‘sand’; adj. b/f, ‘good’

qîl: vyai, ‘man’; ry[i, ‘city’

qûl: jÆWr, ‘spirit’; sWs, ‘horse’

3. One-syllable nouns with the pattern: consonant + short 
vowel + doubled consonant (in Biblical Hebrew, the 
geminated consonant is visible only when the noun is infl ected 
with some type of suffi x)

qall, f. qallat: µ[', µyMi[', ‘people(s)’; f. hM;a', ‘forearm, cubit’

qill, f. qillat: µae, t/Mai, ‘mother(s)’; f. hF'ji, ‘wheat’

qull, f. qullat: bDO, µyBiDU, ‘bear(s)’; f. hL;GU, ‘oil vessel’

C. The bi-syllabic noun composed of three consonants and two 
vowels

1. The segōlate nouns

qatl > qetel: ≈r<a,&, ‘land’; f. qatlat: hc;b]K', ‘ewe lamb’

qitl > qētel: rp,se&, ‘document’; f. qitlat: hl;g“[,, ‘heifer, young 
cow’

qutl > qōtel: vd<q&o, ‘holiness’; f. qotlat: hl;r“[;, ‘foreskin’

2. Nouns with three consonants separated by two original 
short vowels

qatal > qātāl: µd:a;, ‘human being’; b[;r:, ‘famine’; adj., vd:j;, 
‘new’; µk;j;, ‘wise’

f. qatlat, qitlat: hm;v]a', ‘guilt’; ha;r“yI, ‘fear’

qatil > qātēl: Often used to refer to parts of the body: πteK;, 
‘shoulder’; JrEy:, ‘side’
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f. qĕtēlat: hb;qen“, ‘female’; hm;heB], ‘animal’
There are more adjectives than nouns in this type:
˜qez:, ‘old’; dbeK;, ‘heavy’

qatul > qātōl: Adj. µdoa;, ‘reddish-brown’; ldoG:, ‘great’; r/hf;, 
‘clean’

f. qĕtulat: Abstract noun: hL;dUG“, ‘greatness’

qutul > qĕtōl: r/kB], ‘fi rst-born’; f. qutulat/qĕtulat: tn<to&Ku, ‘tunic’; 
tr<fo&q], ‘incense’
Note that this pattern also functions to express the infinitive 
construct of the Qal formation of the verb.

3. Nouns with three consonants separated by an original 
short vowel and a long vowel

qatâl > qātôl: µ/lv;, ‘peace’; ˜/da;, ‘lord, master’
Note: this is the morphemic pattern of the Qal infinitive 
absolute from which a few nouns functioning as a nomen 
agentis may have been derived:
 ˜/jB;, ‘assayer’; q/v[;, ‘oppressor’

qitôl > qĕtôl: [Æ/rz“, ‘arm’; µ/hT], ‘primaeval ocean’
To this noun-type belong a number of substantives indicating 
the names of instruments, vessels, or things that bind or 
constrict:
 r/rx], ‘bag’; r/gj}, ‘belt’; f. hr:/cB], ‘message’

qatîl > qātîl: ˜ymiy:, ‘right hand’; f. hY:li[}, ‘upper room’; hl;yliG“, 
‘district’
Many nouns belonging to this class reflect a passive idea:
 rysia;, ‘captured one, prisoner’; jÆyvim;, ‘anointed one’; aybin:, 
 ‘called one, prophet’
This morphemic pattern was also used for nouns indicating 
activity in the field:
 ryxij;, ‘harvest’; πysia;, ‘ingathering’; rymiz:, ‘pruning’
Adjectives: µy[in:, ‘pleasant’; dysij;, ‘pious’
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qatûl > qātûl: This type pattern is for the Qal passive participle 
from which some nouns developed: 
 rWbv;, ‘fracture’; f. h[;Wmv], ‘report’
But as might be expected, a great many adjectives reflect this 
pattern:
 µWx[;, ‘strong’; jÆWfB;, ‘full of trust’
Certain plural nouns of this type express the ages of life:
 µyrIW[n“, ‘youth’; µynIquz“, ‘old age’

4. Nouns with three consonants separated by a long vowel 
and a short vowel

qâtil > qōtēl: This is the vocalic pattern for the Qal active 
participle from which a group of nouns developed: 
 byEao, ‘enemy’; [ÆrEzO, ‘sower’
Frequently these nouns indicate an occupation or describe a 
social role:
 hn<Bo, ‘builder’; rbe/j, ‘diviner’; laeGO, ‘redeemer, family pro-
 tector’
Some of the nouns in this class are not derived from 
the participle (e.g., ˜heKo, ‘priest’), but arise as secondary 
denominatives:
 rqe/B, ‘herder,’ from rq;B;, herd’; lbejo, ‘sailor,’ from lb,j,&(2), 
 ‘ship’s rope’
A number of Qal active participles function adjectivally to 
denote a behavioral characteristic: 
 jÆfeBo, ‘over-confident’; [Æxe/B, ‘covetous’

5. Tri-consonantal nouns with geminated second consonant

qattil > qattēl > qittēl: This morphemic pattern often indicates 
bodily defects or peculiarities: 
 µLeai, ‘speechless, dumb’; jÆSePi, ‘lame’; rWE[i, ‘blind’
 f. tr<W<‡[i, ‘blindness’

qattāl > qattôl: f. tr<Po&K', ‘cover, lid’; adj., a/Nq', ‘jealous’
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qattāl also remained qattāl to form a group of nouns specifying 
occupations (nomina opifi ca): ˜Y:D", ‘judge’; bN:G", ‘thief’
Adjectives in this pattern: 
 aN:q', ‘jealous’; jG:n", ‘addicted to goring’

More frequently qattôl > qittôl functioned to create a nomen 
agentis:
 r/BGI, ‘warrior’; r/Kvi, ‘drunk’

6. Tri-consonantal nouns and adjectives with partial or 
complete morphemic reduplication

a. Repetition of the third root-consonant

qatlāl: ˜n:[}r", ‘luxuriant, green’

b. Repetition of the second and third root-consonants

qataltal: JP'k]p'h}, ‘perverse’

7. Nouns derived from bi-consonantal roots that reduplicate 
both root-consonants

qalqal: lG"l]G" / lG"l]GI, ‘wheel’

qalqul: qBuq]B', ‘fl ask, bottle’

D. Nouns Formed with Affi xes

1. The affi x as prefi x

a. Preformative a

<eqtōl, <eqtal: lKov]a,, ‘cluster of grapes’; [B'x]a,, ‘fi nger’

f. tj'T'&m]a', ‘sack’

b. Preformative h

Most of the forms in this class derive from the Hiphil infi nitive 
with an Aramaizing vocalic pattern:
haqtālāh: hl;X;h' (< lxn), ‘deliverance’
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c. Preformative y

Most of the nouns with this pattern derive from the 3 m.s. form 
of the Qal prefi x stem. Some indicate animal names.

yiqtal: rh'x]yI, ‘oil’

yaqtūl, yaqtōl: πWvn“y", π/vn“y", ‘owl’

d. Preformative m

This is a rather large category of both concrete and abstract 
nouns, some expressing the circumstances under which 
an action takes place: its place, time, manner, result or 
instrumentality.

maqtāl, miqtāl: Ja;l]m', ‘messenger’; fP;v]mi, ‘judgment’; 
f. hK;l;m]m', ‘kingdom’

maqtil, miqtil (perhaps derived from the Hiphil participle type, 
maqtēl. This pattern contains many names for utencils, 
weapons, and objects):
jÆTep]m', ‘key’; ≈Pem', ‘hammer’; f. hL;GIm], ‘scroll’

maqtal, miqtal > maqtôl, miqtôl: r/mz“mi, ‘psalm’

e. Preformative t

taqtal > taqtāl: ˜m;yTe, ‘south’; f. hw:a}T', ‘wish

taqtil > taqtēl: f. hm;DE&r“T', ‘deep sleep’

taqtul > taqtûl: f. hd:W[T], ‘witness’

taqtîl: dymil]T', ‘student’

2. The affi x as suffi x

a. The suffi x -ān > ôn (or -ān) is added to form some abstract 
nouns, nomina agentis, certain adjectives and diminutives:
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1) The verbal abstract noun:
a) qatalān > qĕtālôn or qittālôn:

˜/b[;r“, ‘hunger’; ˜/rK;zI, ‘remembrance’

b) qitlān or qitlôn:
˜/rt]yI, ‘profit’; ˜y:n“Bi, ‘building’

c) qutlān: 
˜j;l]vu, ‘table’; ˜B;r“q;, ‘offering’

2) As locative suffi x and suffi x on concrete nouns:

Locative: ˜/nb;l], ‘Lebanon’

Concrete: ˜/m[}P', ‘bell’ (on the high priest’s robe)

3) The suffi x -ān > -ôn is used to mark denominative 
adjectives and diminutive nouns:

Adjectives: ˜/xyji (from ≈Wj, ‘outside’), ‘outer, external’; 
˜/varI, (from varO, ‘head’), ‘fi rst’

Diminutive nouns:

˜/vyai, (from vyai, ‘man’) lit., ‘little man’ = ‘pupil of the 
eye’

µynIroh}c' (from rh'c'*, ‘moon’) lit., ‘little moon’ = ‘(moon-
shaped) ornaments’

˜/vm]vi (from vm,v,&, ‘sun’), lit., ‘little sun’ = personal name 
‘Samson’

b. The suffi x -an/-am which falls together with -ayn > -ēn 
and -aym to function as a locative suffi x

hn:y“t;&Do, ‘toward Dothan’; µyIr"&x]mi, ‘Egypt’ (the suffi x here 
is really a locative suffi x, not the dual ending); µlev;Wry“/
µIl'&v;Wry“, ‘Jerusalem’ (again the suffi x is locative, not 
dual)
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c. The suffi x -ān > -ôn > -ûn is also probably a 
locative suffi x in the following names: 
˜Wrvuy“ (from rv;y:, ‘upright’), Jeshurun (a name for Israel)

˜Wlbuz“ (from lbuz“(1), ‘prince, dominion’), Zebulun (Israelite 
tribal name)

d. The suffi xes -m and -n

1) -m > -ām represents the survival of an old Semitic 
adverbial ending:

µm;/y, ‘by day, daily’; µn:m]a;, ‘certainly’

2) -n : its meaning and origin are unknown

˜r<Po&xi, ‘fi ngernail’; ˜z<r“G", ‘ax’ (< rzg, ‘to cut’?)

e. The -t suffi xes probably all go back to the t-morpheme 
marking feminine gender, but with an additional nuance 
of abstraction.

1) The ending ty-i goes back to feminine nouns based on roots 
ending in y-i : tybiv], ‘captivity’ (< hbv < ybv, ‘to capture’), 
and then extended to other words: tyrIj}a', ‘end’ (< rj'a', 
‘behind’); tyviarE, ‘beginning’ (< varo, ‘head’).

2) The ending tW- goes back to the feminine morpheme based 
on roots ending in w: tWsK], ‘clothing’ (< hsk < wsk, ‘to 
cover’)

a) It was extended then to form denominative nouns: tWdl]y", 
‘youth’ (< dl,y<, ‘child’); tWkl]m', ‘kingdom’ (< Jl,m,&, 
‘king’).

b) It was fused to an Aramaizing causative or refl exive to 
form an abstract noun: tW[m;v]h', ‘information’ (< [mv, ‘to 
hear’); tWrB]j't]hi, ‘alliance’ (< rbj(2), ‘to ally oneself’).

3) The ending t/Î may derive from the feminine plural 
morpheme (t/Î) or has been adapted from the infi nitive 
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construct ending on verbs ending in w or y (likewise t/Î) to 
form abstract nouns:

t/mk]j;, ‘wisdom’ (< µkj ‘to be wise’); t/lle/h, ‘foolish-
ness’ (< Poel of llh, ‘to make one look foolish’).

f. The suffi x -î, indicating a relationship to a people, class, 
type, or land, the so-called gentilic or nisbe ending:

yrIb][i, ‘Hebrew’; ylig“r", ‘foot soldier, infantryman’; ydIWhy“, 
‘Judean’; yrIk]n:, ‘foreigner’

The -î suffi x is also the regular ending for the ordinal numbers 
in Hebrew:

ynIve, ‘second’; yviyliv], ‘third’, etc.

E. Other Affi xes that May Be Fused to Noun and Adjective 
Forms

1. Affi xes attached as prefi xes

a. The conjunction w“—as with the verb, the conjunction w“ 
prefi xed to nouns and adjectives serves primarily a coordinating 
function to link words, phrases, and clauses to form sentences. 
Though it may also mark a number of other syntactic usages, by and 
large, it normally does not affect the meaning of the word to which 
it is attached (unlike in the verb).

b. The defi nite article

1) As its name implies, the defi nite article makes a common 
noun defi nite: 

Jl,m,&{h', ‘the king’, as over against Jl,m,& ‘a king.’ The article 
is only rarely attached to proper names, but this can 
occur when the names are non-personal: e.g., ˜DEr“Y"h' ‘the 
Jordan.’

2) The defi nite article may also be prefi xed to an attibutive 
adjective when the noun it modifies is definite, when a 
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predicate adjective is used nominally, or when vocative 
meaning is intended. Some examples:

Attributive: l/dG:h' /mv] ‘his great name’ (1 Sam 12:22)

Predicate: µy[iv;r“h; yMi['w“ ynIa}w" qyDIX'h' hwhy ‘The Lord is 
the righteous one (or, is in the right), and I and my 
people are the wicked ones (or, are in the wrong)’ (Exod 
9:27) A predicate adjective with the defi nite article may 
express superlative degree: ˜f;Q;h' aWh dwId:w“ ‘David was 
the youngest’ (1 Sam 17:14)

Vocative: Jl,M,&h' Úv]p]n"Ayje ‘as your soul lives, O king’ (1 Sam 
17:55)

c. The hē-interrogative—just as with verb forms, the 
hē-interrogative may be prefi xed to a noun or an adjective:

Noun: µyIr"&p]a, ryQiy" ˜beh} ‘Is Ephraim a son precious to me?’ 
(Jer 31:19)

Adjective: dj;a, vyai tybel] ˜heko Út]/yhâ≤ b/fh} ‘Is it better for 
you to be priest to a house of one person?’ (Judg 18:19)

d. The inseparable prepositions—may be fused as a prefi x to 
both common and proper nouns to create a prepositional phrase, 
as also with adjectives when they are construed nominally. These 
prepositions have such a wide variety of meanings that it is not 
possible to give examples in this brief survey.

2. Affi xes attached as suffi xes

a. The morphemes for gender and number are suffi xed to the 
noun and adjective (except for masculine singular forms, for which 
there is no morpheme to mark either gender or number).

1) Masculine plural nouns and adjectives add the suffi x µyÎi: 
µydIl;y“ ‘children’; adjective: µyli/dG“ ‘great’

2) Feminine singular nouns and adjectives usually add the suffi x 
hÎ…, but sometimes tÎ: hK;l]m' ‘queen’; tyrIB] ‘covenant’
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 Feminine plural nouns and adjectives add the suffi x t/Î:11

t/kl;m] ‘queens’; adjective: t/l/dG“ ‘great’

b. The pronominal suffi xes are also fused to nouns (and 
sometimes adjectives),12 usually to form a genitive construction 
(construct chain), wherein the pronoun conveys the meaning of the 
English possessive pronoun:

ytiyBe ‘my house’ (lit., ‘house of me’)

/nymiy“Ady" ‘his right hand’ (lit., ‘hand of his right’)

c. Directional hē (or hē locale): this is an adverbial particle hÎ… 
(always unaccented), suffi xed to both common and proper nouns (as 
well as to certain other words) to indicate the point at which the 
verbal action terminates. Examples:

ht;y“B;&h' µyvin:a}h;Ata, abeh; ‘Take these men to the house’ (Gen 
43:16)

daom] dbeK; lyIj'&B] hm; “l'&v;Wry“ aboT;w" ‘And she came to Jerusalem 
with a very great retinue’ (1 Kgs 10:2)

 11 For other meanings of the t-suffi x on nouns, see above II.D.2.e.
 12 For their basic forms and meanings, see Appendix II B.
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Sigla and Abbreviations
1. Sigla

(1) A number in parentheses preceding (reading from right 
to left) a root, cognate or other word, designates a 
particular set of defi nitions or meanings, among others, 
attached to the same sequence of consonants (and 
sometimes vowels) elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. 
The numbering follows that given in The Hebrew 
and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (usually 
by a Roman numeral in parentheses placed after the 
particular root, cognate or other word).

(1)# The above siglum preceded by a #-sign indicates that 
another Hebrew word having the same sequence of 
consonants (and sometimes vowels) does not appear in 
this apparatus.

* An asterisk placed before a Hebrew word indicates that 
this word is nowhere extant in its absolute form in the 
Hebrew Bible.

(?) A question-mark in parentheses following the listing of 
a Hebrew cognate indicates that its derivation from the 
root under which it is placed is uncertain.

> Indicates that a root or other word develops into another 
form.

< Indicates that a word develops from a specifi ed root.

(13,Exod) If only the name of a Hebrew Bible book is indicated 
after a frequency fi gure, it means that the word is 
attested in the Hebrew Bible only in that book.

(Hi.) When a verb has a meaning or set of meanings which are 
regularly (though not necessarily exclusively) expressed 
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in one or more particular stems, these stems are noted in 
parentheses before the appropriate English defi nition(s). 
However, if a verb has a Qal defi nition as well as other 
defi nitions associated with other verbal stems, the Qal 
defi nition will always be indicated fi rst without any 
special stem labeling.

(Qal) If a verb is extant only in the Qal stem, the word Qal in 
parentheses introduces the defi nition(s) listed.

2. Abbreviations
Hi. Hiphil
Hith. Hithpael
Hithpo. Hithpolel
Ho. Hophal
impf. imperfect
impv. imperative
indef. indefi nite
indep. independent
inf. infi nitive
insep. inseparable
interj. interjection
interrog. interrogative
intrans. intransitive
Isa Isaiah
Jer Jeremiah
Josh Joshua
Judg Judges
juss. jussive
1–2 Kgs 1–2 Kings
Lam Lamentations
Lev Leviticus
loc. local
m. masculine
metaph. metaphorical
n. noun

abs. absolute
acc. accusative
act. active
adj. adjective
adv. adverb
c. common
Cant Canticles
cf. compare
1–2 Chr 1–2 Chronicles
coll. collective
conj. conjunction
const. construct
Dan Daniel
den. denominative
Deut Deuteronomy
dem. demonstrative
dim. diminutive
du. dual
Esth Esther
Exod Exodus
Ezek Ezekiel
f. feminine
Gen Genesis
gen. genitive
Hab Habakkuk
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Neh Nehemiah
neut. neuter
Ni. Niphal
no. number
Num Numbers
pass. passive
p. page
perf. perfect
Pi. Piel
Pil. Pilpel
pl. plural
Pol. Polel
prep. preposition
pron. pronoun
Prov Proverbs

Ps/Pss Psalm/Psalms
ptc. participle
Pu. Pual
Pul. Pulal
Qoh. Qohelet
rel. relative
s. singular
1–2 Sam 1–2 Samuel
suff. suffi x
temp. temporal
trans. transitive
Voc. Vocabulary
vs. verse
x times a form 

appears





LIST I

Verbal Roots Occurring Ten or More Times,
and Their Most Frequently Attested

Nominal and Other Cognates
(Vocabularies 1–52)
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IA. Verbs Occurring More than 500 Times
(Vocabularies 1–4)

Vocabulary 1 (20 words)

 lka  1 (intrans.) to eat, feed; (trans., Hi.) feed

 lk,ao&   a. food (45)

 lk;a}m'   b. food, nourishment (30)

 hl;k]ao   c. food, nourishment (18, 10 in Ezek)

 rma (1)# 2 to say, mention; give orders

 rm,ae& *(1)#  a. word (49, 21 in Prov)

 hr:m]ai *  b. word, saying (35, 18 in Ps 119)

 awb  3 to enter, come (to); (Hi.) bring, lead in

 ha;WbT]   a. produce, yield (from land); harvest (also 
in sense of profi t) (41)

 a/bm;   b. entrance, entering; descent, setting (of 
sun, stars) (27)

 rbd (2)1 4 (Pi.) to speak

 rb;D:   a. word, matter, affair, thing, something 
(over 500)

 hyh  5 come to pass, occur, happen; to be, 
become

  hwhy   a. Yahweh (over 500)

 hy: ÈHy:   b. Yah (shortened alternative form to hwhy 
(25, 19 in Pss)

 Jlh  6 to go, walk

 1 For rbd (1), see Voc. 55, no. 21.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 [dy  7 to notice, know, copulate (know sexually); 
(Hi.) inform

 t['D"& (1)#  a. knowledge, discernment, understanding 
(70–99, 40 in Prov)

 [ÆWDm'   b. (interrog. pron.) on what account? why? 
(70–99)

 ynI[oD“yI   c. spirit of divination, soothsayer (11)

Vocabulary 2 (25 words)

 dly  8 (Qal and Hi.) to give birth, beget; (Ni., Pu., 
Ho.) be born 

 dl,y<‡   a. boy (f. hD:l]y", girl) (70–99)

 t/dleTo *  b. descendants, successors (39)

 td<l,&/m   c. descendants, relatives; descent (22)

 dyliy: *  d. son; slave born in the household (13)

 axy  9 to come or go out, to come or go forth; set 
out, move away; (Hi.) to cause to go out, 
lead out, produce

 ˜axo   a. (coll.) fl ocks (sheep and goats) 
(200–299)

 ax;/m (1)#  b. place of departure; exit, way out; 
pronouncement; coming forth, 
appearance (27)

 t/ax;/T   c. exits (from a city); outermost areas, 
limit of the borderline (23, 14 in Josh)

 µyaix;a‘x,   d. offspring (of plants and human 
descendants) (11)

 bvy  10 sit or sit down, remain sitting, dwell, be 
inhabited

 bveyO   a. (Qal act. ptc. used as n.) inhabitant 
(200–299)

I.A.1–2  
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 Verbs Occurring More than 500 Times (Voc. 1–4) I.A.2–3

 bv;/m   b. seat, dwelling place, period of residence 
(44)

 bv;/T   c. resident alien, sojourner (14)

 jql  11 to take, grasp, seize; accept, receive; fetch, 
bring

 jq'l,&   a. teaching, instruction, insight (9, 6 in 
Prov)

 twm  12 to die; (Hi.) to kill 

 tw<m;&   a. death, dying (100–199)

 hkn  13 (Hi.) to strike, smite

 hK;m'   a. blow, wound; plague; defeat (45)

 acn  14 to carry, lift or lift up, raise, receive 
someone in a friendly manner, be 
favorably disposed toward someone

 aycin: (1)#  a. leader, chieftain (100–199; 60 in Num, 
37 in Ezek)

 aC;m' (1)  b. load, burden (45)

 aC;m' (2)  c. pronouncement (20, 12 in Isa)

 ha;C;m' ÈtaeC]m'   d. elevation (of hands, smoke), tribute, 
present; lifting up, exaltation (16)

Vocabulary 3 (21 words)

 ˜tn  15 to give, allow, surrender to someone; to 
set, place, lay; to raise (the voice)

 ˜T;m' (1)#  a. gift, present (22)
 (f.) hn:T;m' (1)#

 ˜ytin“ *  b. (only pl.) temple slaves bound to the 
temple (17)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 rb[ (1)2 16 to pass over or by, to go on one’s way, 
move through

 rb,[e& (1)#  a. one of two opposing sides; bank (of 
river) > on the other side of, beyond 
(70–99)

 rWb[} *  b. produce; (prep. with B]) because of, for 
the sake of; (conj. with B]) so that (49)

 hY:rIb][i ÈyrIb][i   c. a Hebrew man or woman (34)

 hl[  17 to ascend, go up; (Hi.) to lead up or out, 
bring up

 l[' (2)#  a. (prep.) on, over; in front of, before; 
above, more than; on account of; 
concerning; against; to, towards; (conj.) 
because (over 500)

 ˜KeAl['   b. therefore, for that reason (100–199)

 hl;[o   c. sacrifi ce that is wholly burned, burnt 
offering (200–299)

 l['m'& (2)3  d. (prep.) above, on top of; (adv.) upwards 
(100–199)

 ˜/yl][,   e. something that is higher, upper; as 
divine epithet: most  high (53)

  hl;[}m'   f. upward movement (of people), ascent; 
(pl.) pilgrimages;  step, stair (47, 
including fi rst vs. of Pss. 120–134)

  hY:li[}   g. upper room (20)

  hl,[}m' *  h. rising, ascent, climb; podium, platform 
(19)

 hl,[;   i. leaf, foliage (19)

 (?)hl;[;T] (1)#  j. watercourse; conduit, channel (9)

 2 For rb[ (2), see Voc. 62, no. 84.
 3 For l['m'& (1), see Voc. 30, no. 77a.

I.A.3  
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 Verbs Occurring More than 500 Times (Voc. 1–4) I.A.3–4

 dm[  18 to go up before, stand in position or 
respectfully before, be motionless; (Hi.) to 
bring to halt, set up, set forth, arrange

 dWM['   a. tent-pole, upright support; pillar 
(100–199)

 AdM;[i *  b. (prep., only with pron. suff.) with, at (45)

Vocabulary 4 (21 words)

 hc[ (1)# 19 to make, create, do; to acquire; prepare; 
carry out, perform; to act, behave

 hc,[}m'   a. work, labor, deed, accomplishment, 
achievement (200–299)

 hwx  20 (Pi., Pu.) to give an order, command, 
instruct, commission

 hw:x]mi   a. commandment, commission (100–199)

 µwq  21 to rise, get up, stand up; (Hi.) erect, put 
up; to keep (one’s word, a vow): to arise, 
help up

 µ/qm;   a. place, (sacred) site, space, locality, 
residence (300–499)

 hm;/q   b. (great) height, size (46)

 hm;q;   c. grain (still on the stalk) (10)

 arq (1)4 22 to call, shout, summon, proclaim, 
announce, (with B]) to recite, read

 ar:q]mi   a. summons, assembly; reading or 
recitation (23, 11 in Lev)

 har  23 to see, understand; (Ni.) to appear, become 
visible, present oneself; (Hi.) to show 
someone

 4 For arq (2), see Voc. 43, no. 105.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ha,r“m'   a. seeing, appearance (100–199)

 ha;r“m'   b. apparition, vision; mirror (12)

 ha,ro (1)#  c. seer (12)

 µyc (1)# 24 (Qal) to set (up), place, lay, stand, install, 
establish, confi rm

 bwv  25 to turn back (to God), return; turn away 
from, abandon; (Hi.) to bring or lead 
back; to give back, repay; to answer; 
revoke or cancel; to convert from evil; to 
restore

 hb;Wvm]   a. falling away, apostasy (12, 9 in Jer)

 jlv  26 to stretch out, send, dispatch; (Pi.) let go 
free, dismiss, expel

 [mv  27 to hear, listen to, obey

 h[;Wmv]   a. report, news (27)

 [m've&   b. report, news, hearsay (17)

I B. Verbs Occurring 200–499 Times
(Vocabularies 5–8)

Vocabulary 5 (26 words)

 bha  1 to love, like (Qal act. ptc. used as n., bheao, 
friend)

 hb;h;a} (1)#  a. love (40)

 πsa  2 to gather, bring in, receive; withdraw, take 
away; (Ni.) to assemble

 hnb  3 to build, rebuild

 ˜Be (1)#  a. son, grandson; young animal; (with 
coll.) single, individual; member, fellow 
(of a  group or class) (over 500)

I.A.4–I.B.5  
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 Verbs Occurring 200–499 Times (Voc. 5–8) I.B.5

 tB' (1)5  b. daughter (over 500)

 tynIb]T'   c. pattern, copy, image, representation, 
architectural plan (20)

 vqb  4 (Pi.) to seek, search for, call on, consult; 
discover, fi nd; demand, require

 Jrb (2)6 5  (Qal pass. ptc., JWrB;) blessed, praised, 
adored; (Pi.) bless, praise (God)

 hk;r:B] (1)#  a. blessing (69)

 rkz (1)# 6 to remember, call to mind; to name, 
mention; (Hi.) to make known; to profess, 
praise

 ˜/rk;zI   a. remembrance, memorial (24)

 rk,zE‡   b. mention (of a name) (23)

 qzj  7 to be or grow strong, have courage, be 
hardened (the heart); (Pi.) to make fi rm 
or strong; strengthen; to repair (buildings); 
(Hi.) to seize, grasp, keep hold of; (Hith.) 
to show oneself courageous, prove oneself 
strong

 qz:j;   a. (adj.) fi rm, hard, strong, heavy or severe 
(56)

 afj  8 to miss (a mark), to wrong (morally), 
offend, to do wrong, commit sin; (Pi.) to 
cleanse from sin, purify; (Hi.) to mislead 
into sin; (Hith.) to purify oneself

 taF;j'   a. sin; expiation, sin-offering (200–299)

 af]je   b. offence, sin, guilt (35)

 aF;j'   c. sinful; sinner (19)

 5 For tB' (2), see Voc. 89, no. 92.
 6 For Jrb (1), see Voc. 63, no. 105.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 hyj  9 to be or stay alive; revive, recover, return 
to life; (Pi.) to let live, preserve life, to 
bring back to life; (Hi.) to keep alive

 yj' (1)  a. life (70–99)

 µyYIj'   b. [pl. of yj' (1)] lifetime, life-span, life 
(100–199)

 yj' (2)  c. (adj.) living, alive (70–99)

 hY:j'   d. [f. of yj' (1)] all kinds of animals; wild 
animals, beasts of prey; [f. of yj' (2)] 
life; greed, hunger (10)

 πsy  10 to add, to continue or carry on doing; (Hi.) 
to increase, to do again, more

 πse/y   a. Joseph (200–299)

Vocabulary 6 (24 words)

 ary (1)# 11 to fear, be afraid

 arEy:   a. (adj.) in fear of, fearful (61)

 ha;r“yI   b. fear (frequently of God) (45)

 ar:/m   c. fear, terror, awe (12)

 dry  12 to go down; (Hi.) to bring down, cause to 
fall

 ˜DEr“y"   a. Jordan River (100–199)

 vry (1)# 13 to take possession of, dispossess, be heir to 
someone; (Ni.) to become impoverished

 tv,r<&   a. net (22)

 hV;rUy“   b. possession (14)

 [vy  14 (Ni.) to receive help, be victorious; (Hi.) to 
help, save, come to assist with

 h[;Wvy“   a. help, acts of salvation (70–99)

I.B.5–6  
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 Verbs Occurring 200–499 Times (Voc. 5–8) I.B.6

 [v'yE‡   b. help, deliverance, salvation (36, 20 in 
Pss)

 h[;yvi&/m   c. deliverer, savior (27)

 h[;WvT]   d. help, deliverance, salvation, victory (34)

 ˜wk  15 (Ni.) to be established, steadfast, sure; to 
be permanent, endure; be ready; (Pol.) to 
set up, establish, found; to fi x solidly; to 
take aim; (Hi.) to prepare, make ready; to 
determine, appoint; to make fi rm; be intent 
on, fi rmly resolved

 ˜Ke (1)  a. (adj.) correct, right, accurate; righteous, 
honest; certainly (25)

 ˜Ke (2)  b. (adv.) thus, so, in the same manner; 
then; afterwards; thereupon (300–499)

 ˜Ke (3)  c. (> ˜nk  > ˜wk?) stand, base, pedestal (10)

 ˜kel;   d. (adv.) therefore (100–199)

 hn:/km]   e. under-support, kettle-stand; appropriate 
to a place or site (25, 15 in 1 Kgs 7)

 ˜/km;   f. place, site; support for (throne of hwhy); 
foundation (of the earth) (17)

 hlk  16 to stop, come to an end; be fi nished, 
completed; to vanish, fade away, perish; 
(Pi.) to complete, bring to an end; cease to; 
consume, destroy

 hl;K;   a. complete destruction (22)

 trk  17 to cut off, exterminate; make a covenant 
(with tyrIB]), to come to an arrangement; 
(Ni.) to be cut off, disappear; be wiped out, 
eliminated, excluded; (Hi.) to exterminate
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

Vocabulary 7 (23 words)

 btk  18 to write

 bt;K]   a. writing, document (17, 9 in Exod)

 alm  19 to be full, fulfi lled (of time); (with accus.) 
to fi ll up, be full of or to fi ll with (Pi.) to 
fi ll; endow; consecrate as a priest, devote; 
to fulfi ll, carry out

 alem;   a. (adj.) full, full of; (f., ha;lem], adj. > n., the 
whole harvest) (67)

 a/lm], aløm]   b. that which fi lls, makes full; fullness, full 
amount, measure, extent (38)

 µyaiLum]   c. consecration, setting (with precious 
stones) (15)

 Jlm (1)# 20 be king, rule; (Hi.) to install someone as 
king 

 Jl,m&, (1)#  a. king, ruler (over 500)

 hK;l]m'   b. queen (35, 25 in Es.)

 hk;l;m]m'   c. dominion, kingdom; kingship, royal 
sovereignty (100–199)

  tWKl]m'   d. royal dominion or honor; kingship; 
regnal period or reign; realm; (adj.) 
royal (70–99)

 hk;Wlm]   e. kingdom (24)

 axm  21 to fi nd (what was sought); to reach; meet 
accidentally; to obtain, achieve

 dgn  22 (Hi.) to propose, announce, inform

 dg<n<‡   a. that which is opposite, corresponds to; 
(prep.) in front of, before; opposite to 
(100–199)

I.B.7  
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 Verbs Occurring 200–499 Times (Voc. 5–8) I.B.7–8

 dygIn:   b. prince (as army offi cer, court offi cial or 
head of a family); cult offi cial; leader of 
Israel appointed by Yahweh (44)

 hfn  23 to reach out; to stretch out (a tent); to bow 
down low; (intrans.) to stretch out, turn 
aside

 hF,m'   a. stick, staff; tribe (200–299)

 hF;mi   b. couch, bed (29)

 hF;m'   c. (adv.) beneath; (with l]) downwards (18)

 lpn  24 to fall (accidentally), to fall down 
(deliberately); to collapse; to fall upon, 
raid; (Hi.) to drop, bring to ruin, make lie 
down

 lxn  25 (Ni.) to be saved, save oneself; (Pi.) to rob; 
(Hi.) to pull out, save

 rws  26 to turn aside, go off, retreat; (Hi.) to 
remove something or someone

Vocabulary 8 (22 words)

 db[  27 to serve, perform service (to God), work; 
to till (the ground)

 db,[,& (1)#  a. slave, servant; minister, adviser, offi cial 
(over 500)

 hd:/b[}   b. work, enforced labor; service which is 
rendered; service of worship (100–199)

 hn[ (1)7 28 to reply, answer; to give evidence, testify

 7 For hn[ (2), see Voc. 18, no. 25; for hn[ (3), see Voc. 56, no. 25; for hn[ (4), 
see Voc. 45, no. 122.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 dqp  29 to make a careful inspection; look at, 
see to something; pass in review, muster; 
instruct, command, urge, stipulate; to call 
to account, avenge, affl ict; (Ni.) to be 
missed, lacking; to be called to account, 
affl icted, punished; (Hi.) to appoint, install 
as superior; to hand over to someone

 hD:quP]   a. commission, appointment, offi ce; a 
watch, sentry; supervision, care; 
vengeance, punishment (32)

 µydIWqPi *  b. instructions, procedures (24)

 dyqiP;   c. (within the cult) overseer, leader, 
representative; (in civil administration) 
administrator, governor, overseer (13)

 hbr (1)# 30 to become numerous, great, increase; 
become powerful; (Hi.) to make numerous, 
great

 hB,r“a'   a. (migratory) locusts (24)

 hBer“h'   b. much, many; (adv.) very much (49)

 bkv  31 to lie down; to have sexual intercourse

 bK;v]mi   a. lodging (place); bed, marriage bed (46)

 rmv  32 to keep, watch over, observe; to take 
care of, preserve, protect; to save, retain; 
to do something carefully; to observe 
an order, stick to an agreement, keep 
an appointment; (Qal ptc. pl.) watchmen, 
guards; (Ni.) to be on one’s guard

 ˜/rm]vø   a. Samaria (city and mountain) (100–199)

  tr<m&,v]mi   b. what is to be held in trust; guard; 
obligation; service, duty (70–99)

 rm;v]mi   c. guard, custody; watch, lookout; division 
of service (20)

I.B.8  
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 Verbs Occurring 200–499 Times (Voc. 5–8) I.B.8–I.C.9

 fpv  33 to pass judgment, administer justice, to 
rule; (Qal ptc., fpevø, used as a n.) 
judge, ruler, governor; (Ni.) enter into a 
controversy before a court, plead; enter 
into judgment, dispute

 fP;v]mi   a. decision, judgment; dispute, case; legal 
claim; measure; law (300–499)

 fp,v,& *  b. (pl.) penalty (16, 10 in Ezek)

 htv (2)# 34 to drink

 hT,v]mi   a. banquet (46, 21 in Esth)

I C. Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times
(Vocabularies 9–15)

Vocabulary 9 (23 words)

 dba  1 to become lost, go astray, perish, be 
destroyed; (Pi.) to destroy; (Hi.) to 
exterminate

 ˜ma (1)# 2 (Ni.) be reliable, faithful; be permanent, 
endure; (Hi.) to believe (in), have trust in

 tm,a‘   a. trustworthiness; constancy, duration; 
faithfulness; truth (100–199)

 hn:Wma‘   b. trustworthiness, faithfulness (49)

 ˜mea;   c. “surely!” (solemn formula by which 
the hearer accepts the validity of a 
curse or declaration, an acceptable order 
or announcement; belonging to a 
doxology) (25)

 vwb (1)# 3 to be ashamed; (Hi.) to put to shame; be 
ashamed, ruined

 tv,Bo&   a. shame, shamefulness (30)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 rjb (2)# 4 to choose

 rWjB; (1)#  a. young man (45)

 ryjiB; *  b. (adj.) chosen (13)

 rj;b]mi (1)#  c. select place, choicest element (12)

 jfb (1)# 5 to trust, be confi dent; (Hi.) to cause to rely 
on someone

 jf'B,& (1)#  a. security; (adv.) securely (42)

 jf;b]mi   b. trust, reliance (15)

 ˜yb  6 to understand, see; pay attention to, 
consider; (Ni.) to be discerning, have 
understanding; (Hithpo.) to behave 
intelligently

 ˜yBe È˜yIB'&   a. interval; (const. used as prep.) between 
(300–499)

 hn:WbT]   b. understanding, cleverness, skill (42)

 hn:yBi   c. understanding (37)

 hkb  7 to weep

 ykiB]   a. weeping (31)

 lag (1)8 8 to redeem

 laeGO   a. (Qal act. ptc. used as n.) redeemer (46)

 hl;auG“   b. right and obligation of repurchase: 
redemption (14, 9 in Lev)

Vocabulary 10 (23 words)

 ldg  9 to grow (up), become strong; to become 
great, wealthy, important; (Pi.) to bring 
up, let grow; (Hi.) to enlarge, magnify 
(oneself)

 8 For lag (2), see Voc. 50, no. 197.

I.C.9–10  
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 Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times (Voc. 9–15) I.C.10

 l/dG:   a. (adj.) great (over 500)

 lD:g“mi (1)#  b. tower (49)

 ld<GO ‡   c. greatness (13)

 hL;dUG“   d. greatness (12)

 rwg (1)9 10 to dwell as alien and dependent

 rGE   a. protected citizen, stranger (70–99, 43 in 
Num–Deut)

 r/gm; *(2)10  b. (only pl.) land of domicile, sojourning; 
abode, domicile (11)

 hlg  11 to uncover; to have to leave, go into exile; 
(Ni.) to be exposed, reveal oneself; (Pi.) to 
uncover, disclose; (Hi.) to deport

 hl;/G   a. exiles; deportation, exile (42)

 tWlG:   b. exile; exiles (15)

 vrd  12 to care for; to inquire about, investigate; to 
require; to make supplication

 llh (2)11 13 (Pi.) to eulogize, praise; (Hith.) to boast 
(87 in Pss)

 hL;hiT] (1)#  a. glory, praise; song of praise (57, 30 in 
Pss)

 grh  14 to kill, slay

 hg:rEh} Ègr<h,&   a. killing, slaughter (10)

 jbz  15 to slaughter, sacrifi ce

 jÆBez“mi   a. altar (300–499)

 jb'z<‡ (1)#  b. (communal) sacrifi ce (100–199)

 9 For rwg (3), see Voc. 49, no. 182.
 10 For r/gm; (1), see Voc. 49, no. 182a.
 11 For llh (3), see Voc. 45, no. 131.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 hwj (2)# 16 (Hištaphel) to bow down

 llj (1)12 17 (Ni.) be defi led; (Pi.) to profane; (Hi.) to 
begin

 hL;jiT]   a. beginning (23)

 lylij; *(2)#  b. far be it from . . . (preventative negative 
interj.) (20)

Vocabulary 11 (22 words)

 hnj (1)# 18 (Qal) to encamp, lay siege to 

 hn<j}m'   a. (place for the) camp; army (200–299)

 bvj  19 to take somebody to be something, to 
assume; to impute or reckon to; to plan, 
devise, invent; (Ni.) be regarded as, count; 
(Pi.) to compute, think of; plan, devise

 hb;v;j}m' Ètb,v,&j}m'   a. thought, intent; plan; invention (56)

 bvejo   b. (Qal act. ptc. used as n.) cloth-worker, 
embroiderer (12, 11 in Exod)

 amf  20 to become ceremonially unclean; (Ni.) to 
defi le oneself; (Pi.) to defi le, desecrate; 
declare unclean

 amef;   a. (ceremonially) unclean (70–99, 46 in 
Lev)

 ha;m]fu *  b. state of ceremonial uncleanness (37, 18 
in Lev)

 hdy (2)# 21 (Hi.) to praise (God); to confess one’s sin; 
(Hith.) to confess, take confession

 hd:/T   a. a (community) sacrifi ce; song of praise 
or thanksgiving (32)

 12 For llj (2), see Voc. 58, no. 46.

I.C.10–11  
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 Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times (Voc. 9–15) I.C.11–12

 bfy  22 it goes well with (him/her); it pleases or 
is agreeable, pleasing; (with ble) becomes 
or is glad; (Hi.) be friendly towards, deal 
well with; do good to someone; do good 
or well; bfeyhe (inf. abs. used as adv.): well, 
utterly

 lky  23 (Qal) to be able, be capable of; to prevail

 rty  24 (Ni.) be left over; (Hi.) to leave over, have 
left over; to have priority, be fi rst

 rt,y<‡ (1)#  a. rest, remainder; (adv.) excessively 
(70–99)

 tr<t,&yO   b. the appendage of the liver (11, 9 in Lev, 
2 in Exod)

 ˜/rt]yI   c. profi t; advantage (10, Qoh)

 dbk  25 to weigh heavily upon; be heavy, dull; be 
weighty, honored; (Ni.) be honored, enjoy 
honor; to appear in one’s glory; (Pi.) to 
honor

 d/bK;   a. reputation, importance; glory, splendor, 
distinction, honor (200–299)

 dbeK; (1)  b. (adj., n.) heavy, thick; oppressing; 
weighty (40)

 dbeK; (2)  c. liver (14, 9 in Lev)

 hsk  26 to cover, conceal

 hs,k]mi   a. overlay, cover (16)

Vocabulary 12 (24 words)

 rpk  27 (Pi.) to appease, make amends; to make 
atonement

 tr<Po&K'   a. the golden cover on top of the ark (27, 
19 in Exod)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 rp,Ko& (4)#  b. bribe; ransom (13)

 vbl  28 to put on (a garment), clothe

 vWbl]   a. garment (32)

 vWbl;   b. (adj.) clothed (16)

 µjl (1)# 29 (Ni.) to fi ght

 hm;j;l]mi   a. hand-to-hand fi ghting, struggle, war 
(300–499)

 µj,l,&   b. bread; showbread; food, nourishment 
(200–299)

 dkl  30 to catch (animals by trapping; people as 
captives); to overthrow

 abn  31 (den. from aybin:) (Ni.) to be in a prophetic 
trance, to behave like a aybin:; prophesy; 
(Hith.) to exhibit the behavior of or talk 
like a aybin:; to rage

 aybin:   a. prophet (300–499)

 [gn  32 to touch, to strike; to reach as far as; (Hi.) 
to touch, reach up to; to hurl, throw; to 
attain, arrive at; to arrive, happen

 [g"n<‡   a. affl iction, plague, infestation; blow 
(70–99, 60 in Lev)

  vgn  33 to step forward, approach; to turn towards, 
draw near; to advance; (Hi.) to bring in 
close, to present

 jwn (1)# 34 to settle down, rest, repose; (Hi., two 
forms, A and B)  A. to cause to rest; 
secure repose; to pacify, satisfy; B. to 
place (somewhere), set, lay; to leave 
(somewhere, in some position); to leave 
behind; allow to stay, leave untouched

I.C.12  
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 Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times (Voc. 9–15) I.C.12–13

 jÆ/jynI   a. appeasement; soothing odor (43, 36 in 
Lev–Num)

 hj;Wnm]   b. resting place; place of quiet; composure 
(21)

 swn  35 to fl ee

 µjn  36 (Ni.) to regret, be sorry; console oneself; 
(Pi.) to comfort

 [sn  37 to tear or pull out; to journey further on

 [S'm'   a. breaking camp, departure; daily march 
(12, 7 in Num)

 bbs  38 to turn oneself around, reverse; to go 
around, perform a ceremonial circuit; 
to surround, encircle; to slip through, 
wander about; (Hi.) to cause to follow a 
roundabout route; to remove, to turn away, 
to change

 bybis;   a. on all sides; (m.pl.) surroundings, 
vicinity, neighboring; (f.pl.) 
surrounding(s); neighborhood; circuit 
(300–499)

Vocabulary 13 (24 words)

 rps  39 (den. of rp,se&) to count up or out; make 
a written record; (Pi.) to make known, 
announce; to report, tell

 rp,se&   a. something written: record, letter, scroll 
(100–199)

 rP;s]mi (1)#  b. number, quantity (100–199)

 rpeso   c. (Qal ptc. of rps) scribe, secretary (55)

 bz[ (1)# 40 to leave, leave behind or over; let go; (Ni.) 
to be abandoned
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 hnp  41 to turn to one side, head in a particular 
direction; to turn to someone; to turn round 
(and go away); to turn away (and go on 
further)

 hn<P; *  a. front (in the sense of a head of a 
living creature), face; (pl.) the front (as 
over against the back); former times, an 
earlier period; surface; the face of God; 
(pl. with insep. prep. l:  ynEp]li) before; 
according to the opinion of, in view of 
(over 500)

 A˜P,   b. (preventitive conj.) so that not, lest; or 
else, in case, perhaps (100–199)

  ymiynIP]   c. (adj.) the inner (32, 24 in Ezek)

 hN:Pi   d. corner (-stone); metaphorical for 
chieftain or leader (30)

 hm;yn‡IP]   e. (adv.) within, inside (13)

 jtp (1)13 42 to open (up); (Pi.) let loose, untie

 jt'P,&   a. opening, entrance, door, gateway 
(100–199)

 ≈bq  43 to gather together, collect, assemble; (Pi.) 
to gather together (in unexpected 
circumstances)

 rbq  44 to bury

 rb,q,&   a. grave (67)

 hr:Wbq]   b. burial, grave (14)

 vdq  45 to be holy; (Ni.) to show oneself as or 
be treated as holy; (Pi.) to declare holy; 

 13 For jtp (2), see Voc. 70., no. 187.

I.C.13  
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 Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times (Voc. 9–15) I.C.13–14

to transform someone or something to the 
state of holiness, to dedicate or consecrate; 
(Hi.) to mark or treat as sanctifi ed or 
consecrated; (Hith.) to keep or show 
oneself as holy or sanctifi ed; to keep one 
another in a state of consecration

 vd<qo&   a. something holy; holiness (associated 
with God or a thing); (pl.) votive 
offerings (300–499)

 v/dq;   b. (adj.) holy, commanding respect, 
awesome; with l]: holy, singled out, 
consecrated for (100–199)

 vD:q]mi   c. holy place, sanctuary (70–99)

 hv;dEq] ÈvdEq; (1)#  d. (adj.) consecrated; (n.) cult prostitute 
(11)

 rfq  46 (Pi.) to make a sacrifi ce, to go up in smoke

 tr<fo&q]   a. incense (61, 44 in Exod–Num)

Vocabulary 14 (25 words)

 brq  47 to get closer, approach; to come forward, 
draw near; to step up to (in the cult); to 
make a sexual advance; (Hi.) to bring over, 
take, bring; to offer a sacrifi ce; to bring 
forward, cause to come up to, advance

 br<q,&   a. entrails; inward parts; (prep. usually 
with B]) in the midst of (200–299)

 hb;/rq] Èb/rq;   b. (adj.) nearby, closest (of localities); 
close (as a relative in kinship) (70–99)

 ˜B;r“q;   c. offering, gift (70–99, 78 in Lev–Num)

 brEq;   d. one who encroaches, approaches (11)

 πdr  48 to pursue, follow after; (Ni.) to vanish, 
disappear
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 µwr  49 to be or reach high; to be exalted; to rise, 
go up; (Qal ptc., µr:, used as an adj.: high; 
haughty); (Pol.) to bring up, aloft; to exalt, 
praise

 hm;WrT]   a. contribution; offering (70–99)

 µ/rm;   b. height; high; elevated (54)

 ≈wr  50 to run

 h[r (1)14 51 to feed, graze, drive out to pasture; to 
protect as a shepherd; to pasture = to 
revive, nourish

 h[,ro   a. (Qal ptc. of h[r) shepherd (70–99)

 h[,r“mi   b. pasture (13)

  ty[ir“m'   c. pasturage (10)

 jmc  52 to rejoice, be merry; (Pi.) to gladden, make 
someone merry; to cause to be happy, to 
help to rejoice

 hj;m]ci   a. joy, jubilation (70–99)

 jÆmec;   b. (adj.) happy, fi lled with joy (21)

 anc  53 to hate

 aNEc'm]*, anEcø   a. (Qal and Pi. ptc., the latter attested only 
in the pl.) enemy (54)

 ha;n“ci   b. hate, enmity (17)

 πrc  54 to burn completely

 hp;rEc]   a. fi re, incineration; something burned, 
burned places; funeral pyre (13)

 lav  55 to ask; to interrogate, consult; to claim, 
demand; to beg for, wish

 14 For h[r (2), see Voc. 57, no. 40.

I.C.14  
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 Verbs Occurring 100–199 Times (Voc. 9–15) I.C.14–15

 lWav;   a. Saul (300–499)

 hl;aev]   b. request (14)

Vocabulary 15 (20 words)

 rav  56 (Ni.) to remain over; to stay back, remain; 
(Hi.) to leave over

 tyrIaev]   a. remainder, remnant (66)

 ra;v]   b. remainder, excess; remnant (26)

 [bv  57 (Ni.) to swear (an oath); (Hi.) to make 
someone take an oath; to plead with 
someone

 h[;Wbv]   a. oath (31)

 rbv (1)15 58 to shatter, smash; (Pi.) to smash into 
fragments

 rb,ve&Èrb,v,& (1)16  a. breaking, break; collapse (46)

 tjv  59 (Ni.) to become ruined, spoiled; (Pi.) to 
ruin, destroy, annihilate; (Hi.) to ruin, 
destroy, exterminate

  tyjiv]m'   a. spoiler; destruction (36)

 jkv  60 to forget

 ˜kv  61 to settle, reside; (Pi., Hi.) to cause to dwell

 ˜K;v]mi   a. abode (of persons, of Yahweh); the 
tabernacle (100–199)

 ˜kev;   b. resident, neighbor; neighboring (town or 
people) (20)

 Jlv  62 (Hi.) to throw, cast

 15 For rbv (2), see Voc. 39, no. 48.
 16 For rb,v&, (2), see Voc. 39, no. 48a.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 µlv  63 to be completed, ready; to remain healthy, 
unharmed; to keep peace; (Pi.) to make 
intact, complete, to make restitution; to 
recompense, reward; to fi nish; (Hi.) to 
fi nish, carry out; deliver up; make peace 
with

 µ/lv;   a. prosperity, success; intactness; welfare, 
state of health, peace; friendliness; 
deliverance, salvation (200–299)

 hmoløv]   b. Solomon (200–299)

  µl,v,&   c. salvation or peace offering; conclusion 
offering; community offering (70–99, 
49 in Lev–Num)

 µlev; (1)#  d. (adj.) intact, untouched; whole, 
undivided (28)

 Jpv  64 to pour, shed blood; to pour out, cause to 
fl ow; to heap up

I D. Verbs Occurring 70–99 Times
(Vocabularies 16–20)

Vocabulary 16 (25 words)

 rsa  1 to bind, capture, keep in confi nement

 rySia' Èrysia;   a. prisoner (17)

 rS;ai Èrs;a‘   b. binding obligation, vow of abstinence 
(11)

 Èrse/m *  c. (m., only pl.) fetters (11)
 hr:se/m (1)#

 r[b (1)# 2 to burn, blaze up against, consume; (Pi.) to 
kindle, light, burn down

I.C.15–I.D.16  
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 Verbs Occurring 70–99 Times (Voc. 16–20) I.D.16

 Jph  3 to turn, turn round, turn back to front; to 
overthrow, demolish; (Hith.) to turn round 
and round; to transform oneself

 t/kPuh]T'   a. perversity, perversion (10, 9 in Prov)

 hnz (1)# 4 to commit fornication, be unfaithful; to 
abandon someone to fornication; (Hi.) to 
encourage to commit fornication

 hn:zO   a. prostitute, harlot (35)

 tWnz“T' *  b. obscene practice, metaphorically for the 
worship of idols (22, all in Ezek 16 and 
23)

 µynIWnz“   c. fornication (12)

 tWnz“   d. fornication, unfaithfulness (9)

 q[z 17 5 to call for help; to summon; to raise a 
battle cry

 hq;[;z“   a. plaintive cry, cry for help (18)

 hlj  6 to grow weak, tired; to fall sick, be ill; to 
feel pain; (Pi.) to appease, fl atter

 ylij’   a. sickness; suffering (24)

 ˜nj (1)# 7 to favor someone; (Hith.) to implore favor, 
compassion

 ˜je   a. grace, charm; favor, popularity (69)

 µN:ji   b. (adv.) without (giving or taking) 
compensation; in vain; without cause, 
undeservedly (32)

 hN:jiT] (1)#  c. mercy, pardon, compassion; pleading 
(for compassionate attention) (25)

 µynIWnj]T'   d. pleading (for grace or favor)(18)

 ˜WNj'   e. (adj.) merciful, kind, gracious (13)

 17 Cf. with no. 36 in Voc. 23.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ≈pj (1)# 8 to take pleasure in, desire; to delight in; to 
be willing, to feel inclined

 ≈p,je&   a. joy, delight; wish; matter, business (39)

 ≈pej;   b. someone who takes delight in 
something, who has desire for 
something (12)

Vocabulary 17 (25 words)

 hrj (1)# 9 to be/become hot, become angry

 ˜/rj;   a. burning, anger (41)

 rhf  10 to be clean; (Pi.) to cleanse, purify; 
pronounce clean (44 in Lev)

 r/hf;   a. (adj.) pure; ceremonially clean; ethically 
clean (70–99, 49 in Exod–Lev)

 hr:h’f;   b. establishment of (ceremonial) 
cleanness; cleansing, purifying (13, 8 in 
Lev)

 bwf  11 to be good (in all respects); be joyful; be 
appropriate, becoming

 b/f (1)#  a. (adj.) good; merry; pleasant, desirable; 
beautiful; friendly, kind; good as to 
character and value; morally good 
(300–499)

 hb;/f   b. good things; goodness, kindness; the 
goodness, happiness, prosperity one 
encounters (100–199)

 bWf   c. the best things; prosperity; beauty; 
cheerfulness; happiness given by 
Yahweh: property, blessing, well-being 
(32)

 ≈[y  12 to advise; plan, decide; (Ni.) to consult 
together

I.D.16–17  
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 Verbs Occurring 70–99 Times (Voc. 16–20) I.D.17–18

 hx;[e (1)#  a. advice; plan (70–99)

 ≈[e/y   b. counselor (22)

 ˜yl  13 to leave overnight; to spend the night, stay 
overnight; to stay, dwell

 dml  14 to learn; (Pi.) to teach

 sam (1)# 15 to refuse, reject

 rhm (1)# 16 (Pi.) to hasten (inf. often used as an adv. in 
the sense of ‘hastily’)

 hr:hem]   a. haste; (adv.) hurriedly (20)

 rkm  17 to sell; to betray to others, sell off

 rK;m]mi   a. something sold or to be sold; sale (10, 
7 in Lev 25)

 flm (1)# 18 (Ni.) to fl ee to safety; (Pi.) to save 
someone; to leave undisturbed, at rest

 jvm  19 to smear (with liquid oil or dye); to anoint

 jÆyvim;   a. anointed one (39)

 hj;v]mi (1)#  b. anointing (24, 23 in Exod–Lev)

 lvm (2)18 20 to rule

 hl;v;m]m,   a. dominion (17)

Vocabulary 18 (21 words)

 fbn  21 (Hi.) to look, look at

 bxn (1)# 22 (Ni.) to place oneself, be positioned or be 
in position, to stand or remain standing; 
(Hi.) to place, set

 tb,X,&m' Èhb;Xem'   a. memorial stone (38)

 18 For lvm (1), see Voc. 43, no. 96.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 byxin“ (1)#  b. overseer, governor; sentry, garrison; 
pillar (12)

 bX;m'   c. military position; place (where one’s 
feet have stood) (10)

 rgs  23 to shut; (Pi.) to hand someone over; (Hi.) 
to deliver, surrender, give up

 tr<G<‡s]mi ÈrGEs]m' (1)#  a. prison; ridge running round a table 
(derived from a different root?) (20)

 rts  24 (Ni.) to hide oneself, be hidden; (Hi.) to 
hide

 rt,se&   a. hiding place; covering; protection; 
secrecy (35)

 rT;s]mi   b. secret place(s) (10)

 rw[ (2)19 25 to be awake, stir; (Pol.) to awaken, start to 
move; to agitate, disturb; (Hi.) to wake up; 
to excite, put into motion, start to work

 rz[ (1)# 26 to help, come to help, assist; (Ni.) to 
experience help

 Èrz<[e& (1)#  a. help, assistance (47)
 hr:z“[, (1)#

 hn[ (2)20 27 to be crouched, hunched up, wretched; 
(Ni.) to bend, submit; (Pi.) to oppress, 
humiliate, do violence to, rape

 ynI[;   a. without (suffi cient) property, poor, 
wretched, in a needy condition (70–99)

 ynI[’   b. misery; oppressed situation (36)

 wn:[;   c. bowed, humble (21)

 19 For rw[ (1), see Voc. 63, no. 104.
 20 For hn[ (1), see Voc. 8, no. 28; for hn[ (3), see Voc. 56, no. 25; for  hn[ (4), 
see Voc. 45, no. 122.

I.D.18  
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 Verbs Occurring 70–99 Times (Voc. 16–20) I.D.18–19

 Jr[  28 to lay out, set in rows; to get ready, set out 
in order; to draw up a battle formation

 Jr<[e&   a. the act of estimating and the result: 
value; provision, equipment (33, 24 in 
Lev)

 hk;r:[}m'   b. row, bank; line of battle (17)

 tk,r<&[}m'   c. stratifi cation, display; shewbread (11)

Vocabulary 19 (20 words)

 alp  29 (Ni.) to be too diffi cult; be unusual, 
wonderful; pl. ptc.: miraculous acts; (Hi.) 
to do something wonderful

 al,P,&   a. something unusual, miracle (13)

 llp  30 (Hith.) to make intercession for or act as 
intercessor for; pray

 hL;piT]   a. prayer (70–99)

 llq  31 to be small, insignifi cant; to be faster 
than; (Pi.) to declare curses, accursed; 
(Hi.) to lighten, make lighter; to treat with 
contempt

 hl;l;q]   a. curse-formula, curse (33)

 hL;q' Èlq'   b. (adj.) light, nimble, rapid; (n.) 
something speedy (13)

 hnq (1)# 32 to buy, acquire; to create

 hn<q]mi   a. property, mostly livestock as property 
(70–99)

 hn:q]mi   b. acquisition (through trading or 
purchase) (15)

 ˜y:n“qi   c. (personal) property, possessions (10)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ≈jr  33 to douse with water, wash off, wash 
(oneself), bathe

 bkr  34 to ride, mount

 bk,r<&   a. war chariot(s); war-chariot troop; the 
upper of two millstones (100–199)

 hb;K;r“m,   b. chariot (for war, ceremony, or transport) 
(44)

 [[r (1)# 35 to be evil, displeasing; (Hi.) to do evil, 
treat badly

 h[;r: È[r" È[r:   a. (adj.) evil, of little worth, contemptible; 
malicious, injurious; (n.) evil, wicked-
ness; misfortune; calamity, disaster 
(over 500)

 [Æro   b. corruption, vice, evil (19)

 [bc  36 to eat or drink one’s fi ll, satisfy oneself 
with, get enough of

 [Æbec;   a. satiated, satisfi ed (10)

Vocabulary 20 (17 words)

 lkc (1)# 37 (Hi.) to understand, comprehend, have 
insight; to make wise, insightful; to 
achieve success

 lk,c,& Èlk,ce&   a. insight, understanding (16)

 lyKic]m'   b. Hi. ptc. used as title for a type of poetic 
composition in Pss (14)

 tbv  38 to cease, stop; to rest, celebrate; (Hi.) to 
put an end to, bring to a conclusion; to 
remove, put away; to cause to disappear

 tB;v'   a. sabbath (100–199)

 ˜/tB;v'   b. a strictly observed sabbath, celebrated in 
a special way (11, 8 in Lev)

I.D.19–20  
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 Verbs Occurring 70–99 Times (Voc. 16–20) I.D.20–I.E.21

 fjv (1)# 39 to slaughter

 ryv  40 (den. from ryvi?) to sing (Qal and Pol. ptc. 
used as n.: singer)

 hr:yvi Èryvi   a. song (70–99)

 tyv  41 (only Qal) to set, stand, place; to ordain, 
cause to occur

 dmv  42 (Ni.) be destroyed, exterminated; (Hi.) to 
exterminate

 µmv  43 to be uninhabited, deserted; to shudder, be 
appalled; (Ni.) to be made uninhabited; 
(Hi.) to cause to be deserted, desolated

 hm;m;v]   a. deserted, uninhabited regions; 
terrifying, eerie wasteland (57)

 hM;v' (1)#  b. horrifi c, atrocious event (always 
referring to destruction following 
judgment) (39)

 hqv  44 (Hi.) to provide drink for; to irrigate

 hq,v]m'   a. cupbearer, offi ce of the cupbearer; drink 
(18)

 trv  45 (Pi.) to serve, attend to the service of God

I E. Verbs Occurring 50–69 Times
(Vocabularies 21–24)

Vocabulary 21 (25 words)

 zja (1)# 1 to seize, grasp, hold on to (67)

 hZ:jua}   a. property (in general); landed property 
(67)

 ≈wp  2 to spread, disperse (67)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 crp  3 to spread out, stretch over; stretch out (the 
hand) (67)

 apr  4 to heal (67)

 aPer“m' (1)#  a. healing; remedy (13)

 (?) µyaip;r“ (2)#  b. Rephaim (name of a legendary pre-
Israelite population in Palestine) (10)

 µmt  5 to be, become completed, fi nished; to 
come to an end, expire or cease; to be 
burnt out, consumed; to be worn down, 
perish; (Hi.) to do something completely; 
to come up to size, reach full measure, 
bring to an end (67)

 µymiT'   a. (adj.) complete, unscathed, intact; 
without fault, free of blemish; perfect; 
impeccable; honest, devout (70–99)

 µTo   b. perfection (28)

 µT;   c. (adj.) complete, perfect; guiltless, 
without sin (15)

 [qt  6 to strike the hands together, clap; blow the 
trumpet (67)

 byr  7 to strive, quarrel; to carry on, contest a 
lawsuit; lodge a complaint with, complain 
to; to attack someone (with reproaches), 
dispute with someone (66)

 byrI   a. dispute, quarrel, brawl; lawsuit, legal 
process or case (62)

 jrb (1)# 8 to run away, fl ee; (Hi.) to chase away (65)

 jxn  9 (Pi.) to inspect; ptc., jÆXen"m], used as title at 
the beginning of 55 Pss (65)

 jx'nE‡ (1)#  a. splendor, glory; duration; with negative: 
never (43)

I.E.21  
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 Verbs Occurring 50–69 Times (Voc. 21–24) I.E.21–22

 jlx  10 to force entry into; to succeed, be 
successful (65)

 µkv  11 [den. from  µk,v](1)] (Hi.) to do early (65)

 µk,v] (1)  a. shoulder, nape of the neck; back; ridge 
of a mountain (22)

 µk,v] (2)  b. Shechem (64)

 cpt  12 to lay hold of, seize; to handle, use, 
perform a task; (Ni.) to be caught, trapped, 
conquered (64)

 rra  13 to bind with a curse (63)

 lvk  14 to stumble, stagger (63)

 l/vk]mi   a. hindrance, offense (14)

Vocabulary 22 (24 words)

 Jrd  15 to tread; bend the bow; to press out (juice 
by stamping) (63)

 Jr<D<&   a. way, road; distance, journey; enterprise, 
business; manner, custom, behavior 
(over 500)

 rxy  16 to form, fashion (63, 21 in Isa 40–55)

 rxe/y   a. potter (17)

 rx,yE‡ (1)#  b. something made into shape; inclination, 
striving (9)

 rxn  17 (only Qal) to keep watch, watch over, keep 
from; to observe, comply with (63)

 hdp  18 to buy out, redeem; (Ni.) be ransomed, 
released (63)

 [rq  19 to rip to pieces, cut up, tear away (63)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ljn  20 to maintain as a possession, to take posses-
sion of, to give, assign as an inheritance; 
(Pi.) to apportion as an inheritance; (Hi.) to 
give, leave as an inheritance (59)

 hl;j}n" (1)#  a. inalienable, hereditary property 
(200–299)

 ldj (1)# 21 (only Qal) to cease; refrain from doing; 
forbear, refrain from; to desist from (58)

 vby  22 to be or become dry, dry up (58)

 hv;B;y"   a. dry land; mainland (14)

 [fn  23 to plant (58)

 ddv  24 to devastate, despoil, deal violently with; 
(Pi.) to perpetrate violence, destroy (58)

 dvø (2)#  a. violent action, oppression; devastation 
(25)

 l[p  25 (only Qal) to make, prepare, perform; to 
commit, practice (57)

 l['Po&   a. deed, accomplishment, achievement; 
behavior (38)

 hL;[uP]   b. wage; action; reward, punishment (14)

 qjr  26 to be distant; (Hi.) to remove, keep at a 
distance; depart, withdraw (57)

 q/jr:   a. (adj.) distant, remote, far away from 
(70–99)

 qj;r“m,   b. distance, expanse (18)

 [rz  27 to sow (56)

 [r"z<‡   a. seed; offspring, descendants (200–299)

I.E.22  
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 Verbs Occurring 50–69 Times (Voc. 21–24) I.E.23

Vocabulary 23 (21 words)

 qlj (2)# 28 to divide, apportion, distribute (56)

 ql,je& (2)#  a. share of booty, possession (69)

 tq,lø&j}m'   b. distribution, division (40, 35 in Chr)

 hq;l]j, (2)#  c. plot of land (24)

 jky  29 (Hi.) to rebuke, reproach; chasten, punish; 
decide, mediate (56)

 tj'k'&/T   a. reproach, blame; punishment; 
contradiction, retort (24, 16 in Prov)

 hzj  30 (only Qal) to see, behold (55)

 ˜/zj;   a. vision; word of revelation (34)

 hz<jo (1)#  b. seer (17)

 ˜/yZ:ji   c. vision, revelation (9)

 ttj  31 (intrans.) to be shattered, fi lled with terror; 
(Ni.) to be dismayed, terrifi ed; (Pi.) to 
dishearten; (Hi.) to shatter

 hT;jim]   a. terror, ruin, corruption (11)

 qxy  32 to pour out (liquid); to cast (metal); (Ho.) 
be melted (metal) (55)

 hba  33 (only Qal) to want (something); to be 
willing (54)

 qbd  34 to cling, cleave, stick to; (Hi.) to overtake; 
cause to stick to; overtake (54)

 s[k  35 to be vexed; (Hi.) to provoke to anger, 
offend (54)

 c['K'& Ès['K'&   a. vexation (25)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 q[x 21 36 to shout, call out, cry (54)

 hq;[;x]   a. yelling, screaming, call for help (21)

 ˜nr  37 to call loudly, shrilly; to rejoice; (Pi.) to 
exult, cry out (54)

 hN:rI (1)#  a. cry of jubilation, rejoicing; cry of 
lament, wailing (33)

Vocabulary 24 (25 words)

 ddm  38 to measure (53, 35 in Ezek40–47)

 hD:mi (1)#  a. measured length; measurement (56, 26 
in Ezek40–48)

 dm' *  b. gown, robe (12)

 hxr (1)# 39  to take pleasure in, be favorable to 
someone, be well disposed (53)

 ˜/xr:   a. what is pleasing to someone; favor 
(from God); will (of God) (56)

 hry (3)22 40 (Hi.) to instruct, teach (52)

 hr:/T   a. direction, instruction, rule (200–299)

 jdn (1)# 41 (Ni.) to be scattered; (Hi.) to drive away, 
scatter from one another; entice, tempt, 
seduce (52)

 [qb  42 to split, cleave (51)

 h[;q]Bi   a. valley-plain (20)

 µrj (1)# 43 (Hi.) to put under a ban, devote to 
destruction (51)

 µr<je& (1)#  a. ban, what is banned (29)

 21 Cf. with no. 5 in Voc. 16.
 22 For hry (1), see Voc. 31, no. 94.

I.E.23–24  
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 Verbs Occurring 50–69 Times (Voc. 21–24) I.E.24–I.F.25

 sbk  44 (Pi.) to clean, cleanse (51, 31 in Lev)

 ≈rp (1)# 45 to make a split or breach; to break through, 
down, or out (51)

 ≈r<P,& (1)#  a. breach, gap (19)

 rrx (1)23 46 (trans.) to wrap (up), envelop; (intrans.) 
to be cramped, restricted, hampered; to be 
depressed or worried; (Hi.) to harass (51)

 hr:x; (1)#  a. need, distress, anxiety (70–99)

 rx' (1)24  b. (adj.) narrow; restraint, anxiety (20)

 dgb  47 to deal treacherously with (50)

 (?) dg<B,& (2)#  a. garment, covering (200–299)

 rkn  48 (Pi.) to deface; inspect carefully; make a 
false presentation; (Hi.) to investigate; to 
recognize; to know, acknowledge (50)

 yrIk]n:   a. (adj.) foreign; strange; (n.) foreigner 
(46)

 rk;nE   b. foreigner; foreign country (36)

 gcn  49 (Hi.) to collect, reach; to be suffi cient, 
produce (always with dy:) (50)

 h[t  50 to wander about, err; to stagger (50)

I F. Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times
(Vocabularies 25–36)

Vocabulary 25 (25 words)

 πgn  1 to strike, injure by striking (49)

 hp;GEm'   a. plague (26)

 23 For rrx (2). see Voc. 36, no. 158.
 24 For rx' (2), see Voc. 36, no. 158a.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 rrp (1)# 2 (Hi.) to break, destroy, suspend, foil, make 
useless (49)

 arb (1)25 3 to create (48)

 Jms  4 to support, sustain, help; to lay a hand on 
(48)

 vrg  5 to drive, cast out; (Pi.) to drive out (47)

 vr:g“mi   a. pastureland belonging to a city 
(100–199, 95 in Josh, 1 Chr)

 vrj (2)26 6 to be deaf; (Hi.) to keep, be silent (47)

 bxy  7 (Hith.) to take one’s stand; to present 
oneself; resist (47)

 hwq (1)# 8 to await, hope (47)

 hw:q]Ti (2)#  a. expectation, hope (32)

 µjr  9 (den. of µj,r<&) to greet (meet) someone with 
love, take pity on someone (47)

 µymij}r"   a. a feeling of love, loving sensation, 
mercy (39)

 µj'r"& Èµj,r<&   b. womb (32)

 µWjr"   c. (adj.) compassionate (13, 12 as an 
epithet for God)

 jxr  10 to murder, kill, strike down, slay (47)

 hbv  11 to capture in the course of battle, deport; 
(Ni.) to be taken captive, led into captivity 
(47)

 ybiv]   a. booty, captive, captivity (48)

 25 For arb (2), see Voc. 68, no. 154.
 26 For vrj (1), see Voc. 36, no. 151. 

I.F.25  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.25–26

 tybiv] ÈtWbv]   b. captivity; often used with the verb 
bwv in the sense of: (to free from) 
imprisonment, (to turn someone’s) 
fortune (32)

 hy:b]vi   c. captivity; captive (11)

 ˜am  12 to refuse (to do something) (46)

 jls  13 be indulgent towards, forgive (46)

 rx[  14 to hold back, restrain; to keep a fi rm hold 
on, arrest; to lock up; (Ni.) to be brought to 
a halt, to be shut up (46)

 tr<x,&[} Èhr:x;[}   a. celebration; festive assembly; holiday 
(11)

 [gp  15 to meet someone; fall upon someone; to go 
pleading to someone (46)

Vocabulary 26 (24 words)

 hpx (2)27 16 (Pi.) to overlay (46)

 bvq  17 (Hi.) to listen attentively (46)

 lyg  18 to shout in exultation, rejoice (45)

 hl;yGI ÈlyGI (2)#  a. rejoicing (9)

 (lwj) Èlyj (1)28 19 to be in labor, writhe, tremble; (Pol.) to 
bring forth (through labor pains) (45)

 hrm  20 to be recalcitrant, rebellious; (Hi.) to 
behave rebelliously (45)

 yrIm]   a. contentiousness (23, 16 in Ezek)

 27 For hpx (1), see Voc. 29, no. 70.
 28 For lyj (2), see Voc. 55, no. 22.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 dw[ (2)29 21 (den. of d[e) (Hi.) to witness, be a witness; 
to call or require as witness; to admonish 
(45)

 d[e   a. witness (m.; f. = hd:[e [2]30) (70–99)

 tWd[e   b. witness, testimony; (pl.) laws, legal 
provisions (61)

 hpr  22 to grow slack, release, let go; (Hi.) to 
abandon, desert, leave in the lurch; let 
loose, release from (45)

 rgj  23 (only Qal) to gird (oneself or someone 
else) (44)

 ≈lj  24 to draw off; be girded (ready for fi ghting) 
(44)

 rvq  25 to tie down; to be in league, conspire 
against (44)

 rv,q,&   a. alliance, conspiracy (14)

 [wr  26 (Hi.) to cry (out), shout; raise the war-cry; 
rejoice, cheer, shout in triumph (44)

 h[;WrT]   a. war cry, alarm for war; signal; shout of 
joy (36)

 rwa  27 to dawn, become light; (Hi.) to shine, 
illuminate, give light (43)

 r/a   a. light, daylight, dawn (100–199)

 r/am;   b. luminary (19)

 hzb  28 to despise (43)

 hrh  29 to conceive, be pregnant (43)

 hr<h; *  a. (adj.) pregnant (16)

 29 For dw[ (1), see Voc. 54, no. 13.
 30 For hd:[e (1), see Voc. 32, no. 115d.

I.F.26  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.26–27

 srh  30 to tear down, overthrow, ruin (43)

Vocabulary 27 (25 words)

 rmz (1)# 31 (Pi.) to sing, praise, play an instrument 
(43)

 r/mz“mi   a. psalm (57x in initial vs. of 57 Pss)

 dsy (1)# 32 to found, establish; to destine, allocate (43)

 d/sy“   a. foundation wall, base (20)

 ds;/m *  b. foundation wall, foundation (13)

 fvp  33 to spread out, take off clothes; to stretch 
oneself toward the plunder = to make an 
attack; (Hi.) to strip off, remove (43)

 ldb  34 (Ni.) to withdraw; (Hi.) to separate, single 
out, select (42)

 zzb  35 to plunder (42)

 zB'   a. plunder, spoil (26)

 hZ:Bi   b. spoil, plunder (10)

 llb  36 to moisten (with oil); to mix up, confound 
(languages) (42)

 bwz  37 (only Qal) to fl ow, drip; suffer a discharge 
(42)

 b/z   a. discharge, hemorrhage (13, Lev)

 hrz (1)# 38 to scatter, winnow (42)

 ljy  39 (Pi. and Hi.) to wait (42)

 rsy (1)# 40 to instruct; (Pi.) to chastise, rebuke; to 
teach, bring up (42)

 rs;Wm   a. discipline, training; exhortation, 
warning (50, 30 in Prov)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 [wn  41 to tremble; (Hi.) to cause to move to and 
fro, make unstable; to shake, disturb (42)

 ≈tn  42 to tear down, pull down (42)

 ˜za (1)# 43 (den. of ˜z<ao&) (Hi.) to listen, to heed 
something (41)

 ˜z<ao&   a. ear (100–199)

 ≈ma  44 to be strong; (Pi.) to strengthen, let grow 
strong (41)

 bra  45 to lie in wait, in ambush (41)

 brEao   a. (Qal ptc. coll. from bra) a group in an 
ambush (18)

 lmj  46 (only Qal) to have compassion, to spare 
(41)

Vocabulary 28 (26 words)

 fwm  47 to sway; (Ni.) to be made to stagger, totter 
(41)

 hf;/m   a. yoke (12)

 hqn  48 (Ni.) to be without blame, remain 
blameless; to be free, unmarried; (Pi.) to 
leave unpunished, declare to be free of 
punishment (41)

 (a)yqin:   a. (adj.) blameless; unmarried (43)

 [vp  49 to break with, break away from; behave as 
a criminal, be disloyal (41)

 [v'P,&   a. offense concerning persons and 
property; crime (pl. criminal actions); 
wrongdoing (70–99)

I.F.27–28  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.28

 qdx  50 to be in the right, to be right; (Hi.) to 
obtain rights for; to declare as in the right, 
as innocent (41)

 qyDIx'   a. (adj.) innocent, in the right; just, upright 
(200–299)

 qd<x,&   b. equity, what is right; communal loyalty, 
conduct loyal to the community; 
salvation, well-being (100–199)

 hq;d:x]   c. honesty; justice, justness, community 
loyalty; entitlement, just cause 
(100–199)

 WhY:‡qid“xi ÈhY:qid“xi   d. Zedekiah (63)

 q/dx;   e. Zadok (53)

 zgr  51 to tremble, be caught in restless motion; 
(Hi.) to agitate, arouse (41)

 [lb (1)# 52 to swallow, engulf (40)

 πrj (2)# 53 to annoy, taunt (40)

 hP;r“j,   a. reviling, taunt; disgrace, shame (70–99)

 vfn  54 to leave (fallow, unheeded), leave off; hand 
over, give up something; (Ni.) to overrun, 
be rampant (40)

 lba (1)31 55 to mourn; (Hith.) to observe mourning 
rites (39)

 lb,ae&   a. mourning rituals, funeral ceremony, 
mourning (24)

 lhb  56 to be horrifi ed, to be out of one’s senses; to 
make haste; (Pi.) to terrify (39)

 31 For lba (2), see Voc. 61, no. 81.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 bng  57 to steal, purloin (39)

 bN:G"   a. thief (17)

 drj  58 to tremble; (Hi.) to startle (39)

 hjn  59 to lead; (Hi.) to lead, conduct (39)

 lhq  60 (den. from lh;q;) (Ni.) to assemble; (Hi.) to 
assemble, summon (39)

 lh;q;   a. contingent, assembly (100–199)

Vocabulary 29 (26 words)

 abj  61 (Ni.) to hide oneself; (Hi.) to hide, keep 
hidden (38)

 µlk  62 (Ni.) to be hurt, humiliated, ashamed; to 
put to shame, be confounded; (Hi.) to harm 
somebody, put to shame (38)

 hM;liK]   a. insult (30)

 fqv  63 to be at rest, be peaceful, quiet; to maintain 
a quiet attitude; (Hi.) to give or keep peace 
(38)

 lmg  64 to do to; to show; to wean (37)

 lWmG“   a. requital; accomplishment (of the hands) 
(19)

 hsj  65 (only Qal) to take refuge (37)

 hs,j}m' Èhs,j]m'   a. place of refuge; (metaph.) refuge (20)

 lwk  66 (Pil.) to contain, sustain; (Hi.) to hold, take 
(a quantity of something); contain; endure, 
bear (37)

 fql  67 to gather, glean (37)

I.F.28–29  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.29

 πwn (1)# 68 (Hi.) to move to and fro; brandish (37)

 hp;WnT]   a. uplifted offering, consecrated gift (30)

 qv[ (1)# 69 oppress, exploit (37)

 hq;v][â… Èqv,[o&   a. oppression, brutality; extortion (16)

 hpx (1)32 70 to reconnoitre, keep a look-out; to spy; 
(Pi.) be on the look-out for, look (37)

 ˜/px; (1)#  a. the north (100–199)

 µva  71 to be guilty; to pay, suffer for one’s guilt 
(36)

 µv;a;   a. guilt, guilt-offering; gift of atonement, 
compensation (46, 27 in Lev)

 hm;v]a'   b. guilt, indebtedness (19)

 brj (1)33 72 to dry up; be in ruins; (Hi.) to cause to dry 
up, run dry; to reduce to ruins, lay waste 
(36)

 hB;r“j;   a. site of ruins (42)

 br<jo&   b. dryness, drought; devastation, waste 
(16)

 brEj;   c. (adj.) dry, waste, desolate (10)

 [rk  73 to bend one’s knee, bow, kneel down (36)

 Jvm  74 to pull, drag; to stretch, draw out (36)

 hsn  75 (Ni.) to venture; (Pi.) to put someone to the 
test, to conduct a test; to tempt (God); to 
give experience, train (36)

 32 For hpx (2), see Voc. 26, no. 16.
 33 For brj (2), see Voc. 54, no. 12.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

Vocabulary 30 (25 words)

 [nk  76 (Ni.) to have to submit; to humble oneself, 
be humbled; (Hi.) to humble somebody 
(36)

 l[m  77 (only Qal) to be untrue, violate one’s legal 
obligations (35)

 l['m'& (1)34  a. disloyalty, infi delity (29)

 µqn  78 to take revenge, avenge oneself (35)

 hm;q;n“   a. (human) revenge, (divine) retribution 
(27)

 µq;n:   b. (human) revenge, vengeance; (divine) 
vengeance, retribution (17)

 rxq (1)35 79 (only Qal) to gather in, harvest (35)

 ryxiq; (1)#  a. grain harvest, harvest crops (49)

 [vr  80 to be (become) guilty; (Hi.) to make 
oneself guilty; to pronounce, declare guilty 
(35)

 h[;v;r“ È[v;r:   a. (adj.) guilty; (n.) guilty, wicked person 
(200–299)

 h[;v]rI È[v'r<&   b. wrong, offense (45)

 qjc 36 81 to laugh, amuse; (Pi.) to be merry, dance, 
play (35)

 q/jc]   a. laughter, pleasure; mockery, derision, 
laughingstock (16)

 Jra  82 to become long; (Hi.) to make long (34)

 Jr<ao&   a. length (70–99)

 34 For l['m' (2), see Voc. 3, no. 17d.
 35 For rxq (2), see Voc. 46, no. 142.
 36 Cf. qjx, Voc. 48, no. 173.

I.F.30  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.30–31

 JrEa; *  b. (adj.) long (15)

 Hbg  83 to be high, exalted, haughty; (Hi.) to make 
high (34)

 HÆboG:   a. (adj.) high (37)

 Hb'GO ‡   b. height (17)

 hmh  84 to make a sound or noise, be tumultuous; 
be turbulent (34)

 ˜/mh   a. noise, roar, din, turmoil; procession, 
pomp; multitude, crowd (70–99)

 qrz (1)# 85 to sprinkle; to toss, strew (34)

 qr:z“mi   a. ceremonial crater (32, 15 in Num)

 bhy*  86 (Qal impv. interj. formation) give; come! 
 ybih; Èbh' (1)#  come on! (34)
 Wbh; Èhb;h;

 hjm (1)# 87 to wipe clean, wipe out, annihilate (34)

Vocabulary 31 (25 words)

 jrp (1)# 88 to sprout, shoot (34)

 jr"P,&   a. bud, blossom (17)

 ˜px  89 to hide; to keep, save up, store (34)

 πrx  90 to smelt, refi ne (34)

 anq  91 (Pi.) to be envious, jealous of; (Hi.) to 
annoy, hurt (34)

 ha;n“qi   a. zeal, jealousy; enmity, wrath, anger (43)

 πxq (1)# 92 to be angry, furious; (Hi.) to rouse to 
anger, incense (34)

 πx,q,& (1)#  a. anger, judgment of anger (29)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 vbj  93 to saddle; to wind round, wrap; to bind up 
(33)

 hry (1)37 94 to throw, cast. shoot (33)

 jmx  95 to sprout, grow (33)

 jm'x,&   a. sprouting; a particular shoot (12)

 ˜tj  96 (den. from ˜t;j;) (Hith.) to intermarry with, 
become a son-in-law (32)

 ˜tejo   a. (Qal ptc. of ˜tj) father-in-law (21, 
15x in Exod)

 ˜t;j;   b. daughter’s husband; bridegroom (20)

 djk  97 (Ni.) be hidden, effaced; (Pi.) to hide, 
conceal; (Hi.) to efface (32)

 lwm (1)# 98 to circumcise (32)

 qvn (1)38 99 to kiss (32)

 hmd (1)39 100 to be like, resemble; (Pi.) to compare, liken 
(31)

 tWmD“   a. likeness, something like; shape, model 
(25, 16 in Ezek)

 ˜mf  101 to hide; fi x secretly (31)

 πan  102 to commit adultery (31)

 rdn  103 (only Qal) to perform a vow, make a 
solemn promise (31)

 rd<nE‡, rd<n<‡   a. vow (60)

 37 For hry (3), see Voc. 24, no. 40.
 38 For qvn (2), see Voc. 71, no. 194.
 39 For hmd (2È3), see Voc. 42, no. 91.

I.F.31  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.31–32

 πfv  104 to fl ood over, overfl ow; to gush, pour 
down; rinse (31)

Vocabulary 32 (24 words)

 ˜jb  105 to test, examine, put to the test (30)

 lzg  106 to tear off or away, seize, rob (30)

 lly  107 (Hi.) to howl, lament (30)

 ghn (1)# 108 to drive, lead (30)

 dps  109 to begin to sing the lament for the dead, 
mourn for someone; bewail (30)

 dPes]mi   a. funeral ceremony, mourning rites (16)

 rwx (1)# 110 [By-form of rrx (1)40] to tie up, bind; to 
encircle, lay siege to (30)

 r/xm; (1)#  a. distress; siege (25)

 ≈br  111 to lie down, rest (30)

 v[r (1) 112 to quake (30)

 v['r"&   a. roar, din; earthquake (17)

 hlt  113 to hang up (30)

 µmj  114 to be, grow warm (29)

 d[y  115 to designate; (Ni.) to arrive, meet at; to 
gather together against; to reveal oneself; 
to make an appointment (29)

 t[e   a. point in time; occasion, time; (pl.) 
remote times (300–499)

 hT;['   b. (locative form of t[e) now (300–499)

 40 For rrx (1), see Voc. 24, no. 46.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 d[e/m   c. meeting, assembly; agreed or appointed 
time; festival, time of festivity 
(200–299)

 hd:[e (1)41  d. assembly; throng, gang; national, legal, 
cultic community (100–199)

 hnm  116 to count; (Pi.) to send, appoint; apportion, 
allot (29)

 (?) ˜mi   a. (prep.) loc.: away from, out of; from 
before, in the face of, without; 
comparative: more than; partitive: some 
of; (conj.) temporal: since, 
(immediately) after; because of (over 
500)

 hn:m;   b. share, portion (13)

 [nm  117 to hold back, withhold, refuse; restrain 
(29)

 hrp  118 to bear fruit, be fruitful (29)

 yrIP]   a. fruit, produce; offspring, descendants 
(100–199)

Vocabulary 33 (25 words)

 lpv  119 to be (become) low, to fall; to be (become) 
humiliated, abased; (Hi.) to bring low, 
overthrow; to abase, humiliate (29)

 hl;pev]   a. the low country (on the western edge of 
the hills of Judaea) (20)

 lp;v;   b. (adj.) low lying, deeply embedded; low 
in height; little standing, of little value; 
humble (19)

 lvb  120 (Pi.) to boil, cook, fry (28)

 41 For hd:[e (2), see Voc. 26, no. 21a.

I.F.32–33  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.33

 rbj (2)# 121 to ally oneself, be allied with; to be 
coupled, touch one another; to charm; (Pi.) 
to join together; to make someone partner 
with (28)

 ˜/rb]j,   a. Hebron (70–99)

 rbej;   b. companion (13)

 Jcj  122 to keep back, withhold; to save, spare (28)

 ≈wl È≈yl  123 to brag, speak boastfully; (Hi.) to scoff, 
deride, encourage scorn (28, 18 in Prov) 
(28)

 ≈le   a. (Qal ptc. of ≈yl)  chatterers, scoffers 
(16x, 14 in Prov)

 µl[  124 (Ni.) be concealed; (Hi.) to conceal, shut 
(28)

 htp (1)# 125 (den. from ytiP,&?) to be simple, inexpert, 
gullible; (Ni.) to let oneself be deceived, 
taken for a fool; (Pi.) to persuade (28)

 ytiP,& (1)#  a. young (inexperienced), naive person 
(20, 16 in Prov)

 hvq  126 to be heavy, hard, diffi cult (28)

 hv,q;   a. (adj.) hard, diffi cult, strict (36)

 hwa  127 (Ni.) to be beautiful, lovely; (Pi.) to wish, 
desire; (Hith.) to crave for (27)

 hw:a}T' (1)#  a. longing, yearning, craving; wish (20)

 ˜qz  128 to be an old man or woman; to grow old 
(27)

 ˜qez:   a. (adj.) old; (n.) old man, elder (100–199)

 ˜q;z:   b. side whiskers and (pointed) beard (19)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 µkj  129 to be (become) wise, act wisely; (Pi.) to 
teach, make wise (27)

 µk;j;   a. (adj.) skilful, clever, experienced; (n.) 
the pious and wise man (100–199)

 hm;k]j;   b. skill in technical matters; experience, 
shrewdness; (worldly, pious, divine) 
wisdom (100–199)

 µlj  130 to dream (27)

 µ/lj}   a. dream (65, 34 in Gen)

Vocabulary 34 (24 words)

 πlj (1)# 131 to pass on, by, or over; (Hi.) to change; to 
cause to succeed (27)

 hp;ylij}   a. changing, relief; substitute garments, 
outfi t (12)

 rqj  132 to explore, search (27)

 rq,je&   a. searching, object of searching (12)

 µtj  133 (den. from µt;/j) to seal (up) (27)

 µt;/j (1)#  a. seal (14)

 txy  134 to kindle, burn; (Hi.) to set on fi re, set fi re 
to (27)

 rvy  135 to be straight, smooth, right; to please; 
(Pi.) to smooth (27)

 rv;y:   a. (adj.) straight, level, smooth; proper, 
right, just (100–199)

 r/vymi   b. level ground, plain; rectitude, fairness, 
justice (23)

 µyrIv;yme   c. level path; integrity, rectitude, justice 
(19)

 rv,yO ‡   d. straightness, honesty, uprightness (14)

I.F.33–34  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.34–35

 ddn  136 to fl ee, escape; to wander about (27)

 qtn  137 to wrench off; (Ni.) to be torn in two, torn 
apart (27)

 qt,n<‡   a. scabies (?) (14, Lev)

 πw[ (1)# 138 to fl y (27)

 π/[   a. every creature that fl ies (70–99)

 (?) µyIP'&['p]['   b. eyelashes, eyes (10)

 flp  139 to escape; (Pi.) to save (27)

 hf;yleP]   a. survivor; survival; escape, deliverance 
(28)

 fyliP;   b. survivor (24)

 hrq (1)# 140 [By-form of arq [2]42) to meet, encounter, 
happen (27)

 hy:r“qi   a. village, town; city (in place names) (29)

 hr<q]mi   b. incident, chance, fate; condition (10)

Vocabulary 35 (26 words)

 cwc  141 (only Qal) to rejoice (27)

 ˜/cc;   a. joy, jubilation (22)

 c/cm; (1)#  b. joy (17)

 [gy  142 to grow weary; to labor, struggle, strive for 
(26)

 [ÆygIy“ *  a. toil, labor; product of labor, acquisition, 
property (16)

 drp  143 (Ni.) to separate; be scattered, separated 
(26)

 (?) dr<P,&   a. mule (14)

 42 For arq (2), see Voc. 43, no. 105; for arq (1), see Voc. 4, no. 22.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 µdq  144 (Pi.) to be in front, go at the head; to go up 
to someone, meet (26)

 µydIq;   a. on the eastern side, the east (69)

 µd<q,&   b. in front, east; (temporal) before, earlier, 
in olden days; prehistoric times, 
primeval time (61)

 µd<qe& *  c. (only as acc. of place, hm;d“q´&) to 
(towards) the east (26)

 ynI/md“q' (1)#  d. (adj.) eastern; former, earlier (10)

 lgr  145 (den. from lg<r<&) to slander; (Pi.) to spy out, 
scout (26)

 lg<r<&   a. foot, leg (200–299)

 ylig“r"   b. one who goes on foot, foot-soldier (12)

 hpa  146 to bake (25)

 rbg  147 to be superior; (Hi.) to be strong (25)

 r/BGI   a. hero, champion, warrior (100–199)

 rb,G<‡ (1)#  b. young, strong man (66)

 hr:WbG“   c. strength (62)

 hr:ybiG“ ÈrybiG“   d. master, lord; (f.) mistress, queen mother 
(17)

 ˜yd  148 to plead one’s cause; execute judgment 
(25)

 ˜D:   a. Dan (70–99)

 hn:ydIm]   b. province, district (52, 38 in Esth)

 ˜/dm; (1)#  c. strife, quarreling, scolding (23)

 ˜yDI   d. legal claim, contest, case, or judgment 
(19)

I.F.35  
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 Verbs Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 25–36) I.F.36

Vocabulary 36 (24 words)

 hgh (1)# 149 to utter a sound, moan; read in an 
undertone; to mutter (while meditating); to 
speak, proclaim (25)

 bxj (1)# 150 to cut, hew out, dress (stones) (25)

 vrj (1)43 151 to plough; engrave; devise (good or evil) 
(25)

 vr:j;   a. craftsman (36)

 πrf  152 to tear, rend (25)

 πr<f,&   a. prey; food (22)

 ˜vy (1)# 153 to fall asleep, to sleep (25)

 hn:ve   a. sleep (23)

 drm  154 (only Qal) to rise in revolt, rebel (25)

 dwn  155 to be aimless, homeless; to shake the head 
(indicating cooperation or sympathy) (25)

 Jsn (1)# 156 to pour out; (Hi.) to devote a drink offering 
to (25)

 Js,n<‡ (1)#  a. drink offering, libation (65, 33 in Num)

 hk;Sem' (1)#  b. cast image (28)

 djp  157 to shiver, tremble, be startled (25)

 dj'P'& (1)#  a. trembling, dread, fear (49)

 rrx (2)44 158 (only Qal) to treat with hostility, attack; 
(ptc.: attacker, enemy) (25)

 rx' (2)45  a. enemy (70–99)

 43 For vrj (2), see Voc. 25, no. 6.
 44 For rrx (1), see Voc. 24, no. 46.
 45 For rx' (1), see Voc. 24, no. 46b.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 hdr (1)# 159 to rule (25)

 bjr  160 to open oneself wide; (Hi.) to make wide, 
extensive (25)

 bj'ro&   a. breadth, expanse (100–199, 54 in Ezek 
40–48)

 b/jr“ Èbjor“ (1)#  b. open plaza (in city) (43)

 bj;r: (1)#  c. (adj.) broad, wide, spread out (21)

 πlv  161 pull out or off, take out (25)

 rwt  162 to spy out, reconnoitre; to seek out, 
discover (25)

I G. Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times
(Vocabularies 37–52)

Vocabulary 37 (25 words)

 rcb  1 (Pi.) to bring good news; to tell, announce 
(24)

 [wg  2 (only Qal) to pass away, to perish (24)

 swj  3 (only Qal) to be troubled about; to look 
compassionately on; to spare (24)

 qny  4 to suck; (Hi.) to suckle, nurse (24)

 qnE/y   a. (Qal act. ptc. used as n.) suckling, child 
(12)

 hbk  5 to go out (fi re); (Pi.) to extinguish, quench 
(24)

 ≈an  6 to spurn; (Pi.) to treat disrespectfully, 
discard (24)

 hzn  7 to spatter; (Hi.) to sprinkle (24)

I.F.36–I.G.37  
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 gws (1)# 8 to diverge; be disloyal; (Ni.) turn back, 
withdraw, fl ee; (Hi.) to displace a 
boundary mark (24)

 bbr (1)# 9 to be (become) numerous (24)

 br" (1)  a. (adj.) numerous, many; varied, much; 
great (300–499)

 bro   b. quantity, fullness; wealth; what concerns 
plenty: plentiful (100–199)

 br" (2)  c. high-ranking offi cial, chief offi cer (50, 
16x  hqev;Abr")

 hb;b;r“   d. a very great quantity, immense number 
(from ten thousand) (16)

 a/BrI È/BrI   e. immense number; ten thousand (10)

 vwr  10 to be poor (24)

 lkv  11 to become childless; (Pi.) to be deprived 
(of children) (24)

 lKov]a, (1-2)  a. bunch of grapes; name of a valley near 
Hebron (13)

 jlg  12 (Pi.) to shave (23)

 rsj  13 to decrease, lessen; be devoid of (23)

 rsej;   a. one in want of (18, 13 in Prov)

 r/sj]m'   b. lack (13, 8 in Prov)

 rpj (1)46 14 (only Qal) to dig; to track, search, spy out 
(23)

 cpj  15 to search out, examine; (Hith.) to make 
oneself unrecognizable (by disguise) (23)

 l[y  16 (Hi.) to profi t, benefi t (23)

 46 For rpj (2), see Voc. 42, no. 92.

Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.37
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

Vocabulary 38 (25 words)

 ˜hk  17 (den. from ˜heKo) (Pi.) to act as a priest (23, 
12 in Exod)

 ˜heKo   a. priest (over 500)

 hN:huK]   b. priesthood (14)

 cgn  18 to force to work, to oppress (23)

 bqn  19 to bore through; to fi x, establish; to denote, 
mark; to slander (23)

 hb;qen“   a. woman, female (22, 12 in Lev)

 [dg  20 to cut off, scatter; (Pi.) to cut through or 
off, to cut to pieces (22)

 µmd (1)# 21 to stand still, keep quiet; to be motionless, 
rigid (22)

 rhz (2)# 22 (Ni.) to heed a warning, be warned; (Hi.) 
to caution (22)

 vjk  23 (Pi.) to deny, disavow; to tell lies, delude; 
to feign obedience, fawn (22)

 f[m  24 to be, become few; be too small; (Hi.) to 
collect little; to diminish (22)

 f['m]   a. a little, a trifl e (100–199)

 ≈pn (1,2) 25 (1) to smash, smash to pieces; (2) to 
scatter, disperse (22, 12 in Jer)

 lqs  26 to stone; (Pi.) to throw stones at, to clear 
away stones (22)

 hcp  27 to spread (the symptoms of a disease) (22, 
Lev 13–14)

I.G.38  
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 ≈yq (2)47 28 to wake up (22)

 [wv  29 (Pi.) to call for help (22)

 h[;w“v'   a. a call for help, scream, cry (11)

 rzv  30 (Ho. ptc.) twisted (22, Exod)

 ˜[v  31 (Ni.) to support oneself on; lean, depend 
on (22)

 tn<[,&v]mi È˜[;v]mi   a. support; staff for bread; staff (17)

 lqv  32 to weigh, weigh out (22)

 lq,v,&   a. weight; a specifi c weight: shekel 
(70–99)

 lq;v]mi   b. weight (49)

 πqv  33 (Ni., Hi.) to look down from above (22)

Vocabulary 39 (25 words)

 b[t  34 (den. of hb;[e/T) (Ni.) to be, become 
abhorred; (Pi.) to abhor (22)

 hb;[e/T   a. abomination, abhorrence (100–199)

 hta  35 to come (21)

 [rg (1)# 36 to shave, trim (beard); to cut down; to take; 
(Ni.) be deducted, taken away (21)

 jnz (2)# 37 to reject; (Hi.) to declare rejected, put out 
of action (21)

 vwj (1)# 38 to hurry; (Hi.) to hasten (21)

 47 By-form of ≈qy, Voc. 50, no. 205. For ≈yq (1), see Voc. 65, no. 127.

Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.38–39
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 dmj  39 to desire, take pleasure in (21)

 hD:m]j,   a. desirable, precious things; delightful (16)

 dm;j]m' *  b. something desirable, precious object; 
what is pleasing (to the eyes) (14)

 t/dmuj}   c. precious things, treasure (10, 6 in Dan)

 ssm  40 (Ni.) to melt, become weak (21)

 Jtn  41 (Qal, Ni.) to gush forth; (Hi.) to pour out 
(21)

 vtn  42 to drive out (nations); remove (21)

 rjs  43 to pass through; (Qal ptc., rje/s, trader, 
dealer (21)

 hps  44 to take, carry away (21)

 jqp  45 to open (the eyes) (21)

 µwx  46 to fast (21)

 µ/x   a. fast, period of fasting (25)

 gav  47 (Qal) to roar (of a lion and metaphorically) 
(21)

 rbv (2)48 48 (Den. from rb,v,& [2]) to buy grain, food (21)

 rb,v,& (2)49  a. grain (9, 7 in Gen.)

 hgv  49 to stray; stagger;   do wrong (21)

 Jmt  50 to take hold of, hold (21)

 lbj (2)50 51 to impound; to seize a thing as a pledge 
(20)

 48 For rbv (1), see Voc. 15, no. 58.
 49 For rb,v,& (1), see Voc. 15, no. 58a.
 50 For lbj (3), see Voc. 52, no. 225.

I.G.39  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.39–40

 cjy  52 (Hith.) to have oneself enrolled in the 
genealogical list; (inf. used as n.) 
registration, genealogy (20)

Vocabulary 40 (25 words)

 hny  53 to be violent, oppress (20)

 vwm (2)# 54 to withdraw from a place, cease from; 
(Hi.) to remove (20)

 rt[  55 to plead, supplicate (20)

 [rx  56 be affl icted with a rash, skin disease (20)

 t['r"&x;   a. skin disease (35, 29 in Lev 13–14)

 µsq  57 (Qal) to predict; to consult (oracle, spirit of 
the dead) by divination (20)

 µs,q,&   a. prediction, survey of future events (11)

 bgc  58 to be too high, to be too strong for; 
(Ni.) be high, inaccessible, unattainable; 
be exalted; (Pi.) to make high, inaccessible 
= protect (20)

 bG:c]mi   a. high point for a refuge; (metaph.) refuge 
(17)

 jyc (2)# 59 to give a loud, enthusiastic, emotionally 
laden speech (in praising or lamenting or 
taunting or teaching); to meditate with 
thanks and praise (20)

 jÆyci (2)#  a. lament, praise; worry (14)

 rkc  60 to hire, take into paid service (20)

 rk;c; (1)#  a. wages (for work) (28)

 rykic;   b. hireling, day-labourer; mercenary, hired 
soldier (18)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 rrb (1)# 61 to purge out, select; (Ni.) keep clean; (Pi., 
Hith.) to sift, sort out (19)

 rB' (3)#  a. grain (14)

 qqj  62 to inscribe, carve; to enact, decree; (Pol.) 
to order, decide; ptc.: commander, ruler 
(19)

 qjo   a. prescription, rule; law, regulation; 
(appropriate or allotted) portion 
(100–199)

 hQ;ju   b. statute (100–199)

 lay (2)# 63 (Hi.) to decide; be prepared to (19)

 hal  64 to grow weary; (Ni.) to struggle; to be tired 
of something; (Hi.) to take to be powerless, 
helpless (19)

 ≈jl  65 to oppress, torment (19)

 ≈j'l'&   a. oppression (12)

 lbn (1)51 66 (Qal) to wither, decay, crumble away (19)

 hl;ben“   a. corpse, carcass (48)

Vocabulary 41 (23 words)

 qyr  67 (Hi.) to pour out, empty out (19)

 µq;yrE   a. (adv.) with empty hands, without 
success (16)

 qyrE ÈqrE   b. (adj.) empty, vain, unprincipled (14)

 qyrI   c. (adj.) void, empty, vain; (n.) emptiness 
(12)

 smr  68 (Qal) to trample with one’s feet, crush to 
pieces (19)

 51 For lbn (2) see Voc. 66, no. 132.

I.G.40–41  
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 ≈xr  69 to mistreat, oppress; (Ni.) to bend, snap, 
be broken; to shatter, smash; (Pi.) to smite, 
strike down (19)

 bav  70 (Qal) to draw water (19)

 rkv  71 to be, become drunk (19)

 rk;ve   a. intoxicating drink, beer (23)

 r/Kvi   b. (adj.) drunk(en) (13)

 rja  72 (Pi.) to delay, hesitate; to linger (18)

 yrEj}a'Èrj'a'   a. (adv. and prep.) behind; (temporally) 
after (over 500)

 rjea' (1)#  b. (adj.) (an)other (god); later, following 
(100–199)

 tyrIj}a'   c. (temporally) end; the result (of a 
matter); the following period, future; 
(adv.) fi nally (61)

 rj;m;   d. next day, tomorrow (52)

 ˜/rj}a'   e. (temporally) in the future, last, later on; 
(adj.) western, at the back (50)

 r/ja;   f. (adv.) behind; west; (n.) back (of a 
dwelling, a person, cattle) (41)

 tr:j’m;   g. the following day, morrow, the day after 
(32)

 akd  73 (Pi.) to crush (18)

 jrz  74 (Qal) to rise, shine (18)

 jr:z“mi   a. sunrise; the east (70–99)

 Jvj  75 to be, grow dark (18)

 Jv,jo&   a. darkness (70–99)

Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.41
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

Vocabulary 42 (25 words)

 lby  76 (Hi.) to bring (18)

 lbea; (2)#  a. (only in place-names) watercourse, 
brook (13)

 (?) lWby“   b. yield of soil (13)

 alk (1)# 77 to restrain, shut up; withhold (18)

 al,K,&   a. imprisonment, prison (10)

 ˜wl  78 (Ni., Hi.) to murmur (18)

 g[l  79 to deride; to stammer (18)

 lzn  80 to trickle, fl ow (18)

 πfn  81 to drip, secrete; (Hi.) cause to fl ow; to 
drivel, foam at the mouth (18)

 tws  82 to mislead, incite (18)

 rrs (1)# 83 (Qal) to be stubborn (18)

 hf[ (1)# 84 to wrap up, cover oneself (18)

 ll[ (1)# 85 (Pol.) to glean; to deal severely with; 
(Hith.) to deal with someone wantonly, to 
play a dirty trick on someone (18)

 ll;[}m' *  a. deeds (good and bad) (42)

 hl;yli[}   b. deed, action (24)

 µx[ (1)52  86 to be powerful; to be countless (18)

 µWx[;   a. (adj.) mighty (32)

 jjv  87 to cower, crouch; to bow down, be bent 
over (18)

 52 For µx[ (2), see Voc. 57, no. 37.

I.G.42  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.42–43

 dqv  88 to watch, watch over, keep watch, be 
wakeful; be concerned about; to lie in wait 
(18)

 ˜kt  89 to examine, check; (Ni.) to measure up, be 
in order, be correct (18)

 vab  90 to stink; (Ni.) to be odious, hated; (Hi.) to 
turn rancid; to start to stink; become hated 
(17)

 hmd (2,3)53 91 to come to rest, come to an end; (Ni.) to be 
dumb, silent; (3) to be destroyed (17)

 rpj (2)54 92 to be ashamed; (Hi.) to feel abashed, to act 
shamefully (17)

 ttk  93 to beat, crush fi ne (17)

 gwm  94 to waver; (Ni.) to wave, sway backwards 
and forwards, undulate (17)

Vocabulary 43 (24 words)

 rfm  95 (Hi.) to cause it to rain (17)

 rf;m;   a. rain (38)

 lvm (1)55 96 to formulate an expression, show a 
parable; to recite derisive verses; (Ni.) to 
be equal, become the same (17)

 lv;m; (1)#  a. saying; proverb; wisdom saying; song of 
jest, mocking (39)

 53 For hmd (1), see Voc. 31, no. 100.
 54 For rpj (1), see Voc. 37, no. 14.
 55 For lvm (2), see Voc. 17, no. 20.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 bdn  97 to impel, stir; (Hith.) to make a voluntary 
decision; to enlist a volunteer; to make a 
voluntary contribution (17)

 hb;d:n“   a. voluntary offering (26)

 bydIn:   b. (adj.) ready, willing; nobleman (26)

 πqn (2)# 98 to encircle, surround (17)

 Jks (1)56 99 to shut off as a protection; (Hi.) to shut off, 
make inaccessible (17)

 hw[  100 to do wrong; (Ni.) be bent, irritated; (Hi.) 
to twist, go astray (17)

 ˜/[;   a. misdeed, sin; guilt caused by sin; 
punishment (for guilt) (200–299)

 zl[  101 (Qal) to exult, triumph (17)

 br[ (1)57 102 to stand surety for; be responsible for 
someone, lend support for someone’s 
cause; to pawn; to conduct trade, barter; 
(Hith.) to enter into a wager (17)

 rv[ (1)# 103 to become rich; (Hi.) to make rich, gain 
riches (17)

 rv,[o&   a. wealth (37)

 ryvi[;   b. (adj.) wealthy, rich; (n.) the rich man 
(23)

 rdq  104 to become dark, dirty, untidy, in mourning 
garb (17)

 arq (2) 105 [By-form of hrq (1)58] to meet someone, 
encounter, happen (17)

 56 For Jks (3), see Voc. 62, no. 91.
 57 For br[ (5), see Voc. 57, no. 38.
 58 For hrq (1), see Voc. 34, no. 140. For arq (1), see Voc. 4, no. 22.

I.G.43  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.43–44

 tar"q]li   a. (Qal inf. const. > prep.) contrary to, 
opposite (100–199)

 cmr  106 (Qal) to slink, crawl (17)

 cm,r<&   a. (coll.) creatures which creep (17, 10 in 
Gen)

 rza  107 (den. from r/zae?) to put on the r/zae, to gird; 
(Pi.) to embrace closely (16)

 r/zae   a. loincloth (14, 8 in Jer 13)

 lma (1)# 108 (Pul.) to wither, dry out; to dwindle (16)

Vocabulary 44 (24 words)

 hlb  109 to be worn out; (Pi.) to consume, enjoy 
fully (16)

 yTil]Bi   a. (as yTil]bil], the negative particle for the 
inf. const.) that . . . not, lest; except 
(100–199)

 lB' (1)#  b. not (mostly in poetic texts); not yet, 
hardly (66)

 yliB]   c. without; cessation, ending (55)

 l['Y"‡liB]   d. uselessness; wickedness; good for 
nothing (27)

 ydE[}l]Bi ÈydE[}l]B' *  e. (prep.) apart from, except (17)

 l[b (1)# 110 to own, rule over; to marry (16)

 l['B'& (1)#  a. owner, landowner, citizen; husband; 
Baal (100–199)

 t[b  111 (Ni.) to be gripped by a sudden fear; (Pi.) 
to terrify, frighten (16)

 [xb  112 to make profi t; to sever (the thread of life); 
(Pi.) to cut off, fi nish (16)
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 [x'B,&   a. (unlawful) gain; severing (of the thread 
of life) (23)

 vwd  113 to thresh, trample down (16)

 ggj  114 (Qal) to celebrate a pilgrim’s feast (16)

 gj;, gj'   a. procession; round dance; festival (60)

 hvj  115 to be silent; (Hi.) to order to be silent; to 
hesitate (16)

 lbf  116 to dip something into (16)

 gxy  117 (Hi.) to set, place (16)

 bzk  118 (Pi.) to lie, deceive (16)

 bz:K;   a. lie (31)

 rrm  119 to be bitter; (Hi.) to cause grief (16)

 rM' (1)#  a. (adj.) bitter; (n.) bitterness (39)

 rmo   b. myrrh (12, 8 in Cant)

 hvn Èavn (1) 120 to lend out to; (Qal ptc., avenO) creditor, 
(professional) moneylender; usurer (16)

 avn (2) 121 (Hi.) to cheat, deceive (16)

Vocabulary 45 (25 words)

 hn[ (4)59 122 to sing (16)

 [rp  123 to let the hair on the head hang loosely; 
to leave unattended, be unconcerned about 
(16)

 dwx  124 to hunt for; hound; (Pil.) to capture (16)

 dyIx'& (1)#  a. gamebag; venison (19, 11 in Gen)

 59 For hn[ (1), see Voc. 8, no. 28; for hn[ (2), see Voc. 18, no. 25; for hn[ (3), 
see Voc. 56, no. 25.

I.G.44–45  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.45

 hd:yxe   b. food for a journey (10)

 µgr  125 (Qal) to cover with a heap of stones; to 
stone (16)

 hwv (1)# 126 to be, become the same, be equal with (16)

 anv Èhnv (1)60 127  to change, be changed, altered, be 
different from; (Pi.) to pervert, to transfer 
(16)

 (?) µyIT'&v] ÈµyIn"‡v]   a. two (over 500)

 tynIve ÈynIve   b. (ordinal) second (100–199)

 zzg  128 to shear (sheep) (15)

 llg (1)# 129 to roll, roll away (15)

 µyliWLGI   a. (images of) idols (48, 39 in Ezek)

 hL;gIm]   b. scroll (21)

 lG" (1)  c. heap, heap of stones (20)

 lG"* (2)  d. (always pl.) wave (16)

 (?) hL;GU   e. basin, bowl (15)

 tl,GO ‡l]GU   f. skull (12)

 lG"l]G" (1)#  g. wheel (12)

 ll;G: *(2)#  h. (only with prep. B]: ll'g“Bi) because of (10)

 hrg  130 (Pi.) to stir up strife, go to court; (Hith.) to 
get involved in strife, battle; to get excited, 
strive; to get ready (15)

 llh (3)61 131 to be infatuated; (Pol.) to make look 
foolish, make a mockery of; (Hithpo.) to 
pretend to be mad, act like a madman (15)

 60 For hnv (2), see Voc. 61, no. 82.
 61 For llh (2), see Voc. 10, no. 13.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 hxj  132 (den. from yxij}?) to divide (15)

 yxij}   a. half, half the height: middle (100–199)

 tyxij}m' *  b. (always in the const.) half, middle (16)

Vocabulary 46 (26 words)

 vbk  133 to subdue, subjugate; to violate (a woman) 
(15)

 rwm (1)# 134 (Ni.) to change oneself; (Hi.) to exchange; 
change (15)

 ˜gn  135 (Pi.) to play a stringed instrument (15)

 hn:ygIn“   a. music played on strings; mocking song 
(14)

 bx[ (2)62 136 to rebuke, hurt; (Ni.) to be worried; 
to grieve; to hurt oneself; (Pi.) to hurt 
someone’s feelings (15)

 ≈r[  137 (intrans.) to be terrifi ed, in dread of; 
(trans.) to terrify (15)

 ≈yrI[;   a. (adj.) violent, powerful; (n.) potentate, 
tyrant (20)

 jwp (1,2) 138 (1) to blow; (2) to declare, testify (15)

 hxp  139 to open the mouth wide; to swallow; to 
move the lips (15)

 tmx  140 to destroy; to silence; (Ni.) to disappear, 
vanish; be silenced (15)

 ddq  141 (Qal) to bow, kneel down (15)

 rxq (2)63 142 to be short, too short; (Pi.) to shorten

 62 For bx[ (1), see Voc. 66, no. 137.
 63 For rxq (1), see Voc. 30, no. 79.

I.G.45–46  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.46–47

 hwr  143 to drink one’s fi ll, be refreshed; (Pi., Hi.) to 
give to drink abundantly, water thoroughly 
(15)

 rwv (1)# 144 to look at from a bent position (15)

 h[v  145 to gaze, look at, be concerned about (15)

 πna  146 to be angry (14)

 µyIP'&a' Èπa' (2)64  a. nose; (du.) nostrils; anger; (prep. with l]: 
yPea'l]) before (200–299)

 zwb  147 (Qal) to show contempt for someone; to 
despise (14)

 hz:WB ÈzWB (1)#  a. contempt (12)

 r[g  148 to rebuke, speak insultingly to (14)

 hr:[;G“   a. rebuke, threat (15)

 µmh (1)# 149 to bring into motion and confusion, disturb 
(14)

 hkj  150 (Pi.) to wait for, be patient; tarry (14)

 lwf  151 (Hi.) to throw far, hurl (14)

 hrk (1)# 152 to hollow out, dig (14)

 hwl (2)65 153 to borrow; (Hi.) to lend to (14)

Vocabulary 47 (25 words)

 ≈jm  154 (Qal) to smash (14)

 frm  155 to pull out (hair); to wipe, sharpen (a 
sword); (Ni.) to become bald (14)

 64 For πa' (1), see Voc. 77, no. 6.
 65 For hwl (1), see Voc. 49, no. 187.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 µts  156 to stop up (springs of water); to disguise; 
to shut up words, keep secret (14)

 rk[  157 to entangle, put in disorder; to bring 
disaster, throw into confusion, ruin; (Ni.) 
to be stirred up, ruined (14)

 hr[  158 (Pi.) to expose, uncover, reveal (14)

 hw:r“[,   a. nakedness (55, 32 in Lev 18, 20)

 (?) µ/r[;   b. (adj.) naked; lightly dressed (in 
undergarments only) (16)

 r['T'&   c. knife; sheath (for a sword) (13)

 (?)  µroy[e   d. (adj.) naked, bare; (n.) nakedness (10)

 vgp  159 to confront, encounter someone (14)

 srp  160 to break (bread); (Hi., den. from hs;r“P') to 
have a divided hoof (14)

 hs;r“P'   a. (a divided) hoof (21)

 abx  161 to fi ght against; to be on duty (14)

 ab;x;   a. military service, campaign; military 
men, troops; heavenly bodies (300–499)

 ≈xq (1)# 162 to cut, chop off, trim; (Pi.) to cut up, chop 
off, shatter (14)

 ≈qe   a. end; border; furthest, last (67)

 jwr  163 (Pu.) to be wide, spacious; (Hi., den. from 
jÆyrE) to smell (14)

 jÆWr   a. breeze, wind, breath; spirit; sense, 
(intellectual frame of) mind (300–499)

 jÆyrE   b. odor, fragrance (59, 35 in Lev–Num)

 b[r  164 to be hungry, suffer famine; (Hi.) to (let) 
starve (14)

 b[;r:   a. hunger, famine (100–199)

I.G.47  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.47–48

 b[er:   b. (adj.) hungry (22)

 πav  165 (Qal) to gasp, pant; to be a nuisance, pester 
(14)

 ≈rv  166 to creep, move, swarm (14)

 ≈r<v,&   a. a swarm (of small animals, reptiles, 
naturally occurring in large numbers) 
(15)

Vocabulary 48 (20 words)

 gra  167 (Qal) to weave; (ptc.) weaver

 qqd  168 to crush, become fi ne through grinding; 
(Hi.) to pulverize (13)

 qD"   a. (adj.) scarce, fi ne, thin (14)

 µmz  169 (Qal) to plan, to plan evil (13)

 hM;zIm]   a. project, plan; wicked plan, scheme; 
discretion, prudence (19)

 qbj  170 to embrace; fold the hands (13)

 πf[ (2)# 171 to be, become weak, without strength; 
(Hith.) to feel weak (13)

 rap (2)# 172 (Pi.) to glorify; (Hith.) to show one’s glory, 
boast against (13)

 tr<a,&p]Ti   a. beauty; ornament; glory, splendor, 
radiance; fame, honor, pride (51)

 qjx 66 173 to laugh; (Pi.) to joke, make fun of; to 
amuse oneself wildly; to dally with, fondle 
(a woman) (13)

 qj;x]yI   a. Isaac (100–199)

 66 Cf. qjc, Voc. 30, no. 81. 
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 bbq  174 to curse; enchant (13, 8 in Num)

 lbq  175 (Pi.) to accept, receive (13)

 [gr  176 (intrans.) to become hard (of the skin); 
(trans.) to stir up (the sea); (Hi.) to get 
some peace, stay, linger; to make peace 
(13)

 [g"r<&   a. duration, period; a short while, a trice; 
(as temporal acc.) in a trice, abruptly 
(22)

 fwv (1)# 177 to rove about, roam; to row (across water) 
(13)

 (?) f/v (1)#  a. whip (11)

 rjv (2)# 178 (Pi.) to be on the lookout for (13)

 llv (2)# 179 to plunder, capture, rob (13)

 ll;v;   a. booty, spoil, plunder (70–99)

Vocabulary 49 (24 words)

 jna  180 (Ni.) to sigh, groan (12)

 hj;n:a}   a. sighing, groaning (11)

 swb  181 to tread down (12)

 rwg (3)67 182 to be afraid (12)

 hr:/gm]*,  r/gm; (1)68  a. fright, horror (11)

 rzg (1)# 183 to cut (12)

 µ[z  184 to curse, scold (12)

 µ['z"‡   a. cursed (by an indignant God) (22)

 67 For rwg (1), see Voc. 10, no. 10.
 68 For r/gm;(2), see Voc. 10, no. 10b.

I.G.48–49  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.49–50

 hpj  185 to cover (12)

 jwf  186 to plaster, coat, daub (12)

 hwl (1)69 187 (Ni.) to join oneself to (12)

 (?) ywIle   a. Levi (200–499)

 rzn  188 (Ni.) to consecrate oneself (to a deity); 
to desert, withdraw from someone; to 
deal respectfully; to fast; (Hi.) to hold 
oneself back from; to proclaim a decree 
for abstinence; (den. from ryzIn:) to live as a 
Nazirite (12)

 rz<nE‡   a. consecration, dedication; crown, 
diadem, head-band (25, 13 in Num 6)

 ryzIn:   b. Nazirite (16)

 jpn  189 to blow, breathe (12)

 Jvn (1)# 190 to bite (12)

 Jv,n<‡   a. deduction, interest (12)

 d[s  191 (Qal) to support, sustain, strengthen (12)

 tw[  192 (Pi.) to bend; suppress (12)

 [br (2)# 193 (den. from [B'r“a') to provide with four 
corners, square (12)

 [B'r“a'   a. four (300–499)

 µy[iB;r“a'   b. forty (100–199)

 y[iybir“   c. (ordinal) fourth (56)

Vocabulary 50 (24 words)

 hsv  194 to plunder (12)

 qrv  195 to whistle, hiss (12)
 69 For hwl (2), see Voc. 46, no. 153.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 cra  196 (Pi., Pu.) to betroth; to be, become 
engaged, betrothed (11)

 lag (2)70 197 (Ni.) to be defi led; (Pi.) to pollute, 
desecrate (11)

 rqd  198 to pierce through (11)

 ˜vd  199 (den. from ˜v,D<&?) to become fat; (Pi.) to 
refresh; to clean away fatty ashes (11)

 ˜v,D<&   a. fatness, fatty ashes (15)

 πdh  200 (Qal) to push, thrust away (11)

 πnj (1)# 201 to be defi led; be godless (11)

 πnEj;   a. (adj.) alienated from God, godless (13, 
8 in Job)

 qvj  202 to be very attached to, to love somebody; 
to desire to (11)

 jbf  203 (Qal) to slaughter, kill off (11)

 jB;f'   a. butcher and cook; (pl.) bodyguards and 
executioners (33, 17 in Jer)

 hj;b]fi Èjb'f,& (1)#  b. slaughtering (of animals), slaughtered 
meat; butchery (of people) (15)

 µ[f  204 (Qal) to taste, savour food, eat; to perceive 
(by experience) (11)

 µ['f'&   a. taste (of food); feeling, discernment, 
sense; order, decree (13)

 ≈qy 71 205 (Qal) to wake up (11)

 70 For lag (1), see Voc. 9, no. 8.
 71 Alternative form of ≈yq

I.G.50  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.50–51

 rqy  206 to be diffi cult; to carry weight, to be worth; 
to be scarce, precious (11)

 rq;y:   a. (adj.) scarce, precious, valuable; noble 
(36)

 rq;y“   b. preciousness; honor (17)

 snk  207 to gather (11)

 fhl (1)# 208 to blaze, burn; (Pi.) to scorch, devour (11)

 [bn  209 (Hi.) to allow to gush forth; ferment (11)

 r[n (2)72 210 to shake off; to shake (the hand as a 
gesture of refusal) (11)

Vocabulary 51 (25 words)

 lls  211 to pile up in the street, leave around; (Pil.) 
to esteem, cherish; (Hithpo.) to behave 
high-handedly, insolently (11)

 hL;sim]   a. track (fi rmed with stones or fi ll), path 
(27)

 hl;l]so   b. assault ramp (11)

 zz[  212 to show oneself strong; to defy (11)

 z[o (1)73  a. might, strength; fortifi ed, strong, well-
founded; ramparts (70–99)

 z/[m;   b. mountain stronghold; place of refuge; 
fortress (36)

 z['   c. (adj.) strong (23)

 lm[  213 to exert oneself (11)

 lm;[; (1)#  a. trouble; care, anxiety; need; harm (55)

 72 For r[n (1), see Voc. 55, no. 24.
 73 For z[o (2), see Voc. 69, no. 167a.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ˜n[  214 (Pi.) to cause to become visible; (Pol.) to 
interpret signs; ptc., ˜nE[om]: soothsayer (11)

 (?) ˜n:[; (1)#  a. clouds (70–99)

 qwx (1)# 215 (Hi.) harass, press hard; to drive someone 
into a corner (11)

 µ[r (1)# 216 to rage, roar (the sea): (Hi.) to thunder (11)

 [qr  217 to spread out; to trample, stamp with the 
feet; (Pi.) to beat out (metal) (11)

 [Æyqir:   a. fi rmament, sky (17, 9 in Gen 1)

 ltv  218 (Qal) to plant (11)

 µda  219 to be red; (Pu. ptc.) rubbed with reddle; 
(Hi.) to be, become red (10)

 µd:a; (1)#  a. (coll.) mankind, people; an individual 
man (over 500)

 hm;d:a} (1)#  b. earth, arable ground; land owned; 
underworld (200–299)

 µ/da‘   c. Edom (70–99)

 ≈wa  220 to urge; to be in haste with (10)

 rdg  221 (den. from rdEG:) (Qal) to build up a wall; to 
block a road (10)

 rdEG:   a. dry-stone wall (without mortar) (14)

 l[g  222 to loathe, feel disgust (10)

 v[g  223 to rise and fall loudly (10)

Vocabulary 52 (25 words)

 dyz  224 to behave insolently; (Hi.) to behave 
presumptuously (10)

I.G.51–52  
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 Verbs Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 37–52) I.G.52

 dzE   a. (adj.) insolent, presumptuous (13)

 ˜/dz:   b. presumptuousness, over-confi dence (11)

 lbj (3)74 225 to act corruptly; (Pi.) to ruin (10)

 vdj  226 (Pi.) to make anew, restore (10)

 vd<jo& (1)#  a. new moon; month (200–299)

 vd:j;   b. (adj.) new, fresh (53)

 ≈rj (1)# 227 to threaten; to fi x, determine; (Ni. ptc.) 
what is determined, determined end (10)

 [bf  228 to sink down; (Ho.) to be settled, planted 
(10)

 t['B'&f'   a. ring, signet-ring; ring to hold and carry 
things (49, 40 in Exod)

 vqy  229 to catch a bird with a snare; (Ni.) to be 
caught, ensnared (10)

 vqe/m   a. wooden snare; (metaph.) snare (27)

 qqm  230 (Ni.) to melt, dissolve; to rot (10)

 jgn  231 to gore (of an ox) (10)

 rgn  232 (Ni.) to fl ow, be spilled; be fully stretched 
out (hands); (Hi.) to pour out; to hand over 
(people) (10)

 lhn  233 (Pi.) to escort; to transport (on donkeys); to 
provide (with food) (10)

 Jws (2)# 234 (By-form of Jsn (1)#75) to grease oneself 
(with oil); to anoint (10)

 74 For lbj (2), see Voc. 39, no. 51.
 75 For Jsn (1)#, see Voc. 36, no. 156.
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 FREQUENT ROOTS; FREQUENT COGNATES ( VOC. 1–52) 

 ˜ks  235 to be of use; (Ni.) to run into danger; 
(Hi.) to have the habit of; be acquainted, 
reconciled with (10)

 (?) ˜g:s; È˜g<s,&   a. offi cial, state functionary of the 
Babylonian empire; principal of the 
Jewish community (17)

 gn[  236 (Hith.) to pamper oneself; to take one’s 
pleasure in; to refresh oneself; to make fun 
about or with (10)

 rzp  237 (Pi.) to scatter; distribute freely, lavish (10)

 qrp  238 tear away, off; drag away from, rescue (10)

 amx  239 (Qal) to thirst, be thirsty (10)

 am;x;   a. thirst (17)

 amex;   b. (adj.) thirsty (9)

I.G.52 
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II. Vocabularies 53–71  

Vocabulary 53 (25 words)

 hna (3)# 1 (Pi.) to cause to happen to someone (4)

 (?) tae (2)#  a. (prep.) (together) with, by the side of, 
besides; out of, from (over 500)

 vna  2 (Ni.) to be sickly (1)

 hV;ai   a. woman, wife (over 500)

 (?) v/na‘ (1)#  b. (coll.) human beings, mankind; (some) 
men, people; a single human being (42)

 rva (1)76 3 to stride; (Pi.) to lead (7)

 rv,a}   a. (rel. pron.) who, which, that; (conj.) 
that; with K]: rv,a}K', as, when (over 500)

 rvua; *  b. step (9)

 llk  4 (Qal) to complete, make perfect (2)

 l/K,lKo   a. all, the whole; everybody, everything; 
every (over 500)

 lyliK;   b. (adj.) entire, whole, complete; (n.) 
whole-offering (15)

 bbl (1)# 5 (Ni., den. of ble) to get understanding; (Pi.) 
to steal, enchant the heart (2)

 ble Èbb;le   a. heart, one’s inner self; inclination, 
disposition; will, intention; attention, 
consideration, reason (over 500)

 vpn  6 (Ni.) to breathe freely, recover (3)

 vp,n<‡   a. throat, neck; breath; living being, people; 
person, oneself; life; soul (over 500)

 76 For rva (2), see Voc. 60, no. 71.
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

 ˜y[  7 (den. from ˜yI['&) (Qal ptc.) to consider 
suspiciously (1 Sam 18:9)(1)

 ˜yI['&   a. eye; appearance, look; spring (over 500)

 ˜y:[]m'   b. source, headwaters (23)

 µm[  8 to amaze; cause trouble (Ezek 28:3); to 
equal, come up to (Ezek 31:8); (Hoph.) to 
be darkened (3)

 (?)µ['   a. people; (paternal) relationship, clan, kin; 
father’s brother (over 500)

 (?)µ[i   b. (prep.) in company with, together with 
(over 500)

 ˜/M[' (ynEB])   c. Ammon, Ammonites (100–199)

 hM;[u *  d. (always with l]) (prep.) close to, beside; 
(adv.) corresponding, just as (32)

 lha (1)# 9 (den. from lh,ao&) to camp; obtain grazing 
rights (3)

 lh,ao& (1)#  a. tent (300–499)

Vocabulary 54 (25 words)

 πla (2)# 10 (den. from πl,a,& [2]) (Hi.) to produce by the 
thousand (1)

 πl,a,& (2)  a. thousand (300–499)

 πl,a,& (3)  b. group of thousand: clan, tribe; region 
(15)

 πWLa' (2)#  c. tribal chief (67, 40 in Gen)

 µyIP'&l]a'   d. two thousand (31)

 πl,a,& *(1)  e. (coll.) cattle (8)

 vmj  11 (den. from vmej;) (Qal pass. ptc.) arrayed 
in groups of fi fty, lined up for war; (Pi.)to 
take the fi fth part of (7)

 hV;mij} Èvmej;   a. fi ve (300–499)

II.53–54  
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(Voc. 53–71)  II.54

 µyVimij}   b. fi fty (100–199)

 yviymij}   c. (ordinal) fi fth (44)

 brj (2)77 12 (den. from br<j,&) to massacre; (Ni.) to fi ght 
one another (3)

 br<j,&   a. sword (300–499)

 dw[ (1)78 13 (Pi.) to surround, embrace; (Pol.) to help 
up; (Hithpol.) to help one another up (4)

 d/[   a. duration: (conj. adv.) as long as; (adv.) 
still, still more; again (300–499)

 rc[  14 (den. from rc,[,&)  to exact a tithe, take a 
tenth part; (Pi.) to give, pay, or receive a 
tenth, tithe (7)

 Èrc;[; Èrc,[,&   a. (a group of) ten (300–499)
 Ètr<v,&[} Èhr:c;[}
 hrEc][,

 µyrIc][,   b. twenty (300–499)

 rc,[}m'   c. a tenth part; tithes (as an offering) (32)

 ˜/rC;[i   d. one-tenth (30)

 yrIyci[}   e. (ordinal) tenth (28)

 r/c[;   f. a group of ten (16)

 bhx (< bhz)  15 (Ho. ptc., bh;x]mu) gleaming red (copper) (1)

 bh;z:   a. gold (300–499)

 rrc (1)# 16 (den. from rc') to rule, reign; to have 
oversight of (9)

 rc'   a. representative of the king: offi cial; 
person of note, commander; leader of a 
group or district; head, fi rst in a series 
(300–499)

 77 For brj (1), see Voc. 29, no. 72.
 78 For dw[ (2), see Voc. 26, no. 21.
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

Vocabulary 55 (26 words)

 vlv  17 (den. from vløv;) (Pi.) to divide into three; 
to do something, be somewhere on the 
third day; to do for the third time; (Pu.) to 
be three years old (a sacrifi cial animal); to 
be tripled (9)

 Èhv;løv] Èvløv;   a. three (300–499)
 tv,lø&v]  

 tyviyliv] Èyviyliv]   b. (ordinal) third (100–199)

 µyviløv]   c. thirty (100–199)

 µ/vl]vi   d. three days ago, the day before yesterday 
(25)

 vyliv; (3)#  e. third man in a chariot > adjutant; (pl.) 
fi ghting charioteers (17)

 bya  18 to be hostile to (1)

 byEao   a. (Qal ptc. used as n.) enemy (200–299)

 hrb (1)# 19 to consume food; to receive a diet from 
someone; (Pi.) to eat; (Hi.) to provide 
food, administer a diet (6)

 (?) tyrIB]   a. agreement; covenant; contract (200–299)

 lbg (1)# 20 (den. from lWbG“) to fi x a landmark; form 
the boundary; to border; (Hi.) to set 
bounds (5)

 lWbG“   a. boundary; territory (200–299)

 hl;WbG“   b. border, territory (10)

 rbd (1)79 21 to drive away, turn aside; (Hi.) to subdue 
(8)

 rB;d“mi (1)#  a. pasture, steppe, wilderness, desert 
(200–299)

 79 For rbd (2), see Voc. 1, no. 4.

II.55  
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(Voc. 53–71)  II.55–56

 rb,D<& (1)#  b. bubonic plague (49)

 rybiD“ (1)#  c. rear room of a temple, holy of holies 
(16, 11 in 1 Kgs)

 lyj (2)80 22 (den. from lyIj'&?) to endure (1)

 lyIj'&   a. power, strength; wealth, property; army 
(200–299)

 dsj (2)# 23 (den. from dysij;?) (Hith.) to act as a dysij; 
(2)

 ds,j,& (2)#  a. joint obligation, loyalty; faithfulness; 
goodness, graciousness (200–299)

 dysij;   b. the one who practices ds,j,&, the faithful, 
godly (35, 25 in Pss)

 r[n (1)81 24 to growl (of a lion) (1)

 (?)r['n"‡   a. fellow servant, attendant; lad, 
adolescent; young man (pl., people) 
(200–299)

 (f.) hr:[}n“ (1)#  b. young unmarried woman; a newly 
married young woman; female attendant 
(63)

 µyrIW[n“   c. time of youth (47)

Vocabulary 56 (25 words)

 hn[ (3)82 25 to be troubled about; (Hi.) to keep 
someone busy with (3, Qoh)

 ˜['m'&l] È˜['m'&   a. (prep.) with reference to, on account of, 
for the sake of; (conj.) in order to, so 
that (200–299)

 80 For lyj (1), see Voc. 26, no. 19.
 81 For r[n (2), see Voc. 50, no. 210.
 82 For hn[ (1), see Voc. 8, no. 28; for hn[ (2), see Voc. 18, no. 25; for hn[ (4), 
see Voc. 45, no. 122.
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

 ˜['y"‡   b. (conj.) because; because of (100–199)

 ddb  26 (Qal ptc., ddE/B) alone, solitary (3)

 dB' (1)  a. part, portion; (pl.) members; (adv. with 
l] + pron. suff.) alone; (prep. db'l]) 
except, apart from, beside (100–199)

 (?) dB' *(2)83  b. (always pl.) carrying poles; shoots (on 
the vine) (42)

 rkb  27 (den. from rkoB]?)  (Pi.) to bear fi rst-fruits; 
to treat as the fi rst-born (4)

 r/kB]   a. fi rst-born, oldest offspring (100–199)

 µyrIWkBi   b. fi rst-fruits (17)

 hr:koB]   c. right of the fi rst-born (10)

 rqb  28 (Pi.) to carry out an examination of the 
offering; to scrutinize, attend to (6)

 rq;B;   a. herd, cattle (100–199)

 rq,Bo& (2)#  b. morning; the next morning, tomorrow 
(100–199)

 rwd (1)# 29 (Qal) to stack in circles (1)

 r/D (2)#  a. cycle, lifetime; descent, generation 
(100–199)

 µjy  30 (Qal and Pi.) to be in heat (6)

 hm;je   a. heat; rage, wrath; poison, venom 
(100–199)

 ˜my  31 (den. from ˜ymiy:) (Hi.) to keep (go) to the 
right; (ptc.) right-handed (5)

 ˜ymiy: (1)#  a. right side, hand; south, southern 
(100–199)

  ynIm;y“   b. (adj.) right; southern (32)

 83 For dB'(3), see Voc. 86, no. 9.
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(Voc. 53–71)  II.56–57

 ˜m;yTe (1)#  c. the south; territory in the south; the 
south wind (24)

 πnk  32 (den. from πn:K;) (Ni.) to hide oneself (1)

 πn:K;   a. wing; skirt of a garment; edge, 
extremity (100–199)

 πpk  33 (Qal and Ni.) to bend, bow down (5)

 πK'   a. the hollow, fl at of the hand, the whole 
hand; the sole of the foot (100–199)

Vocabulary 57 (25 words)

 ˜vl  34 (den. from ˜/vl;)  (Hi. and Pol. ptc.) to 
slander (2)

 ˜/vl;   a. tongue (part of the body and also 
language); tongue-shaped: gulf, sea inlet 
(100–199)

 rhn (1)# 35 (den. of rh;n:?) (Qal) to stream towards (3)

 rh;n:   a. river, stream (100–199)

 rp[  36 (den. of rp;[;)  (Pi.) to throw earth at 
someone (1)

 rp;[;   a. fi ne, dry top-soil, dust; loose earth, 
soil; the grave and world of the dead 
(100–199)

 µx[ (2)84 37 (den. of µx,[,& [1]) (Pi.) to gnaw bones (1)

 µx,[,& (1)#  a. (s.) bone, skeleton; (m.pl.) limbs; (f.pl.) 
bones, skeletal remains, body (100–199)

 br[ (5)85 38 to turn into evening; (Hi.) to do late in the 
evening (3)

 84 For µx[ (1), see Voc. 42, no. 86.
 85 For br[ (1), see Voc. 43, no. 102.
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

 br<[,& (1)#  a. sunset, evening (100–199)

 br:[}m' (2)#  b. sunset, the west (14)

 µ[p  39 to stir, trouble (5)

 (?) µ['P'&   a. step, pace, foot; time (100–199)

 h[r (2)86 40 to get oneself involved, mixed up with; 
(Pi.) to join oneself to someone (8)

 [ÆrE (2)#  a. friend, comrade, companion; neighbor; 
darling, favorite, lover; one another, 
another (100–199)

 hy:[]r" *  b. female companion, girl friend, beloved 
(10, 9 in Cant)

 ˜mv  41 (den from ˜m,v,&?) to be, become fat; (Hi.) to 
make fat, insensitive; put on fat (4)

 (?) ˜m,v,&   a. oil, fat (100–199)

 (?) ˜mev;   b. (adj.) fat (10)

 rqv  42 to act against contractual terms; (Pi.) to 
break faith (6)

 rq,v,&   a. breach of faith, lie (100–199)

 rxa  43 to store up (5)

 rx;/a   a. treasure; the (heavenly) treasure-house; 
(pl.) supplies, storerooms (70–99)

 lbh  44 (den. from lb,h,& [1])  to become vain; to 
talk of nothing, to work in vain; (Hi.) to 
delude (5)

 lb,h,& (1)#  a. breath; vanity; idols (70–99)

 86 For h[r (1), see Voc. 14, no. 51.
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(Voc. 53–71)  II.58

Vocabulary 58 (24 words)

 rwz (2)# 45 (Qal and Ni.) to turn aside with or from (6)

 rz:   a. (adj.) strange, different, heterogeneous; 
illicit (70–99)

 llj (2)87 46 (Pol.) to pierce, wound (7)

 ll;j;   a. (n., adj.) pierced, slain (70–99, 34 in Ezek)

 ˜/Lj'   b. window (31)

 hL;j'   c. ring-shaped bread (14)

 rmj (3)# 47 (Poalal) to glow, burn (3)

 r/mj} (1)#  a. ass (70–99)

 rm,jo& (2)88  b. clay (17)

 djy  48 to be united; (Pi.) to designate exclusively, 
concentrate (3)

 wD:j]y"   a. (adv.) together, altogether; at the same 
time (70–99)

 dj'y"‡   b. (n.) community; (adv.) together, 
altogether (46)

 dyjiy:   c. (adj.) only; lonely, deserted (12)

 lsk  49 (Qal) to be stupid (1)

 lysiK] (1)#  a. (adj.) stupid, insolent (70–99, 49 in 
Prov; 18 in Qoh)

 ˜bl (1)89 50 (den. from ˜b;l;?) (Pi.) to whiten, cleanse; 
(Hi.) to become white (5)

 ˜/nb;l]   a. Lebanon (70–99)

 ˜b;l;   b. (adj.) white (29, 18 in Lev 13)

 hn:bol]   c. frankincense (21)

 87 For llj (1), see Voc. 10, no. 17.
 88 For rm,jo (3), see Voc. 90, no. 108.
 89 For ˜bl (2), see Voc. 69, no. 173.
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

 hxq  51 to bring to an end; (Pi.) to break off, cut off 
piece by piece, chop off (3)

 hx,q;   a. edge, end, extremity (70–99)

 hx;q;   b. end, edge, corner, extremity (45)

 ˜rq  52 (den. from ˜r<q,&)  to shine; (Hi.) to possess, 
display horns (4)

 ˜r<q,&   a. horn (70–99)

Vocabulary 59 (26 words)

 qm[  53 to be deep, mysterious; (Hi.) to make deep 
(9)

 qm,[e& (1)#  a. land in a valley; (pl.) plains, valleys (68)

 qmo[;   b. (adj.) deep, deep-seated; (metaph.) 
unfathomable, mysterious (17)

 rrk  54 to be round; (Pilp.) to dance (3)

 rK;Ki   a. disk shaped round loaf; round lead disk 
(of gold or silver); talent (unit of value) 
(67)

 rK' (1)#  b. (young) ram (for slaughter); battering 
ram (12)

 hav (1)90 55 to lie desolate; (Ni.) to be destroyed? (Hi.) 
let something go to ruin (4)

 (?) l/av]   a. wasteland, void, underworld; Sheol (66)

 ˜ng  56 (Qal) to enclose, fence, protect (8)

 ˜gEm; (1)#  a. shield; an ornament; (metaph.) 
protection (63)

 hN:G" È˜G"   b. garden (57)

 90 For hav (2), see Voc. 66, no. 140.
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(Voc. 53–71) 

 lamc  57 (den. from lamoc]) (Hi.) to go to the left; use 
the left hand (5)

 lamoc]   a. left, the left side; northward, to the north 
(63)

 r[c (1)# 58 (Qal) to have bristly (bristling) hair; to 
shudder (3)

 ry[ic; (1,2,3)  a. (adj.) hairy; (n.) billy-goat, buck; 
demon, satyr (61, 23 in Lev, 27 in Num)

 (?) hr:[oc]   b. barley (34)

 r[;ce   c. (coll.) hairiness, body hair, hairy 
covering (26)

 smj  59 to treat violently (8)

 sm;j;   a. violence; wrong (60)

 jra  60 (Qal) to be on the road; to wander (7)

 jr"ao&   a. way, path; way which should be 
followed: behavior (58)

 ≈xj  61 to be divided in groups; (Pi.) to distribute 
(water); (Pu.) to be at an end (3)

 ≈je   a. arrow (57)

 ˜fq  62 to be small, insignifi cant (4)

 ˜foq;   a. (adj.) small, unimportant, insignifi cant; 
young, youngest (54)

 ˜f;q; (1)#  b. (adj.) small (also meaning young) (47)

Vocabulary 60 (24 words)

 ≈xm  63 (Qal) to slurp, lap (1)

 hX;m' (1)#  a. unleavened bread (53)

 ˜nv (1)# 64 (den. from ˜ve?) to sharpen (8)

 ˜ve   a. tooth; ivory; rocky crag; prong (53)

 II.59–60
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 FREQUENT COGNATES; INFREQUENT ROOTS 

 (?) awv  65 (Hi.) to treat badly (1)

 aw“v;   a. (adj.) worthless, futile, inconsequential; 
unrestrained; deceitful, deceptive; 
(n.) destruction (52)

 (?) ha;/v   b. storm; trouble, ruin; desert, wilderness 
(13)

 dpa  66 (den. from d/pae [1]) (Qal) to fi t close (2)

 d/pae Èdpoae (1)#  a. ephod (priestly, cultic garb); name of a 
cultic object (image of a god?) (49, 29 
in Exod)

 llx (3)91 67 (den. from lxe?)  to become shady or dark; 
(Hi.) to give shade (2)

 lxe   a. shadow; protection (49)

 hag  68 (Qal) to be high, grow tall (5)

 ˜/aG:   a. height; eminence; pride, presumption 
(49)

 hw:a}G"   b. arrogance; eminence (of God); roaring 
(of sea) (19)

 ha,GE Èha;GE   c. (n.) arrogance; (adj.) arrogant (10)

 jsp  69 to be lame, limp; (with l[') to limp by, pass 
by, spare (7)

 (?) js'P,&   a. the feast of Passover (49)

 jÆSePi   b. limping (14)

 lld (1)# 70 (Qal) to become little, tiny (8)

 lD" (2)#  a. (adj.) low, poor, helpless; powerless; 
insignifi cant (48)

 91 For llx (1), see Voc. 68, no. 163.
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(Voc. 53–71)  II.60–61

 rva (2)92 71 (den. from yrEv]a') (Pi.) to consider 
fortunate, call happy (8)

 yrEv]a' Èrv,a,&*   a. (adj.) happy, blessed (is the one who); 
(n.) happiness (45, 26 in Pss)

 spa  72 (den. from sp,a,&?) (Qal) to be at an end, to 
be no more (5)

 sp,a,&   a. extremity, end; nothing(ness); (adv.) 
notwithstanding, nevertheless (42)

Vocabulary 61 (25 words)

 πpf (1)# 73 (Qal) to mince along, trip along (1)

 πf' (2)#  a. little children; children and old people 
(42)

 hwn (1)# 74 (Qal) to reach an objective, achieve a result 
(1)

 hw<n:   a. grazing place; stopping place, 
settlement (42)

 hpy  75 to become beautiful, clean; (Pi.) to 
decorate; (Hith.) to beautify oneself (7)

 hp,y:   a. (adj.) beautiful (41)

 ypiyÜ   b. beauty (19)

 [lx (1)# 76 to limp, be lame (4)

 [l;xe (1)#  a. the longer side (of the ark or the 
tabernacle); an extra storey (on a 
building); side building or chamber; 
plank, wainscot; rib (only in Gen 2:21f.) 
(40)

 92 For rva (1), see Voc. 53, no. 3..
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 hmr (2)93 77 (Pi.) to betray; to desert, abandon (9)

 hm;r“mi (1)#  a. trick, fraud; disillusionment (39)

 hY:mir“ (1)#  b. (adj.) slack, loose; treacherous; (adv.) 
slackly, negligently; (n.) indolence, 
inactivity; fraud, deception (15)

 llm (3)# 78 (Pi.) to say, announce (4)

 hL;mi   a. word (38, 34 in Job)

 hla (1)# 79 to utter an oath, curse; (Hi.) to put under 
an oath, curse (6)

 hl;a;   a. curse (37)

 rxb (3)# 80 (Ni., Pi.) to be, make inaccessible; be 
impossible (4)

 rx;b]mi (1)#  a. fortifi ed city (37)

 rWxB;   b. (Qal pass. ptc.) inaccessible, 
unassailable (25)

 lba (2)94 81 (Qal) to dry up (8)

 (?) lbeTe   a. fi rm (dry) land; mainland; world (36)

 hnv (2)95 82 to repeat, do once again (8)

 hn<v]mi   a. in second position, second in command; 
what is doubled, twofold; transcription, 
copy (35)

 µvg  83 (den. from µv,G<‡) (Pu., Hi.) to be rained 
upon, cause rain to pour (2)

 µv,G<‡ (1)#  a. showers, rain (35)

 93 For hmr (1), see Voc. 62, no. 90.
 94 For lba (1), see Voc. 28, no. 55.
 95 For hnv (1), see Voc. 45, no. 127.
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Vocabulary 62 (26 words)

 rb[ (2)96 84 (Hith.) to show oneself angry; become 
excited, fl are up (8)

 hr:b][,   a. anger, rage; outburst, excess (34)

 lr[  85 (den. from hl;r“[;) to be uncircumcised; 
(Ni.) to show the foreskin (2)

 lrE[;   a. (adj.) uncircumcized; unskilled and 
inept in speech (34, 16 in Ezek)

 hl;r“[;   b. foreskin (16)

 ddg (2)# 86 (den. from dWdG“ [2]) to band together 
against (2)

 dWdG“ (2)#  a. band; raid; troop of warriors (33)

 πr[ (2)# 87 (den. of πr<[o&) (Qal) to break the neck of an 
animal (6)

 πr<[o&   a. top of the head, neck (33)

 vrv  88 (den. from vr<vø&) to uproot; eradicate, 
devastate; (Poel) to take root; (Hi.) to form 
a root system (7)

 vr<vø&   a. root (33)

 lw[ (1)97 89 (Pi.) to act unjustly (2)

 hl;w“['   a. badness, malice, injustice (32)

 lw<[;&   b. perversity, injustice; dishonesty (21)

 hmr (1)98 90 (Qal) to throw, shoot (4)

 ˜/mr“a'   a. palace (32)

 96 For rb[ (1), see Voc. 3, no. 16.
 97 For lw[ (2), see Voc. 65, no. 126.
 98 For hmr (2), see Voc. 61, no. 77.
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 Jks (3)99 91 to cover, veil (3)

 hK;su   a. hut; thicket; t/KSuh' gj', feast of 
tabernacles (31)

 Js;m;   b. curtain, cover (25, 16 in Exod)

 by[ Èbw[  92 (Qal or Hi.) to make dark, cover with cloud 
(1)

 b[; (2)#  a. cloud, clouds, cloud density (31)

 lsp  93 (Qal) to hew, cut straight (6)

 ls,P,&   a. a divine image (31)

 lysiP] *  b. (serves as pl. of ls,P,&) divine images (23)

 rdh  94 to honor; (Hith.) to boast (7)

 rd:h;   a. adornment; splendor, majesty (of God) 
(30)

Vocabulary 63 (24 words)

 fnj (1)# 95 (Qal) to put forth, bring forth ripeness (1)

 (?) hF;ji   a. wheat (30)

 rxxj  96 (den. from  hr:x]xoj}) (Pi.) to blow the hr:x]xoj} 
(6, 1–2 Chr)

 hr:x]xoj}   a. trumpet (29, 16 in 1–2 Chr)

 drb  97 (Qal) to hail (1)

 dr:B;   a. hail (29, 17 in Exod)

 vkr  98 (den. from vWkr“?) (Qal) to collect, acquire 
(5)

 vWkr“   a. possession; goods, equipment; personal 
property, lands (28)

 99 For Jks (1), see Voc. 43, no. 99.
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 drc  99 (Qal) to run away from, escape (1)

 dyrIc; (1)#  a. someone fl eeing (in battle or generally), 
escapee (28)

 ≈qv  100 (Pi.) to detest as ceremonially unclean; to 
spurn, scorn (6)

 ≈WQvi   a. abhorrence; an object to abhor; horror; 
monster (28)

 ≈q,v,&   b. cultic abomination (11, 9 in Lev)

 rda  101 (Ni., Hi.) to be glorious (3)

 ryDIa'   a. (adj.) mighty, magnifi cent; (n.pl.) 
prominent people (27)

 tr<D<&a'   b. robe, robe of state, of prominent people; 
splendor (12)

 ˜fc  102 (Qal) to be at enmity with, be hostile 
towards, make an enemy of; (ptc., ˜feco, 
used as n.) adversary, persecutor, accuser 
(6)

 (?) ˜f;c;   a. adversary, opponent; (with def. art.) a 
celestial fi gure near Yahweh, a member 
of the heavenly court (27)

 ˜wh  103 (Hi.) to regard as easy, to risk (1)

 ˜/h   a. wealth, property; (adv.) suffi cient (26, 
18 in Prov)

 rw[ (1)100 104 (Pi.) to blind (5)

 rWE[i   a. (adj.) blind (26)

 Jrb (1)101 105 (den. from Jr<B,&) to kneel down (3)

 Jr<B,&   a. knee (25)

 100 For rw[ (2), see Voc. 18, no. 25.
 101 For Jrb (2), see Voc. 5, no. 5.

 II.63
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Vocabulary 64 (24 words)

 πps  106 (den. of πs' [2]) (Hithpo.) to lie on the 
threshold (like a beggar) (1)

 πs' (2)#  a. stone under the door-frame, threshold 
(25)

 ˜v[  107 (Qal) to be surrounded with smoke, exude 
smoke (6)

 ˜v;[; (1)#  a. smoke (25)

 jjp  108 (den. from jP') (Hi.) to be trapped, 
ensnared (1)

 jP' (1)#  a. trapping net (25)

 rfv*  109 to write (attested only in the Qal act. ptc. 
used as n.)

 rfe/v   a. (Qal act. ptc.) civil servant, offi ce holder; 
(pl.) offi cials, administrators (25)

 rtk (2)# 110 (Pi., Hi.) to surround, gather around (4)

 tr<t,&Ko   a. capital of a pillar (24, 18 in 1–2 Kgs)

 µvn  111 (Qal) to pant, puff (1)

 hm;v;n“   a. breath; living being (24)

 r[s  112 (Ni.) to be moved; (Pi.) to be blown away 
(in a storm) (2)

 hr:[;s]Èr['s'&   a. heavy gale, high wind (24)

 [md  113 (Qal) to shed tears (1)

 h[;m]DI   a. (coll.) tears (23)

 rf[  114 to encircle, surround; (Pi.) to crown with 
a wreath (6)

 hr:f;[} (1)#  a. garland; crown, diadem (23)
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 rhx  115 (den. from rh'x]yI?) (Hi.) to press oil (1)

 rh'x]yI (1)#  a. oil (23)

 jwv  116 (By-form of jjv Èhjv) (Qal) to sink, 
subside, collapse (1)

 (?) tj'v'&   a. pit; trap; grave (23)

 djv  117 (Qal) to give a present (2)

 dj'vø&   a. gift; bribe (23)

Vocabulary 65 (24 words)

 htj  118 (Qal) to take away (4)

 hT;j]m'   a. scuttle (for carrying burning coals or 
ashes); censer; small pan (22)

 l[n  119 to secure (a door); to bolt (a gate); to fasten 
a sandal on; (Hi.) to provide with sandals 
(7)

 l['n"‡   a. sandal (22)

 rgp  120 (Pi.) to be too tired, exhausted (2)

 rg<P,&   a. corpse; monument, stele (22)

 r[x  121 (Qal) to become lowly (3)

 ry[ix; (1)#  a. the smaller one, smallest; the younger 
one, youngest; (adj.) little (22)

 qrb  122 (Qal) to fl ash (of lightning) (1)

 qr:B; (1)#  a. lightning (21)

 ssn (2)# 123 (den. from snE) (Hithpo.) to assemble under 
the banner (2)

 snE   a. fl ag, standard, ensign (21)

 II.64–65
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 qjv  124 (Qal) to crumble, crush together; to erode 
(4)

 qj'v'&   a. (s. coll.) layer of dust; clouds of dust; 
(pl.) clouds (21)

 Hgn  125 to gleam, shine; (Hi.) to shed light with, 
illuminate (6)

 Hg"nO ‡ (1)#  a. gleam, bright light (20)

 lw[ (2)102 126 (Qal) to suckle (5)

 ll;/[ Èlle/[   a. child (20)

 ≈yq (1)103 127 (den. from ≈yIq'&) to pass the summer (1)

 ≈yIq'&   a. summer; summer-fruit (20)

 byc  128 (Qal) to be gray-headed, old (2)

 hb;yce Èbyce   a. gray-headedness, old age; the gray hair 
of an old man (20)

  glv  129 (den. from gl,v,&) (Hi.) to snow (1)

 gl,v,&   a. snow (20)

Vocabulary 66 (25 words)

 ˜[r  130 (Palal) to be leafy, luxuriant (1)

 ˜n:[}r"   a. (adj.) leafy, luxuriant (19)

 ggv  131 (Qal) to make a mistake inadvertently, to 
go astray (5)

 hg:g:v]   a. inadvertent sin, unintentional mistake 
(19)

 102 For lw[ (1), see Voc. 62, no. 89.
 103 For ≈yq (2), see Voc. 38, no. 28.
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 lbn (2)104 132 to be futile, foolish; (Pi.) to declare to be 
void, consider invalid (5)

 lb;n: (1)#  a. (adj.) futile, worthless (socially), 
godless; (n.) good-for-nothing; miser; 
fool, unbeliever (18)

 hl;b;n“   b. stupidity, folly; wilful sin (13)

 rwq (1)# 133 to dig (for water); (Hi.) to bubble (?), 
cause to stream (?) (3)

 r/qm;   a. source, spring (18)

 ˜yq  134 (den. from hn:yqi) (Pil.) to sing a funeral 
song (6)

 hn:yqi (1)#  a. funeral song, dirge (18)

 vpj  135 (den. from yvip]j;) (Pu.) to be given one’s 
freedom (1)

 yvip]j;   a. (adj.) freed (from slavery), free (17)

 πy[  136 to become tired (5)

 πyE[;   a. (adj.) tired, exhausted (17)

 bx[ (1)105 137 (Pi.) to plait, shape, form; (Hi.) to copy (2)

 bx;[; *  a. (only pl.) idols; false gods (17)

 hlq (2)# 138 (By-form of llq106) (Ni.) to be, become 
contemptible; (Hi.) to treat contemptu-
ously (6)

 ˜/lq;   a. shame, ignominy (17)

 lkr*  139 to go about as a trader (occurs only as a 
Qal act. ptc. below)

 104 For lbn (1), see Voc. 40, no. 66.
 105 For bx[ (2), see Voc. 46, no. 136.
 106 For llq, see Voc. 19, no. 31.

 II.66
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 tl,k,&ro Èlke/r   a. trader, vendor; (f.) the merchants of 
various cities (Ezek 27) (17, 11 in Ezek)

 hav (2)107 140 to roar, foam (2)

 ˜/av; (2)#  a. noise, roar (17)

 πpt  141 to beat the timbrel; (Pol.) to strike again 
and again (2)

 πTo   a. hand-drum, tambourine (17)

Vocabulary 67 (22 words)

 lwz  142 to pour out, lavish (gold) (1)

 hl;Wz *  a. (prep.) except, only (after a supposed 
negation); (conj.) save that (16)

 bak  143 to be in pain; (Hi.) to cause pain, spoil (8)

 baok]m'   a. pain; suffering (16)

 rfn  144 (Qal) to watch over, guard; to be slow to 
anger (8)

 hr:F;m'   a. guard, watch; target (for archery) (16)

 πws  145 (Qal) to come to an end (5)

 hp;Ws (1)#  a. storm, gale (16)

 µms  146 (den. from µs') (Hi.) to paint the face, color 
(3)

 µs' *  a. (only pl.) spices, fragrant perfumes, 
frankincense (16, 11 in Exod)

 [lq (2)# 147 (Qal) to carve (3)

 [l'q,& *(2)#  a. (only pl.) curtain (16, 13 in Exod)

 107 For hav (1), see Voc. 59, no. 55.
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 vvq  148 (den. from vq') heap, come together (like 
straw); (Pol) to pick up (stubble); to gather 
(pieces of wood) (7)

 vq'   a. straw stubble (16)

 Jkr  149 to be tender, gentle; (Pu.) to be made soft, 
smoothed; (Hi.) to make one’s heart faint 
(8)

 Jr"   a. (adj.) tender, weak; spoiled, coddled; 
soft, gentle, mild; timid (16)

 jtm  150 (Qal) to spread, stretch out (1)

 tj'T'&m]a' *  a. sack (15, Gen)

 ≈wx (1)# 151 (den. from ≈yxi?) to start to bud, blossom 
(8)

 ≈yxi (1)#  a. (coll.) fl owers, blossoms; rosette, 
medallion (15)

 dmx  152 (Ni.) to be involved with; (Pu.) to be 
strapped on; (Hi.) to tighten, harness (5)

 dm,x,&   a. team (of draft animals) (15)

Vocabulary 68 (25 words)

 rat (1,2) 153 to change direction (of a border), turn; 
(Pi.) to outline, trace out a sketch (for an 
idol) (6)

 ra'To&   a. appearance, form (15)

 arb (2)108 154 (den. from ayrIB;) (Hi.) to make oneself fat 
(1)

 ayrIB;   a. (adj.) fat (14)

 108 For arb (1), see Voc. 25, no. 3.
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 lgd (2)# 155 (den. from lg<D&<) (Ni. ptc. used as n.) 
arranged in divisions; row of fl ags (2, 
Cant)

 lg<D<&   a. banners, standards; division (of a tribe) 
(14, 13 in Num)

 avd  156 to be green (pastures); (Hi.) to cause to 
sprout (2)

 av,D<&   a. vegetation, grass (14)

 hgy (1)# 157 (Ni.) to be worried; (Pi., Hi.) to torment, 
grieve (8)

 ˜/gy:   a. agony, grief (14)

 jlm (2)# 158 (den. from jl'm,& [2]) to salt (3)

 jl'm,& (2)#  a. salt (14)

 hd[ (2)# 159 (Qal) to adorn oneself or someone (8)

 ydI[}   a. piece of jewelery (14)

 lx[  160 (Ni.) to vacillate, hesitate (1)

 lxe[;   a. (adj.) slow, idle (14)

 bq[ (1)# 161 (den. from bqe[;) to seize someone by the 
heel, to betray; (Pi.) to hamper, hinder (4)

 bq,[e&   a. (< bqe[;) the very back, the end; result, 
wages; (conj., bq,[e&Al[', on account of) 
(15)

 bqe[;   b. heel; hoof; footprint; rearguard (of an 
army) (14)

 ttp  162 (Qal) to crumble (1)

 tP'   a. scrap, piece; (pl.) crumbs (14)
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 llx (1)109 163 (Qal) to resonate; ring (of the ears); to 
tremble, quiver (of the lips) (4)

 µyIT'&l]xim] ÈhL;xim]*  a. little bell; cymbals (14, 11 in 1–2 Chr)

 d[x  164 to stride solemnly; to walk along (a path) 
(8)

 d['x'& *  a. step; way (14)

Vocabulary 69 (26 words)

 hwh (1)# 165 to fall; to fall upon someone (5)

 hW:h' (2)#  a. destruction (13)

 µ[n  166 (Qal) to be lovely, pleasant, delightful; be 
friendly with (8)

 µy[in:   a. (adj.) pleasant, lovely, delightful; (n.) 
happiness (13)

 zw[  167 to take refuge; (Hi.) to bring into safety (6)

 z[o (2)110  a. refuge, protection (13)

 jjx  168 (Qal) to shine (1)

 jx'me&   a. brow (13)

 ˜nq  169 (den. from ˜qe) (Pi.) to nest (5)

 ˜qe   a. nest, bird’s nest; (pl.) compartments, 
cells (13)

 bbd (1)# 170 to trickle (?), to slide (?) (1)

 bDo   a. bear (12)

 µwh  171 to confuse someone; (Ni.) to go wild (4)

 hm;Whm]   a. dismay, consternation, panic (12)

 109 For llx (3), see Voc. 60, no. 67
 110 For z[o (1), see Voc. 51, no. 212a.
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 qlj (1)# 172 to be smooth, slippery; (Hi.) to fl atter (9)

 ql;j;   a. (adj.) smooth, slippery, insinuating (12)

 ˜bl (2)111 173  (den. from hn:bel]) (Qal) to make bricks (3)

 hn:bel]   a. sun-baked brick; fl agstone, tile (12, 7 in 
Exod)

 qtm  174 to be, become sweet (6)

 q/tm;   a. (adj.) sweet; (n.) sweetness (12)

 πvn  175 (Qal) to blow, blow upon (2)

 πv,n<‡   a. twilight (morning or evening); darkness 
(12)

 jtn  176 (Pi.) to cut up in pieces (9)

 jt'nE‡   a. piece (of meat) (12)

 rq[  177 to tear out by the roots, weed; (Ni.) to 
become uprooted; (Pi.) to hamstring (7)

 hr:q;[} Èrq;[;   a. (adj.) infertile, with no descendants (12)

Vocabulary 70 (22 words)

 rfp  178 to escape; to let water fl ow freely; to let 
go off duty; (Hi.) to open the lips, mouth 
wide (9)

 hr:f]Pi Èrf,P,& *  a. fi rst-born (12)

 πnx (1)# 179 (Qal) to wind around (one’s forehead), to 
wrap up (2)

 tp,n<‡x]mi   a. turban-like headband (12, 8 in Exod)

 [xq (2)# 180 (Pu., Ho.) made for corners (3)

 [Æxoq]mi   a. corner (12)

 111 For ˜bl (1), see Voc. 58, no. 50.
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 µqr  181 (only in Qal ptc., µqero, used as n.) weaver 
of colored cloth or embroiderer of colored 
thread (9, 8 in Exod)

 hm;q]rI   a. colorful weaving, something colorfully 
woven (12, 8 in Ezek)

 Jkz  182 to be pure, bright; to be clean, innocent (4)

 Jz"   a. clear, pure (11)

 bnz  183 (den. from bn:z:) (Pi.) to attack, smite the 
rear, tail (2)

 bn:z:   a. tail; stump (11)

 ≈mj (1)# 184 to be leavened (dough); (Hi.) to taste 
leavened; (Hith.) to be soured, embittered 
(6)

 ≈mej;   a. leavened (bread and other food) (11)

 vq[  185 (Pi.) to twist; (Hi.) to denounce as crooked, 
guilty (5)

 vQe[i (1)#  a. (adj.) twisted, false (11, 7 in Prov)

 µr[ (2)112 186 to be, become clever; to be crafty (5)

 µWr[;   a. (adj.) cunning, clever (11)

 jtp (2)113 187 (den. from jÆWTPi?) (Pi.) to engrave (9)

 jÆWTPi   a. engraved decoration, engraving (11)

 ltp  188 (Ni.) to become entangled with one 
another, to wrestle; to be tortuous, astute 
(5)

 lytiP;   a. (adj.) tied on; (n.) thread (11)

 112 For µr[ (1), see Voc. 71, no. 195.
 113 For jtp (1), see Voc. 13, no. 42.
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Vocabulary 71 (20 words)

 jrq (1)# 189 to have one’s head shaved (5)

 hj;r“q;   a. baldness (11)

 ˜av  190 (Pil.) to be quiet, be without anxiety (5)

 ˜n:a}v'   a. (adj.) carefree; self-confi dent; 
undisturbed (11)

 qdb  191 (Qal) to mend, repair (1)

 qd<B,&   a. breach (10)

 Hlb (<lhb)  192 (Pi.) to deter (1)

 hh;L;B'   a. sudden terror, horror (10)

 rbk  193 (Hi.) to multiply (words) (2)

 ryBiK'   a. (adj.) strong, mighty (10, 7 in Job)

 qvn (2)114 194 to be armed; (Hi.) to touch one another (5)

 (?) qv,n<‡ (1)#  a. equipment, weapons; order of battle, 
battle (10)

 µr[ (1)115 195 (Ni.) to surge up (1)

 hm;rE[}   a. granaries; heaps (10)

 glp  196 (Ni.) to be separated; (Pi.) to split, make 
a furrow (4)

 gl,P,& (1)#  a. artifi cial water channel, canal (10)

 srq  197 (Qal) to bend over (2)

 sr<q,& *  a. (only pl.) hook (10, Exod)

 hpv  198 (Ni.) swept down fl at (by the wind); (Pu.) 
to become bare, stripped of fl esh (2)

 ypiv] (1)#  a. a bare plain (10)

 114 For qvn (1), see Voc. 31, no. 99.
 115 For µr[ (2), see Voc. 70, no. 186.
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III A. Words Occurring More than 500 Times
[Vocabularies 72–74]

Vocabulary 72 (22 words)

 ba;  1 father; progenitor

 yn:doa} È˜/da;  2 lord, master; the Lord (= God)

 ja; (2)# 3 brother; blood-relation; fellow tribesman, 
countryman

 tj'a' Èdj;a,  4 (numeral) one; another

 ˜yIa'& (1)116 5 non-existence, nothing; as quasi-verb: 
there is not; preceding a gen.= -less, 
without

 vyai (1)# 6 man; husband; human being; (impersonal) 
one, each, somebody

 la,  7 (prep.) unto, towards; up to, against; in, 
into

 la' (1)# 8 no, not (often used for temporary negation; 
also the negative of the impv. and juss. 
moods)

 µyhiløa‘  9 (used as s.) God, Deity; (used as pl.) gods

 lae (5)117  a. (G)god, deity; often highest god El 
(200–299)

 h{Æ/la‘   b. god; the true God (58; 41 in Job)

 µai  10 (conj.) if

 116 For ˜yIa'&*(2), see Voc. 88, no. 51.
 117 For lae (6), see Voc. 73, no. 29a.
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 ynIa} ÈykinOa}  11 (indep. pron., 1 c.s.) I

 ≈r<a,&  12 earth, ground; territory, country; 
underworld

 Ata, Ètae (1) 13 untranslatable accusative particle marking 
a defi nite direct object (usually in prose)

 Ata, Ètae (2) 14 (prep.) with, together with, with the help 
of; by the side of, beside; out of, from 
(with -me)

 µT,a' ÈhT;a'  15 (indep. pron., 2 m.s. and pl.)  you

 ˜T,a' ÈT]a'   a. (indep. pron., 2 f.s. and pl.) you (50–69)

 AB]  16 (insep. prep.) (loc. and instrumental) in, at; 
(temp.) at, on, within, when; with; against

 tyBe ÈtyIB'& (1)# 17 (abs. and const.) house, dwelling place; 
palace; temple; inmates of a house: family

 y/G  18 people, nation; pagan peoples (as opposed 
to Israel)

 µG"  19 also, even; as well as

Vocabulary 73 (22 words)

 Ah'  20 (the proclitic def. art.) the; (preceding a ptc. 
or more rarely a fi nite verb) the one who

 Ah}  21 proclitic interrogative particle introducing 
questions to which the answer is either 
yes or no; introducing a dependent 
interrogative clause with the meaning: 
whether, if

 aWh  22 (indep. pron., 3 m.s.) he, it; (the more 
remote dem. pron., m.s.) that, that one; 
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(the more remote dem. adj., m.s., usually 
with the proclitic def. art.) that

 ayhi  23 (indep. pron., 3 f.s.) she, it; (the more 
remote dem. pron., f.s.) that, that one; (the 
more remote dem. adj., f.s., usually with 
the proclitic def. art.) that

 hM;he& Èµhe  24 (indep. pron., 3 m.pl.) they; (the more 
remote dem. adj. m.pl., usually with the 
proclitic def. art.) those

 È˜he* (2)118 25 a. (indep. pron., 3 f.pl.) they
 hN:he& (2)  (70–99)

 hNEhi È˜he (1)119 26 behold, see

 rh'  27 hill-country; an individual mountain, 
Mount; (pl.) mountains

 Aw“  28 (insep. conj.) and, also, even; together 
with; that is; but

 tazO Èhz<  29 (the nearer dem. pron. and adj.) this

 hL,ae&   a. (c.pl.) these 
 lae (6)120   (over 500)

 Wz   b. (dem. fem. and neut.) this; (rel. pron.) 
who (14)

 dy"  30 hand, forearm; (metaph.) side, bank (of a 
watercourse); possession, power

 µ/y (1)# 31 day, daylight

 118 For ˜he (1), see no. 26 below. For hN:he&(1), see Voc. 82, no. 10.
 119 For ˜he*(2), see above, no. 25.
 120 For lae (5), see Voc. 72, no. 9a.

Words Occurring More than 500 Times (Voc. 72–74) III.A.73
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 µm;/y   a. by day, daily (51)

 AK]  32 (insep. prep.) as, like; as many as, about; 
according to; when

 /mK]   a. (quasi-prep., adv., conj.) like, as 
(100–199)

 hKo  33 (adv.) thus, so; (temp.) now; (loc.) here

 hk;K;   a. (adv.) thus (37)

 yKi (2)# 34 (conj.) because, for, that; when; if, in case; 
although, even though; (dem. particle) 
verily, indeed, surely; on the contrary

 µaiAyKi   a. but, surely; unless, except, only 
(100–199)

 Al] (1)# 35 (insep. prep.) to, for; (loc.) towards; 
(temp.) until, at

Vocabulary 74 (20 words)

 alø  36 (generally permanent negation) no, not

 yl'Wa (2)#  a. (adv.) may be (expression of hope, 
request, fear) (45)

 alu ÈWl   b. (with impf.) oh that, if only; (with perf.) 
would that (22)

 aleWl ÈyleWl   c. if not (unreal condition); surely (13)

 ha;me (1)# 37 one-hundred

 µyIt'&am;   a. two-hundred (70–99)

 hm;  38 (interrog. pron.) what?

 hm;l; ÈhM;l;&   a. (interrog. pron.) why? (100–199)

 hM,B' ÈhM;B'   b. (interrog. pron.) with what? by what 
means? wherein? how? (29)
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 hM,K' ÈhM;K'   c. (interrog. pron.) how much? how many? 
(12)

 µyIm'&  39 water

 d[' (3)121 40 (prep.) (loc.) as far as; (temp.) until; 
during, as long as

 ry[i (1)# 41 city, town

 l/q  42 noise, din; voice, sound

 varo (1)122 43 head (of person or animal); height, peak, 
upper end; beginning; leader, chief

 ˜/varI   a. (ordinal) fi rst (in rank) (100–199)

 tyviarE   b. beginning, starting point; the fi rst and 
best; fi rst fruit, choicest portion (51)

 t/va}r"m] *  c. at the head of; head-support (10)

 µve (1)# 44 name; standing, reputation

 µv;  45 (adv.) there; (temp.) then, just then, at that 
time

III B. Words Occurring 300–499 Times

Vocabulary 75 (25 words)

 vae (1)#123 1 fi re

 µD:  2 blood; shedding of blood, blood-guilt

 µy:  3 sea; lake

 yliK]  4 vessel, receptacle; piece of equipment; 
implement, instrument; weapons

 121 For d[' (1), see Voc. 82, no. 3.
 122 For varo (2), see Voc. 90, no. 114.
 123 Cf. with hV,ai, Voc. 80, no. 2.

Words Occurring More than 500 Times (Voc. 72–74) III.A.74–III.B.75
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 πs,K,&  5 silver; money

 ymi  6 (interrog. pron.) who? (indef.) whoever

 hj;P;v]mi  7 extended family, clan; (pl.) types, 
constituent parts

 an:A (1)# 8 (an enclitic particle giving emphasis or 
marking a consequence of what has just 
preceded) surely; then

 (h)aN:a;   a. (before an impv. or preceding a request 
or wish) please (13)

 µaun“  9 (an almost completely fi xed technical 
expression introducing prophetic oracles) 
announcement

 µl;/[  10 long time, duration (usually eternal, 
eternity, but not in a philosophical sense); 
future time; a long time back (dark age of 
prehistory)

 ≈[e  11 (coll.) trees, copse, timber, wood; an 
individual tree

 hP,  12 mouth; opening

 ypiK] Èypil]   a. (conj.) corresponding to, in accordance 
with, according to (67)

 hd<c; Èyd"c;  13 pasture, open fi elds, arable land

 h[;b]vi È[b'v,& (1)# 14 seven; a group of seven

 µy[ib]vi   a. seventy (70–99)

 y[iybiv]   b. (ordinal) seventh (70–99)

 µyIm'&v;  15 heaven, sky

 r['v'& (1)# 16 gate

III.B.75  
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 Words Occurring 300–499 Times (Voc. 75) III.B.75–III.C.76

 r[e/vÈr[evø   a. (den. from r['v'&)  gatekeeper (37, 20 in 
1–2 Chr)

 J/T ÈJw<T;&  17 midst

 ˜/kyTi   a. (den. adj. from Jw<T;&)  middle (12)

 tj'T'& (1)# 18 (prep.) below, underneath, under; in place 
of, instead of; (n.) what is located 
underneath, below

 ˜/Tj]T'ÈyTij]T'   a. (den. adj. from tj'T'&) lower, lowest; (n.) 
depth(s) (32)

III C. Words Occurring 200–299 Times

Vocabulary 76 (13 words)

 ˜b,a,&  1 stone

 /a  2 (conj.)  or

 µae  3 mother

 hM;a' (1)# 4 cubit; forearm

 ˜/ra}  5 ark (of the covenant); money-chest; coffi n

 rc;B;  6 fl esh, meat, food; body; relatives

 lyIl'& Èhl;y“l'&  7 night

 daom]  8 (adv.) very, exceedingly; (n.) strength, 
power

 Ja;l]m' 124 9 messenger, angel

 hj;n“mi  10 gift, present; offering

 124 Distinguish from hk;al;m] in Voc. 78, no. 18.
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 hV;vi Èvve (1)125 11 six

 µyVivi   a. sixty (63)

 yVivi   b. (ordinal) sixth (28)

III D. Words Occurring 100–199 Times
[Vocabularies 77–78]

Vocabulary 77 (16 words)

 za;  1 (adv.) then

 za;me   a. (adv.) formerly, before; (conj.) since 
(17)

 t/ja;  2 sister

 lyIa'& (1)126 3 male sheep, ram; (metaph.) chief, ruler, 
mighty one 

 Ja'  4 (adv.; emphasizing) yea, surely; 
(restrictive) only; (antithetic) however, but

 Wnj]n"‡a}  5 (indep. pron., 1 c.pl.) we

 πa' (1)127 6 (conj.) also, even

 hm;heB]  7 domestic animals, cattle; beasts; animals in 
general

 hm;B;  8 high place, place of worship; mountain 
ridge, hill; back

 d['B'& (1)# 9 (prep.) behind; through, out of; round 
about; for the benefi t of

 125 For vve (3), see Voc. 83, no. 38.
 126 For lyIa'& (3), see Voc. 86, no. 15.
 127 For πa'(2), see Voc. 46, no. 146a.

III.C.76–III.D.77  
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 Words Occurring 199–199 Times (Voc. 77–78) III.D.77–78

 hm;/j  10 (city) wall; wall (around a building or area 
of a city)

 ≈Wj  11 (s., adv.) outside; (prep.) outside; (n.) lane; 
(pl.) streets; the open fi elds

 ˜/xyji   a. (adj.) outer, external (25)

 rxej;  12 court, enclosure; permanent settlement, 
yard without walls

 ˜yIy"‡  13 wine

 vyE  14 it exists, there is

Vocabulary 78 (20 words)

 bc,K,& Ècb,K,&  15 young ram

 hB;c]Ki Èhc;b]Ki   a. young ewe lamb (8)

 jÆKo (1)# 16 power, strength; property

 aSeKi  17 seat of honor, throne; seat, chair

 hk;al;m] 128 18 handiwork, craftsmanship; business, work; 
objects, wares; (cult) service

 bg<n<‡  19 the South; arid terrain

 lj'n"‡ (1)# 20 river valley, wadi; stream; trench, tunnel

 tv,jo&n“ (1)#129 21 bronze

 hs;Ws* ÈsWs (1)# 22 horse, mare

 ÈrP'  23 bull, steer; (f.) cow
 hr:P; (1)#

 128 Distinguish from no. 9, Voc. 76.

 129 Cf. with hv;Wjn“ in Voc. 91, no. 139. “
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 qr" (2)# 24 (adv.) only

 hp;c;  25 lip (as part of mouth; organ of speech; 
manner of speech, language); shore of the 
sea, bank of a river; edge, border

 (Av] ÈAv; ÈAv,) Av'  26 (proclitic rel. pron.) who, which; (conj.) 
that 

 fb,ve&  27 stick, rod, staff, sceptre; tribe

 hn<mov]  28 eight

 µynImov]   a. eighty (38)

 ynIymiv]   b. (ordinal) eighth (30)

 vm,v,&  29 sun

 ˜/vm]vi   a. Samson (38, Judg)

 dymiT;  30 (adv.) lasting, continually; (substantivised 
adj. as nomen rectum in const. expressions) 
continuance, regularity, permanence

III E. Words Occurring 70–99 Times

Vocabulary 79 (25 words)

 ˜w<a;&  1 (looming) disaster; sin, injustice; 
deception, nothingness; false, idolatrous 
cult

 t/a (1)130 2 sign; distinguishing mark; commemorative 
token; omen

 zr<a,&  3 cedar

 hyEr“a' ÈyrIa}  4 lion

 130 Not to be confused with the pronominal direct object base with suffi xes: yti/a, 
Út]/a, etc., which is related to Ata, Ètae (1) in Voc. 72, no. 13.

III.D.78–III.E.79  
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 Words Occurring 70–99 Times (Voc. 79) III.E.79

 ˜f,B,& (1)# 5 belly; internal organs

 lz<r“B'  6 iron

 lr:/G  7 lot

 tl,D<&  8 door

 lk;yhe  9 temple; palace

 rk;z:  10 man, male person; male animal

 [Æ/rz“  11 arm, forearm; power, force, help; (pl.) 
military forces

 bl,je& (1)# 12 fat; the best, choice part (47 in Lev)

 bWrK] (1)# 13 cherub (32 in Ezek)

 µr<K,& (1)# 14 vineyard

 lm,r“K' (1)#  a. orchard (14)

 hl;s,&  15 selah (obscure technical term concerning 
the style of music or recitation) (71 in Pss)

 r/[  16 skin; leather

 z[e  17 goat; goat hair

 ha;Pe (1)# 18 side, edge; region, direction (46 in Ezek)

 rWx (1)# 19 rock; rocky hill, mountain

 ryqi (1)# 20 wall

 tv,q,&  21 bow; weapon

 rp;/v  22 (ram’s) horn; trumpet

 r/v  23 one single beast, bovid; bull

 ˜j;l]vu  24 table
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

III F. Words Occurring 50–69 Times
[Vocabularies 80–81]

Vocabulary 80 (15 words)

 πteK;  1 shoulder; side; mountain slope (67)

 hV,ai 131 2 offerings made by fi re (65, 42 in Lev)

 r/B  3 cistern; as entrance to Sheol, the world of 
the dead (65)

 raoy“ Èr/ay“   4 the Nile; stream; (pl.) branches and canals 
of the Lower Nile (64, 26 in Exod)

 hj;p]vi  5 female slave (63, 28 in Gen)

 hn<q;  6 reed, a reed’s length; spice reed (62)

 ˜/yb]a,  7 (adj.) needy, poor (61)

 lx,ae&*  8 (prep.) beside, on the side of (61)

 d/D  9 beloved, lover; father’s brother; love (61, 
36 in Cant)

 Jyae  10 (interrog. adv.) how? (60)

 hk;yae   a. (interrog. adv.) how?; alas! how! (28)

 h[;b]GI (1)# 11 hill (60)

 hb;r:[} (3)# 12 desert, steppe; (pl.) desert regions (60)

 r['y"‡ (1)# 13 thicket, undergrowth, wood (59)

 [l;s,&  14 rock; (coll.) cliffs (58)

 131 Cf. with vae (1)#, Voc. 75, no. 1.
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 Words Occurring 50–69 Times (Voc. 80–81) III.F.81

Vocabulary 81 (18 words)

 [v'Te&  15 nine (58)

 µy[iv]Ti   a. ninety (20)

 y[iyviT]   b. (ordinal) ninth (17)

 ˜d<a,&*  16 pedestal, base (57, 51 in Exod)

 vr:P;  17 horseman, charioteer; (pl.) team of horses, 
horses for a chariot (57)

 hn:m;l]a'  18 widow (56)

 hm;a;  19 female slave, maid and concubine (56)

 µr<f,&B] Èµr<f,&  20 (conj. and prep.) before, even before; not 
yet (56)

 ˜p,G<‡  21 vine (55)

 lm;G:  22 camel (54, 25 in Gen)

 vb'D“  23 honey (54)

 h[;yrIy“  24 tent curtain; tent (54)

 (aPo È/P) hPo  25 here (54)

 tl,so&  26 wheat porridge, groats, fi nely milled fl our 
(53, 34 in Lev–Num)

 lb,j,& (2)# 27 rope, cord, snares; length of rope as a unit 
of measure; piece of fi eld; area (51)

 hl;WtB]  28 virgin (51)

 µyliWtB]   a. state of virginity; evidence of virginity 
(10)

 vr<q,&  29 plank(s) (51, 48 in Exod)
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

III. G. Words Occurring 25–49 Times
[Vocabularies 82–85]

Vocabulary 82 (25 words)

 µl;yae* Èµl;Wa  1 porch (of palace or temple) (49, 32 in 
Ezek)

 tl,ke&T]  2 a blueish- (or violet-) colored purple wool 
(49, 34 in Exod)

 d[' (1)132 3 lasting future time; also occurs as d['l;, 
forever; d['AydI[}, evermore (48)

 qc'  4 sackcloth; sack; blanket (48)

 yD"v'  5 Shaddai (a divine epithet for Yahweh) (48, 
31 in Job)

 y/h  6 (interj.) ah! alas! (47, 21 in Isa)

 tynIj}  7 (f.) spear (47, 29 in 1–2 Sam)

 hK;v]li  8 hall, cella (47, 23 in Ezek)

 µyIn"‡t]m;  9 hips, loins (47)

 hN:he& (1)133 10 (adv.) hither, here (46)

 hYEa'  11 (interrog.) where? (45)

 yae   a. (interrog.) where? (31)

 bl;j;  12 milk (44)

 jÆWl  13 tablet (of stone); board, plank (43)

 yt'm;  14 (interrog.) when? (43)

 yt'm;Ad['   a. until when? how long? (28)

 132 For d['(3), see Voc. 74, no. 40.
 133 For hN:he& (2), see Voc. 73, no. 25.
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 rnE (1)# 15 light (from small clay lamp) (44)

 hr:/nm]   a. lampstand, light (42, 20 in Exod)

 hc,  16 small livestock animal: sheep or goat (44)

 hn<a; È˜a; Èhn:a; 134 17 (interrog.) where to? where?; when? (42)

 µ/ty:  18 orphan, fatherless (42)

 r/NKi  19 zither (42)

 hr:[;m] (1)# 20 cave (42)

 syrIs;  21 high offi cial; eunuch (42)

 raW:x'  22 neck (42)

Vocabulary 83 (25 words)

 ynIv; (1)# 23 crimson (42, 26 in Exod)

 jÆyrIB]  24 bar (on doors, gates, etc.) (41)

 hp;yae  25 ephah: corn measure (40)

 ˜g:D:  26 corn, grain (40)

 l[o  27 yoke (40)

 r/Pxi (1)# 28 (coll.) bird, winged creature; individual 
bird (40)

 t['l'&/T Èh[;le&/T  29 worm (40, 26 in Exod)

 yD"*  30 suffi ciency, what is required, enough (39)

 yDEmi   a. (conj.) as often as

 hn:aeT]  31 fi g tree (39)

 134 Cf. with nos.11 and 11a above; also with ˜yIa'&*(2) in Voc. 88, no. 51. 

Words Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 82–85) III.G.82–83
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 hY:nIa’ ÈynIa’  32 (coll.) ships, fl eet; ship (38)

 ˜m;G:r“a'  33 wool dyed with red purple (38, 26 in Exod)

 tyIz"‡  34 olive tree, olive (38)

 rd<j,&  35 dark room, bedroom (38)

 qyje  36 lap, bosom; fold of garment above the belt 
(38)

 rd<[e& (1)# 37 herd (38)

 vve (3)135 38 (Egyptian) linen (38, 33 in Exod)

 v/ryTi  39 sweet wine, must (38)

 raeB] (1)# 40 watering place, well (of underground 
water) (37)

 bk;/K  41 star (37)

 vg<l,&Pi Èvg<l,&yPi  42 concubine (37)

 ˜p;/a  43 wheel (of a vehicle) (36, 25 in Ezek)

 yai (1)# 44 coast; island (36)

 ˜r<G‡O  45 threshing-fl oor (36)

 lWm  46 (prep.) opposite; (n.) front (36)

Vocabulary 84 (28 words)

 tpe/m  47 wonder, sign (36)

 µ/hT]  48 primeval ocean, fl ood; fl ood, deluge (36)

 µaol]  49 nation (35)

 135 For vve (1), see Voc. 76, no. 11.
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 Words Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 82–85) III.G.84

 lg<[e&  50 young bull, ox (35)

 hl;g“[, (1)#  a. heifer, young cow (14)

 ˜/ta;  51 (f.) female donkey (34)

 hg:D: ÈgD:  52 fi sh (34)

 JrEy:  53 upper thigh; (metaph.) side (of altar, 
lampstand base) (34)

 (f.) hk;rEy“*   a. far or remotest part; rear (28)

 hL;K'  54 bride; daughter-in-law (34)

 bc,[e&  55 herbage, weed (33)

 dx' (1)# 56 side, hip (33)

 hn:/y (1)# 57 dove (32)

 bl,K,&  58 dog (32)

 hb;h;l, Èbh'l'&  59 fl ame, blade (32)

 hm;Wam]  60 something; (with negative particle) nothing 
at all (32)

 Èµwamu ÈµWm   a. spot, blemish, injury (21)
 µWam

 h[,me*  61 (always in pl. or du.) that part of the body 
through which people come into existence; 
inner being; entrails, intestines; stomach 
(32)

 ˜/mrI (1)#  62 pomegranate fruit or tree (32)

 [B'x]a,  63 fi nger (sometimes ‘toe’) (31)

 gG:  64 (fl at) roof; top slab (of altar) (31)

 lf'  65 dew, light rain (31)
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 s/K (1)# 66 cup, shell-shaped goblet (31)

 hy:l]Ki*  67 (always pl.) kidneys; innermost part of a 
person (31)

 ˜ymi*  68 (always in the form ˜ymil] + suff.) type, kind 
(31)

 vj;n: (1)# 69 snake, serpent (31)

 hl;m]ci  70 outer garment, cloak, mantle; garments, 
clothing (31)

 hm;l]c' (1)#  a. mantle, cloak; garments, clothing (16)

Vocabulary 85 (28 words)

 µc,Bo& Èµc,B,&  71 balsam oil, tree; perfume (30)

 hD:nI  72 bleeding, menstruation; separation, 
abomination, defi lement (30)

 rysi  73 cooking-pot; tub, basin (30)

 hM;zI (1)# 74 infamy, shameful behavior (esp. fornica-
tion and incest) (29, 14 in Ezek)

 tn<To&Ku  75 (shirt-like) tunic (29)

 dWT['*  76 (only pl.) male goat, sheep; (metaph.) 
leader, director (29)

 ly[im]  77 sleeveless cloak-like outer garment (28)

 hj;P,  78 governor (28)

 hF;vi  79 acacia bush or tree (28, 26 in Exod)

 hb;Te&  80 ark (in the story of Noah, Gen 6–9); chest, 
casket (28, 26 in Gen)

III.G.84–85  
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 lywIa‘ (1)# 81 fool, idiot; (adj.) foolish (27, 19 in Prov)

 tl,W<‡ai   a. foolishness (25, 23 in Prov)

 lbe/y  82 ram; with ˜r<q,&, ram’s horn (27, 20 in Lev)

 jÆrEy:  83 moon (27)

 /jyrIy“ È/jrIy“   a. Jericho (57, 28 in Josh)

 jr"y<‡ (1)#  b. month (12)

 lb,n<‡ Èlb,nE‡ (2)136 84 a stringed instrument: harp? (27)

 πWs (1)# 85 reed; most often used in the phrase πWs µy", 
sea of reeds (27)

 rWf  86 course, row (26)

 rv,n‡<  87 eagle; vulture (26)

 hb;ytin“ Èbytin:  88 pathway, path (26)

  /pae È(a)hpoyae  89 (interrog.) where? (25)

 ˜v,jo&  90 breast-piece, breast-pouch (25, 23 in Exod)

 jk'nO ‡  91 (prep.) opposite; in front, (metaph.) 
acceptable to (25)

 hl;g:[}  92 wagon, cart, threshing cart (25)

 lG:[]m' (1-2)  a. (2) wagon track, fi rm path; (1) ring of 
wagons, circular camp (16)

 tk,ro&P;  93 curtain (25)

 µaot]Pi  94 suddenly, surprisingly (25)

 136 For lb,nE (1), see Voc. 91, no. 125.

Words Occurring 25–49 Times (Voc. 82–85) III.G.85
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III. H. Words Occurring 10–24 Times
[Vocabularies 86–91]

Vocabulary 86 (24 words)

 y/a  1 (interj.) ah! (n.) woe (24)

 dyae  2 (fi nal) disaster (24)

 d/h (1)# 3 majesty (24)

 dtey:  4 (wooden) peg (24)

 tbo[}  5 rope, cord (24)

 rj'v'& (1)# 6 dawn, morning twilight (24)

  rybia;* ÈryBia'  7 strong, powerful one (23)

 (l/mt]a,) l/mT]  8 yesterday (23)

 µ/vl]vi l/mT]   a. day before yesterday (18 of 23x)

 dB' (3)137 9 linen (23)

 yG" Èay“G"  10 valley (23)

 l/j (1)# 11 mud, sand (23)

 r/YKi  12 wash basin, mobile basin; cooking pot (23)

 sm'  13 forced labor, corvée, conscription (23)

 µyIr"&h’x;  14 noon (23)

 lyIa'& (3)138 15 pillar of an archway (22, 21 in Ezek)

 rp,ae&  16 loose soil, dust; ashes (22)

 tD:  17 order, law (22, 20 in Esth)

 137 For dB' (1) and (2), see Voc. 56, nos.26a and b.
 138 For lyIa'& (1), see Voc. 77, no. 3.
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 Words Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 86–91) III.H.86–87

 ˜yhi  18 a name for a liquid measure (22)

 yjil] (1)# 19 jawbone, cheek (21)

 tm*  20 (only pl., µytim]) people (21)

 d/s  21 confi dential discussion; secret, scheme (as 
a consequence or result of discussion); 
circle, council of confi dants (21)

 ˜r<s,&* (2)# 22 (only pl.) governor(s) of fi ve Philistine 
cities (21)

 dv'*  23 (du.) (usually) a female breast (21, 9 in 
Cant)

Vocabulary 87 (24 words)

 lylia‘  24 the pagan gods (always derogatory as 
non-entities, idols); (adj.) insignifi cant, 
worthless, futile (20)

 (lpea;) lp,ao&  25 darkness (20)
 hl;pea}

 v/rB]  26 (Phoenician) juniper (20)

 ryxij; (1)# 27 grass (20)

 fl;q]mi  28 refuge, asylum (20, 11 in Num)

 hN:xi (2)# 29 (large) shield (20)

 WhTo&  30 desert, emptiness, nothing; wilderness, 
wasteland (20)

 [ÆWbv;  31 seven consecutive days, a week (20)

 µl;Wa (1)# 32 (adv.) but, on the other hand (19)

 qypia;* (1)# 33 (usually pl.) stream-bed (19)
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 hz:Wzm]  34 door-posts (19)

 bn:[e  35 wine-berry, grapes (19)

 yTec]['  36 one (but used only with rc;[; and hrEc][, to 
mean ‘eleven’) (19)

 q/v  37 thigh, fi bula; shank (of animal) (19)

 ˜kea; (1)# 38 (interj.) surely!; (contrasting adv.) however 
(18)

 hr:yBi  39 citadel, acropolis; temple (18, 10 in Esth)

 tl,j,&G"  40 burning charcoal; glow of charcoal (18)

 Jje  41 palate (18)

 dK'  42 pitcher (18)

 ˜/[m; (2)# 43 dwelling; hidden lair (18)

 hd:Wxm] (2)# 44 mountain stronghold (18)

 lQem'  45 staff; rod, branch (18)

 ybix] (1)139 46 ornament, splendor (18)

 tw<m;&l]x'  47 an impenetrable gloom or darkness (18, 10 
in Job)

Vocabulary 88 (25 words)

 b/a (2)# 48 spirit of the dead (17)

 jr:z“a,  49 native, full citizen (17)

 hm;yae  50 fright, horror (17)

 ˜yIa'&* (2)140 51 (only extant as ˜yIa'&me) (interrog.) whence? (17)
 139 For ybix](2), see Voc. 89, no. 86.
 140 For ˜yIa'&(1), see Voc. 72, no. 5.

III.H.87–88  
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 Words Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 86–91) III.H.88

 hl;ae (1)# 52 massive tree (with cultic signifi cance): 
oak? (17)

 hk;rEB]  53 pool (17)

 µ/rD:  54 the south; south wind (17, 13 in Ezek)

 hd:yji  55 riddle; ambiguous saying (17)

 cr<j,&  56 earthenware; potsherd (17)

 µz<n<‡  57 ring; ear- or nose-ring (17)

 µl,x,& (1)# 58 idol; statue; likeness; (pl.) images, fi gures, 
replicas, likenesses (17)

 hr:[;q]  59 dish, bowl (17, 15 in Num)

 ˜v'Wv (1)# 60 lily, lotus (17)

 ˜b,T,&  61 crushed stalks, straw, chaff (17)

 ˜h,Bo&*  62 thumb; big toe (16, 12 in Lev)

 ydIG“  63 kid of goat or sheep (16)

 ha;l]h…â  64 (of place) there, thither, further; (of time) 
onward (16)

 bq,y<‡  65 winepress (16)

 tv,Pe&*  66 fl ax, linen; (pl.) stalks of fl ax (16)

 hY:xi  67 (adj.) dry; (n.) dry landscape, region (16)

 rm,x,& (1)# 68 wool (16)

 hk;b;c]  69 trellis- or lattice-work (surrounding the 
capitals in the columns in the temple); net; 
grid (16)

 raev]  70 body, fl esh; fl esh as foodstuff, meat (16)
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 Hh;a}  71 (interj.) alas! (15)

 µyIn"‡z“amo  72 (the two pans of) balances, scale (15)

Vocabulary 89 (25 words)

 ryjim] (1)# 73 equivalent value, purchase price; money; 
wages (15)

 ls'  74 basket (15)

 lp,r:[}  75 thick darkness (15)

 jm'ro&  76 lance (15)

 tl,Bo&vi (1)# 77 an ear of corn (15)

 rWnT'  78 oven (15)

 ˜yNIT'  79 sea-monster,-dragon; serpent, crocodile 
(15)

 µypir:T]  80 image(s) of family or household god(s) 
(15)

 ˜t;yae (1)# 81 (adj.) always fi lled with running water, 
constantly fl owing; (metaph.) constant, 
continual (14)

 [ÆybiG:  82 candleholder; (drinking) bowl (14, 8 in 
Exod)

 r/Tp]K' (2)141 83 knob of a lampstand; capital of a pillar (14, 
12 in Exod)

 dyPil'  84 torch; lightning (14)

 ˜m; (1)# 85 manna (14)

 141 Distinguish from r/Tp]K'(1)# referring to Crete (6x)

III.H.88–89  
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 Words Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 86–91) III.H.89–90

 ybix] (2)142 86 gazelle (14)

 jm'q,&  87 ordinary (usually wheat) fl our; unprepared 
fl our (breadfruit still to be ground) (14)

 r/T (2)# 88 turtle-dove (14, 9 in Lev)

 vj'T'& (1)# 89 dolphin (?); tah\ash-skin (a type of leather) 
(14)

 ˜T'*  90 (only pl.) jackal (14)

 ˜/a (1)# 91 generative power, physical power; wealth 
(13)

 tB' (2)143 92 bath, a liquid measure (13)

 bG" (1)# 93 back; eyebrows; rim of a wheel; torus on 
the foot of the altar; bosses of a shield (13, 
7 in Ezek)

 hY:wIG“  94 body; corpse (13)

 ww: * 95 (always pl.) nails, pegs (13, Exod)

 hz<j;  96 breast (of a sacrifi cial animal) (13, 9 in 
Lev)

 rjo* (1)# 97 (always pl.) free, noble ones (13)

Vocabulary 90 (25 words)

 fyfi  98 wet loam, mud; potter’s clay (13)

 ˜/myviy“  99 desert (13)

 t/al;lu  100 knots, loops (13, Exod)

 142 For ybix](1), see Voc. 87, no. 46.
 143 For tB' (1), see Voc. 5, no. 3b.
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 lWBm'  101 the celestial sea (13, 12 in Gen)

 [ÆDEr“p'x]  102 frogs (13, 11 in Exod)

 wq' Èwq; (1)# 103 string (for measuring) (13)

 ˜yjiv]  104 ulcer, infl amed spot (13)

 aT;  105 niche(s) in the temple-tower; guard 
chamber for the outrunner or observation 
post (13, 11 in Ezek)

 yrIz:k]a' Èrz:k]a'  106 (adj.) cruel (12)

 tr<h,&B'  107 white spot on the skin (12, Lev)

 rm,jo& (3)144 108 homer (a dry measure) (12)

 aybil;  109 (f.) lioness (12)

 hl;Wxm] Èhl;/xm]  110 the deep (sea); (pl.) the depths (12)

 tymi[;*  111 community, association of people (12, 11 
in Lev)

 ≈/q (1)# 112 thorny bushes, thorns (12)

 ˜yxiq;  113 ruler, leader, superior (12)

 varo (2)145 114 (unspecifi ed) poisonous plant; poison (12)

 hY:viWT  115 sound wisdom, prudence; success, good 
result (12)

 rm;T; (1)# 116 date palm (12)

 hr:moTâi   a. palm-shaped ornament, decoration (19)

 lb;a}  117 (conj.) but, however; (interj.) truly, alas 
(11)

 144 For rm,jo& (2), see Voc. 58, no. 47b.
 145 For varo (1), see Voc. 74, no. 43.

III.H.90  
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 lY:a'&  118 fallow deer (11)

 hl;Y:a'   a. doe of a fallow deer (11)

 tyzIG:  119 dressed stone, ashlar (11)

 hr:GE (1)# 120 cud (11)

Vocabulary 91 (25 words)

 µløh}  121 (adv.) hither, here (11)

 jÆ/j (1)# 122 thorn-bush; thorn (11)

 t/mj;* (1)# 123 husband’s mother, mother-in-law (11, 10 
in Ruth)

 µfor“j'  124 soothsayer priests (11)

 lb,nE‡ (1)146 125 jar (11)

 ryPis'  126 lapis-lazuli (11)

 dqod“q;  127 skull (11)

 µh'vø& (1)# 128 red colored carnelian (11)

 lWv*  129 (only in pl.) the seams on a garment or 
robe; the pubic region of a woman (11)

 rymiv; (1)# 130 thornbush (11, 8 in Isa)

 tr<G<‡ai  131 (offi cial administrative) letter (10)

 t/dao  132 (prep.) on account of; (conj.) for the very 
reason that (10)

 b/zae  133 hyssop (10)

 ˜/lae (1)# 134 tall tree (10)

 146 For lb,nE‡ (2), see Voc. 85, no. 84.

Words Occurring 10–24 Times (Voc. 86–91) III.H.90–91
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 WORDS WITHOUT VERBAL ROOTS (VOC. 72–91) 

 hz<L;h' ÈzL;h'   135 (dem. pron., c. gender) that person there; 
(dem. pron. m.) that man there (10)

 rzE*  136 frame, border (10, Exod)

 µyIx'&l;j}  137 loins (10)

 ha;m]j,  138 sour milk, cream (10)

 hv;Wjn“ 147 139 copper, bronze (10)

 brE[o ÈbrE/[ (1)# 140 raven (10)

 cr<[,&  141 couch, divan (10)

 tj'P'&  142 pit; ravine (10)

 ar<P,&  143 wild ass (10)

 tWrrIv]*  144 hard-heartedness, stubbornness (10)

 hn:WmT]  145 form, manifestation (10)

 147 Cf. with tv,jo&n“ (1) in Voc. 78, no. 21.

III.H.91 
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APPENDIX I
Proper and Place Names 

Occurring 70 or More Times in the Old Testament
Arranged in Decreasing Frequency Order

[For frequently occurring proper and place names derived from 
a single root, see the preceding lists. The names listed below either 
derive from more than one root or from roots attested only very 
infrequently or not at all in the Hebrew Bible]

Over 500 Times
 laer:c]yI 1. Israel hv,mo 4. Moses
 dwID: 2. David yrIx]mi ÈµyIr"&x]mi 5. Egypt, Egyptian
 ydIWhy“ Èhd:Why“ 3. Judah, Judean µIl'&v;Wry“ 6. Jerusalem

300–499 Times
 bqo[}y" 7. Jacob ˜roh}a' 8. Aaron

200–299 Times  
 tv,l,&p{“ yTiv]liP] 9. Philistine [ÆWv/hy“ 12. Joshua
 h[or“P' 10. Pharaoh µh;r:b]a' Èµr:b]a' 13. Abraham
 lb,B; 11. Babylon

100–199 Times
 ba;/m 14. Moab Why‡:m]r“yI Èhy:m]r“yI 22. Jeremiah
 µyIr"&p]a, 15. Ephraim ba;/y 23. Joab
 ˜ymiy:n“Bi 16. Benjamin laeWmv] 24. Samuel
 ynI[}n"‡K] È˜['n"‡K] 17. Canaan, Canaanite WhY:‡qiz“ji 25. Hezekiah
 µr:a} 18. Aram ˜t;n:/hy“ 26. Jonathan
 ˜/Yxi 19. Zion  d[;l]GI 27. Gilead
 rWVa' 20. Assyria µ/lv;b]a' 28. Absalom
 hc,n"m] 21. Manasseh µ[;b]r:y: 29. Jeroboam
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70–99 Times
 wc;[e 30. Esau fp;c;/hy“ 36. Jehoshaphat
 ba;j]a; 31. Ahab dG: 37. Gad
 rX'an<d“k'Wbn“ 32. Nebuchadnezzar laYEnID: 38. Daniel
 µyDIc]K' 33. Chaldeans rz:[;l]a, 39. Eleazar
 ˜beWar“ 34. Reuben WhY:‡liae ÈhY:liae 40. Elijah
 yrImoa‘ 35. Amorite laeAtyBe 41. Bethel

APPENDIX II
The Forms and Meanings of the 

Hebrew Pronominal Suffi xes

A. Suffi xes to the Verb (both the suffi xed and prefi xed stems and 
the imperative)
 1.c.s. ynI- me 1.c.pl. Wn-
 2.m.s. Ú- you 2.m.pl. µk,-
 2.f.s. J- you 2.f.pl. ˜k,-
 3.m.s. /- ÈWh- him 3.m.pl. µh,- Èµ-
 3.f.s. H-: Èh-… her 3.f.pl. ˜h,- È˜-
  h;-

B. Suffi xes to the Noun
 Masculine singular Feminine singular
With s.suff. 1.c. y-I my yti-:
 2.m. Ú-“ your Út]-:
 2.f. J-E your Jte-:
 3.m. w- ÈWh- È/- his /t-:
 3.f. h;- ÈH-: her Ht;-:

With pl.suff. 1.c. Wn-" our Wnte-:
 2.m. µk,-“ your µk,t]-"
 2.f. ˜k,-“ your ˜k,t]-"
 3.m. µh,- Èµ-: their µt;-:
 3.f. ˜h,- È˜-: their ˜t;-:

App. I–II APPENDIX 1: PROPER AND PLACE NAMES 
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APPENDIX II: HEBREW PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES App. II

 Masculine plural Feminine plural
With s.suff. 1.c. y-" my yti/-
 2.m. Ú-< your Úyt,/-
 2.f. JyI-" your JyIt'/-
 3.m.  w-: ÈWh-E his wyt;/-
  wy-:
 3.f. h;y-< her h;yt,/-

Wih pl.suff. 1.c. Wny-E our Wnyte/-
 2.m. µk,y-E your µk,yte/-
 2.f. ˜k,y-E your ˜k,yte/-
 3.m. µh,y-E their µh,yte/-
 3.f. ˜h,y-E their ˜h,yte/-
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INDEX OF THE VOCABULARY LISTS

AND THE WORDS IN APPENDIX I
All verbal roots are unpointed. Cognates and other words are 

also unpointed, except in cases of homographs, where suffi cient 
pointing is indicated to distinguish them. After each Hebrew word, 
references begin with a specifi cation of the List number (I., II., or 
III.) and Frequency category in which the word occurs (i.e., A., B., 
C., etc. for Lists I. and III.), then the Vocabulary number followed 
by the word’s particular number within its category. All of this data 
may be looked up quickly by referring to the bold reference numbers 
in the running headers on each page.  Indeed, since the ninety-one 
vocabularies run in strict numerical order, without restarting under 
each list or frequency category, readers may most rapidly fi nd 
their way to the desired words by looking fi rst for the vocabulary 
number (the last digit in the running header numbering), and then 
for the individually numbered words.  The personal and place names 
in Appendix I are also included in the Index, designated by the 
abbreviation “App.I” followed by each name’s list number.

a
ba III.A.Voc.72.1
dba I.C.Voc.9.1
hba I.E.Voc.23.33
˜wyba III.F.Voc.80.7
rybia; ÈryBia' III.H.Voc.86.7
lba (1) I.F.Voc.28.55
lba (2) II.Voc.61.81
lb,ae I.F.Voc.28.55a
lbea; (2) I.G.Voc.42.76a
lb;a} III.H.Voc.90.117
˜ba III.C.Voc.76.1
µhrba Èµrba App.I.13
µwlvba App.I.28
trga III.H.Voc.91.131

µwda I.G.Voc.51.219c
ynda È˜wda III.A.Voc.72.2
twda III.H.Voc.91.132
ryda II.Voc.63.101a
µda I.G.Voc.51.219
µd:a; (1) I.G.Voc.51.219a
hmda (1) I.G.Voc.51.219b
˜da III.F.Voc.81.16
rda II.Voc.63.101
trda II.Voc.63.101b
bha  I.B.Voc.5.1
hbha(1) I.B.Voc.5.1a
Hha III.H.Voc.88.71
lha(1) II.Voc.53.9
lh,ao(1) II.Voc.53.9a
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Index

˜rha App.I.8
wa III.C.Voc.76.2
bwa III.H.Voc.88.48
hwa I.F.Voc.33.127
ywa III.H.Voc.86.1
lywa(1) III.G.Voc.85.81
ylwa(2) III.A.Voc.74.36a
µlya Èµl;Wa III.G.Voc.82.1
µl;Wa(1) III.H.Voc.87.32
tlwa III.G.Voc.85.81a
˜wa III.E.Voc.79.1
˜/a(1) III.H.Voc.89.91
˜pwa III.G.Voc.83.43
≈wa I.G.Voc.51.220
rxwa II.Voc.57.43a
rwa I.F.Voc.26.27
r/a I.F.Voc.26.27a
twa(1) III.E.Voc.79.2
za III.D.Voc.77.1
bwza III.H.Voc.91.133
rwza I.G.Voc.43.107a
˜za(1) I.F.Voc.27.43
˜z<ao I.F.Voc.27.43a
rza I.G.Voc.43.107
jrza III.H.Voc.88.49
ja(2) III.A.Voc.72.3
baja App.I.31
tja Èdja III.A.Voc.72.4
rwja I.G.Voc.41.72f
twja III.D.Voc.77.2
zja(1) I.E.Voc.21.1
hzja I.E.Voc.21.1a
rja I.G.Voc.41.72
yrja Èrj'a'  I.G.Voc.41.72a
rjea'(1) I.G.Voc.41.72b
˜wrja I.G.Voc.41.72e
tyrja I.G.Voc.41.72c
yae III.G.Voc.82.11a
yai(1) III.G.Voc.83.44
bya II.Voc.55.18
byEao II.Voc.55.18a
dya III.H.Voc.86.2

hya III.G.Voc.82.11
Jya III.F.Voc.80.10
hkya III.F.Voc.80.10a
lya(1) III.D.Voc.77.3
lya(3) III.H.Voc.86.15
lY:a' III.H.Voc.90.118
hlya III.H.Voc.90.118a
hmya III.H.Voc.88.50
˜ya(1) III.A.Voc.72.5
˜ya(2) III.H.Voc.88.51
hp;yae III.G.Voc.83.25
wpa È(a)hpya III.G.Voc.85.89
vya(1) III.A.Voc.72.6
˜tya(1) III.H.Voc.89.81
Ja III.D.Voc.77.4
yrzka Èrzka III.H.Voc.90.106
 lka I.A.Voc.1.1
lk,ao I.A.Voc.1.1a
hlka I.A.Voc.1.1c
˜ka(1) III.H.Voc.87.38
la, III.A.Voc.72.7
la'(1) III.A.Voc.72.8
lae(5) III.A.Voc.72.9a
hla(1) II.Voc.61.79
hl;ae(1) III.H.Voc.88.52
hl;a; II.Voc.61.79a
lae(6) ÈhL,ae III.A.Voc.73.29a
µyhla III.A.Voc.72.9
hwla III.A.Voc.72.9b
˜wla(1) III.H.Voc.91.134
πwla(2) II.Voc.54.10c
whyla Èhyla App.I.40
lyla III.H.Voc.87.24
hnmla III.F.Voc.81.18
rz[la App.I.39
πla(2) II.Voc.54.10
πl,a,(1) II.Voc.54.10e
πl,a,(2) II.Voc.54.10a
πl,a,(3) II.Voc.54.10b
µypla II.Voc.54.10d
µai III.A.Voc.72.10
µae III.C.Voc.76.3
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Index

hM;a'(1) III.C.Voc.76.4
hm;a; III.F.Voc.81.19
hnwma I.C.Voc.9.2b
lma(1) I.G.Voc.43.108
˜ma(1) I.C.Voc.9.2
˜mea; I.C.Voc.9.2c
≈ma I.F.Voc.27.44
rma(1) I.A.Voc.1.2
rm,ae(1) I.A.Voc.1.2a
hrma I.A.Voc.1.2b
yrma App.I.35
tma I.C.Voc.9.2a
tjtma II.Voc.67.150a
(h)ana III.B.Voc.75.8a
hna(3) II.Voc.53.1
hn<a; È˜a; Èhn:a; III.G.Voc.82.17
vwna II.Voc.53.2b
jna I.G.Voc.49.180
hjna I.G.Voc.49.180a
wnjna III.D.Voc.77.5
yna Èykna III.A.Voc.72.11
hyna ÈynIa’ III.G.Voc.83.32
πna I.G.Voc.46.146
vna II.Voc.53.2
rySia' Èrysia; I.D.Voc.16.1a
πsa I.B.Voc.5.2
rsa I.D.Voc.16.1
rS;ai Èrs;a‘ I.D.Voc.16.1b
πa'(1) III.D.Voc.77.6
µypa Èπa'(2) I.G.Voc.46.146a
dpa II.Voc.60.66
d/pae Èdpoae II.Voc.69.66a
hpa I.F.Voc.35.146
qypa(1) III.H.Voc.87.33
hlpa Èlpa III.H.Voc.87.25
spa II.Voc.60.72
sp,a, II.Voc.60.72a
rpa III.H.Voc.86.16
µyrpa App.I.15
[bxa III.G.Voc.84.63
lxa III.F.Voc.80.8
rxa II.Voc.57.43

bra I.F.Voc.27.45
brEao I.F.Voc.27.45a
hbra I.B.Voc.8.30a
[bra I.G.Voc.49.193a
µy[bra I.G.Voc.49.193b
gra I.G.Voc.48.167
˜mgra III.G.Voc.83.33
˜wra III.C.Voc.76.5
zra III.E.Voc.79.3
jra II.Voc.59.60
jr"ao II.Voc.59.60a
hyra Èyra III.E.Voc.79.4
Jra I.F.Voc.30.82
Jr<ao I.F.Voc.30.82a
JrEa; I.F.Voc.30.82b
µra App.I.18
˜wmra II.Voc.62.90a
≈ra III.A.Voc.72.12
rra I.E.Voc.21.13
cra I.G.Voc.50.196
va(1) III.B.Voc.75.1
hV;ai II.Voc.53.2a
hV,ai III.F.Voc.80.2
rwva App.I.20
lkva(1-2) I.G.Voc.37.11a
µva I.F.Voc.29.71
µv;a; I.F.Voc.29.71a
hm;v]a' I.F.Voc.29.71b
rva(1) II.Voc.53.3
rva(2) II.Voc.60.71
rv,a} II.Voc.53.3a
rvua; II.Voc.53.3b
yrEv]a' Èrv,a, II.Voc.60.71a
Ata, Ètae(1) III.A.Voc.72.13
Ata, Ètae(2) II.Voc.53.1a; also 

III.A.Voc.72.14
˜T,a' ÈT]a' III.A.Voc.72.15a
hta I.G.Voc.39.35
µT,a' ÈhT;a' III.A.Voc.72.15
˜wta III.G.Voc.84.51
lwmta III.H.Voc.86.8
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b
AB] III.A.Voc.72.16
rab(1) III.G.Voc.83.40
vab I.G.Voc.42.90
lbb App.I.11
dgb I.E.Voc.24.47
dg<B,(2) I.E.Voc.24.47a
db(1) II.Voc.56.26a
db(2) II.Voc.56.26b
db(3) III.H.Voc.86.9
ddb II.Voc.56.26
ldb I.F.Voc.27.34
qdb III.H.71.191
qd<B, II.Voc.71.191a
lhb I.F.Voc.28.56
hmhb III.D.Voc.77.7
˜hb III.H.Voc.88.62
trhb III.H.Voc.90.107
awb I.A.Voc.1.3
zwb I.G.Voc.46.147
hz:WB ÈzWB(1) I.G.Voc.46.147a
swb I.G.Voc.49.181
rwb III.F.Voc.80.3
vwb(1) I.C.Voc.9.3
zb I.F.Voc.27.25a
hzb I.F.Voc.26.28
hZ:Bi I.F.Voc.27.35b
zzb I.F.Voc.27.35
rwjb(1) I.C.Voc.9.4a
ryjb I.C.Voc.9.4b
˜jb I.F.Voc.32.105
rjb(2) I.C.Voc.9.4
jfb(1) I.C.Voc.9.5
jf'B,(1) I.C.Voc.9.5a
˜fb(1) III.E.Voc.79.5
˜yb I.C.Voc.9.6
˜yBe È˜yIB' I.C.Voc.9.6a
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